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Chapter 399: Chapter 399, in the huge pit

Elder Tang was a spiritual master, and this mark could clearly tell what
was going on in his mind!

But now, Qin Yu could no longer find a suitable reason to stop him. He
could only watch helplessly!

The light on elder Tang’s finger pointed towards the center of Xiao Yu’s
brows.

Qin Yu’s heart instantly jumped! He mobilized the internal Qi in his
body and was ready to use shrinking earth to escape at any time!

The light landed on the space between Xiao Yu’s eyebrows and elder
Tang closed his eyes slightly.

A moment later, elder Tang slowly opened his eyes.

“How is it?”Yan Haoran asked.

Elder Tang shook his head and said, “In reply to Young Master Yan’s
words, what this girl said is true.”

Hearing this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but widen his eyes!

What was going on? This elder Tang actually didn’t see through it?

Could it be that… Elder Tang wasn’t a spiritual master at all?

“Well, in that case, you can go down.”Yan Haoran waved his hand.



Xiao Yu snorted lightly and then walked to Qin Yu’s side.

“You two, go down.”Yan Haoran pointed at the huge pit and said.

Before Qin Yu could say anything, Jing Shihong kicked Qin Yu’s butt
from behind.

With this kick, Qin Yu staggered and almost fell into the huge pit.

“Damn it, just you wait!”Qin Yu couldn’t help but curse in his heart.

Then, Qin Yu looked at little fish and said, “Hurry up and go down.”

Little Fish glared at Qin Yu and said, “It’s none of your business!”

Qin Yu immediately grabbed little fish and jumped into the huge pit.

The moment they jumped in, a gust of cold wind-like yin energy
completely devoured the two of them!

The huge pit was dozens of meters deep! Qin Yu didn’t dare to be
negligent. He immediately cast a spell and gently carried little fish,
slowly falling into the huge pit.

“How is it? Is He Dead?”Jing Shihong’s voice came from above.

Qin Yu looked up at the ray of light in the sky and shouted, “He’s not
dead! Nothing happened at all!”

“Oh? Really?”Above, Jing Shihong was a little surprised.

Yan Haoran was silent for a moment and said, “Since nothing happened,
let’s go down.”



After saying that, he glanced at the crowd and said, “Who is willing to

go down?”

Jing Shihong immediately took a step back. As a suspicious person, he
didn’t dare to act rashly.

“I’ll go down!”Someone volunteered to show off in front of Yan

Haoran.

After saying that, he took a big step and directly jumped into the huge

pit.

“Ah! ! !”

The moment he jumped into the huge pit, he heard a scream of Pain!

“Bang!”

In the end, a skeleton fell in front of Qin Yu.

“Hiss”

Qin Yu couldn’t help but suck in a breath of cold air.

The Yin energy here was actually so terrifying? It directly melted the

body of a peak-stage martial grandmaster?

“Is he dead?”Jing Shihong’s voice came from above.

But this time, no one answered him.

Above, Yan Haoran couldn’t help but frown.



“What’s going on? That cuckold didn’t die. Why did he die when he

went down?”Yan Haoran said in a deep voice.

“Could it be related to that pure yin body?”Someone guessed.

“It must be! That cuckold is only a grandmaster. He definitely can’t

resist this yin energy!”

Yan Haoran’s frown became even more serious.

Little Fish had already been brought into the huge pit by Qin Yu. They
had no way to enter this huge pit.

“Looks like we can only rely on that cuckold.”Yan Haoran rubbed his
chin and said in a deep voice.

Then, Yan Haoran shouted at the huge pit, “Cuckold, listen well. I’m
giving you a chance now. As long as you can bring me the treasure, I
can give you a chance to serve my Yan family!”

In the huge pit, Qin Yu could not help but sneer.

He thought for a moment and then said, “Young Master Yan, if I bring
the Babe, can you make me the boss of the Northern Region?”

As soon as he said this, the faces of the people above immediately
darkened.

“This kid is actually asking for too much!”Jing Shihong cursed.

“Humph, since he dares to come to such a place as a grandmaster, it
means that he is a greedy person.”



“Young Master Yan, you must not agree with him!”

Yan Haoran did not say anything. He looked down and said coldly,
“Okay, I will agree with you.”

“Then thank you, Young Master Yan.”Qin Yu sneered.

The boss of the north? Do you think I will believe you?

Working for the Yan family is simply a dream!

Above.

Jing Shihong and the others were suddenly anxious.

“Young Master Yan, how can you let a grandmaster be the leader of the

northern martial arts world!”

“Yeah, this kid is useless. He’s just cannon fodder. He can’t be
convinced by the masses!”

Yan Haoran glanced at them and sneered, “Calm him down first. As
soon as he brings the Babe to me, kill him immediately.”

Hearing that, everyone suddenly understood.

“Young Master Yan is so Smart!”Jing Shihong said with a smile.

“Young Master Yan is really good at strategizing! He has the same style
as Old Mister Yan!”

Although they flattered Yan Haoran, they didn’t realize that they had
unknowingly fallen into Qin Yu’s trap.



Qin Yu threw out a question through asking for conditions.

After the Yan family unified the northern martial arts world, who would
be the chief?

Everyone was the first batch, so who could lead who?

“Damn it, the chief of the northern martial arts world can only be
me!”Jing Shihong roared crazily in his heart.

Not only Jing Shihong, but the others also had the same thoughts.

…

The huge pit fell into a brief silence.

Xiao Yu couldn’t wait to ask, “Qin Yu, why are you dressed like this?
And who are they?”

Seeing Xiao Yu’s terrified look, Qin Yu smiled and said, “Don’t worry.
Cultivate well. When we go up, I’ll take revenge for you.”

“Really?”Xiao Yu said in surprise.

A glint flashed in Qin Yu’s eyes, and he sneered, “Really.”

At this point, Qin Yu couldn’t help but ask, “Why didn’t that elder Tang

notice that you were lying?”

“AH? Lying? What Lie?”Xiao Yu asked in confusion.

Qin Yu frowned and said, “What you just said to them, wasn’t it a lie?”

“No, I really jumped down,”Xiao Yu said with a smile.



Qin Yu suddenly understood.

No wonder that old Tang didn’t notice it, because Xiao Yu didn’t lie at
all.

“You’re really brave. Aren’t you afraid that there’s danger here?Maybe
some thousand-year-old Ghost King will eat you directly,”Qin Yu said
to scare Xiao Yu.

“Tch, what Ghost King is there! There are quite a lot of Babe,”Xiao Yu
muttered.

At this point, Xiao Yu said mysteriously, “I found a babe here, but I
didn’t dare to take it! Let’s go, I’ll take you to have a look!”

Chapter 400: Chapter 400, the female devil

“Babe?”Qin Yu’s eyes flashed with excitement.

“Yes! Let’s go, I’ll take you there!”Little Yu held Qin Yu’s hand and
walked towards the depths of the huge pit.

This huge pit was cylindrical from top to bottom, but when they reached
the bottom of the huge pit, it was completely different.

It was shockingly flat ground inside, and in the depths of the flat ground,
there was a stone house that was neither big nor small.

The house was blocked by the stone door. Under normal circumstances,
such a stone door would definitely set a taboo.

For example, a top-grade killing formation or various traps.



However, what surprised Qin Yu was that this stone door did not have
any taboo at all.

Even when little fish walked over, the stone door would open
automatically.

The door slowly opened amidst a series of loud bangs.

Behind this stone door, there was a huge throne.

On the throne, there was a dim light.

Little Fish pointed at the light in front of her and said, “That’s it!”

After saying that, she excitedly ran towards the light.

Qin Yu followed closely behind and came in front of the throne.

On the throne, there was a mask.

When Qin Yu saw the mask, his expression could not help but change.

“This… This is the ghost face in the Sky?”Qin Yu’s eyes widened!

For some reason, Qin Yu felt a chill on his back!

It was as if he was being stared at by countless pairs of eyes. That kind
of uneasiness made even Qin Yu tremble!

“This is it. Although I don’t know what it can do, I think it’s definitely
not a common object.”Little Fish stroked his chin like a little adult.

Qin Yu frowned and reached out his hand to touch the mask.



At this moment, a huge force directly sent Qin Yu flying!

“Boom!”

The huge force shocked everyone!

The stone wall behind Qin Yu was directly smashed into pieces! A huge

boulder fiercely smashed into Qin Yu’s body!

“Qin Yu! Are You Alright!”Little Fish hurriedly ran over.

Qin Yu pushed aside the huge rock and walked out of the stone mound.

He shook his head and said, “I’m fine. This mask… seems to have set

some kind of forbidden power.”

After saying that, Qin Yu walked to the front of the mask and tried to
pick up the mask for the second time.

However, the result was the same as the first time. Qin Yu was directly
sent flying!

Moreover, the force was a few times stronger than the first time!

Even Qin Yu’s indestructible body was left with white marks!

“How could this be?”Qin Yu’s expression was a little ugly.

Xiao Yu frowned and said, “That’s not right.”

As she spoke, Xiao Yu stretched out her small hand and grabbed the
mask.

“Don’t! Don’t move!”Qin Yu shouted anxiously!



But it was too late! Xiao Yu’s hand had already reached for the mask!

Something that surprised Qin Yu happened.

Xiao Yu easily took the mask off the throne! There was no resistance at
all!

“This is obviously quite easy to take,”Xiao Yu mumbled as he played
with the mask.

Qin Yu frowned slightly.

Could it be… ? … only a pure yin body could take this mask off?

“Here, take it.”Xiao Yu handed the mask to Qin Yu.

Holding the mask, Qin Yu could clearly feel an ancient and simple

internal Qi gushing toward him!

This internal Qi almost covered Qin Yu, and it even affected Qin Yu’s
spiritual sense!

In an instant, countless images flashed through Qin Yu’s mind!

Although this image was fleeting, it made Qin Yu’s back go cold!

That terrifying killing intent was definitely not something Qin Yu could
withstand!

“This is definitely not an ordinary item,”Qin Yu said in a deep voice as
he held the mask.



“Of course! The Babe that I discovered is definitely not an ordinary
item!”Little Yu said proudly.

Qin Yu did not say anything. He tried to put the mask on his face.

The moment he put it on, Qin Yu’s face felt an intense burning
sensation!

It was as if his entire face was about to be torn apart. It was extremely
painful!

“Ah!”

Qin Yu hurriedly took off the mask from his face and threw it to the side.

“What’s Wrong?”Xiao Yu asked with a puzzled look.

Qin Yu didn’t say anything.

His head spun rapidly.

Could it be… that this mask was a natural fit with Xiao Yu?

Or perhaps… It was like the stairway to Heaven, which required
approval?

“Xiao Yu, try wearing this mask.”Thinking of this, Qin Yu hurriedly
looked at Xiao Yu.

Xiao Yu picked up the mask and muttered, “This is too ugly. I’m such a

beautiful little girl, wearing it will affect my image…”



Even though that was the case, she still obediently put the mask on her
face.

The moment she put it on, rays of light burst out from the mask!

“Xiao Yu!”Qin Yu hurriedly shouted.

Xiao Yu did not react at all. Qin Yu tried to pull the mask off, but he
found that it was as if the mask grew on Xiao Yu’s face. It could not be
removed at all!

“Hu…”

A gentle breeze blew past.

On the mask, specks of light flickered.

A moment later, the mask wrapped around Xiao Yu!

Her entire body floated in the air and was enveloped by the dark light!

“Whoosh!”

Another gust of chilly wind blew past!

The specks of light actually formed a slender figure in the air above
Little Fish!

This figure’s long hair fluttered in the wind and her figure was slender.
It was difficult to conceal the internal Qi of the ancient times.

And she was wearing this mask on her face!



The scene only flashed by for a moment, but it made Qin Yu’s entire
body tremble!

It was as if his entire body could not withstand this internal Qi, and he
was going to kneel down and worship at any time!

The light slowly disappeared, and Xiao Yu also fell from the sky.

She took off the mask and muttered, “What a strange feeling.”

“You… are you okay?”Qin Yu could not hide the shock in her heart.

Xiao Yu shook his head and said, “I’m fine. It’s like I had a dream.”

“What Kind of Dream?”Qin Yu hurriedly asked.

Xiao Yu shook his head and said, “I don’t remember either.”

Qin Yu didn’t say anything.

But his heart was in turmoil.

Could it be… There was a connection between this mask and Xiao Yu?

Or… Xiao Yu was the owner of this mask? The mask was left behind by
Xiao Yu in his previous life?

Thinking about it carefully, the light just now was really similar to Xiao

Yu’s figure.

The only difference was that there seemed to be thousands of differences
in personality and temperament.

“Hey, what are you thinking about?”Xiao Yu patted Qin Yu’s shoulder.



Qin Yu came back to his senses. He shook his head and said, “Xiao Yu,
keep this mask for yourself. Maybe it will be useful to you.”

“Me?”Little Yu pointed at himself and then hurriedly shook his head.
“No, no, no. It’s too ugly. How can I appreciate my peerless

appearance with this mask on…”

“Screw you.”Qin Yu rolled his eyes at Little Yu.

“Be obedient. This mask is definitely not an ordinary thing. It might be
of great use to you in the future,”Qin Yu said with a serious expression.

It was precisely because of this mask that Little Yu’s life had changed.

No one would have thought that this mischievous girl would become a
devil that everyone feared.

Chapter 401: Chapter 401, the breakthrough was imminent

In the huge pit.

Qin Yu and Little Fish carried out a sweep.

Unfortunately, other than this mask, there was nothing else.

There was only endless yin qi.

“The yin qi here is so dense, let’s cultivate in seclusion here,”qin yu
said to Little Fish.

Little Fish nodded. She sat cross-legged next to Qin Yu and began to
absorb the yin qi from the huge pit.



Endless Yin qi surged into Xiao Yu’s body.

Its speed far surpassed Qin Yu’s.

Even because of Xiao Yu’s influence, Qin Yu’s absorption of Yin Qi
became somewhat difficult.

This also confirmed Qin Yu’s thoughts:

There must be a myriad of connections between Xiao Yu and the ghost
mask!

Helpless, Qin Yu had no choice but to let Xiao Yu go to the stone house
to cultivate alone.

As for Qin Yu, he sat under the light of the huge pit and slowly absorbed
the Yin Qi from the huge pit.

As a primal chaos body, Qin Yu had a natural advantage.

The absorption of Yin Qi was extremely smooth. Along with the

circulation of the mental cultivation method, Qin Yu’s speed could be
said to be changing day by day.

The current Qin Yu was already at the peak of the Grandmaster realm.
With just one step, he would be able to step into the grandmaster realm!

‘when I step into the Great Grandmaster realm, I will definitely trigger
the heavenly tribulation. At that time, I won’t be able to hide it
anymore.’Qin Yu raised his head and looked at the people in the huge pit
as he thought to himself.



Of course, as long as Qin Yu stepped into the Great Grandmaster realm,
he would no longer need to fear those people.

Being invincible among those of the same level wasn’t just a saying.

Time passed by minute by minute. Qin Yu was as hungry as if he was
thirsty as he absorbed the yin energy from the huge pit.

In the blink of an eye, three days had passed.

The people above were still waiting.

“Damn it, it’s been so long. Is this cuckold dead?”Jing Shihong
couldn’t help but mutter.

Yan Haoran glanced at Jing Shihong and said, “Don’t rush everything.
Wait slowly.”

Even though he said so, Yan Haoran was also a little anxious.

No one knew how long they would have to wait, let alone whether there
was a babe in this huge pit.

In the blink of an eye, another three days passed.

However, there was still no movement in the huge pit.

Jing Shihong couldn’t hold it in any longer.

He lay on the huge pit and shouted, “Cuckold brat, are you F * cking
dead? !”

Qin Yu opened his eyes and said faintly, “I won’t die even if you die.”



Hearing this, Jing Shihong glared and said angrily, “Kid, you know
who you are talking to! Do you believe that I will kill you? !”

“Alright, come down.”Qin Yu sneered.

“You!”Jing Shihong was instantly furious.

Qin Yu continued, “Young Master Yan said that as long as I go up, the
leader of the northern martial arts world will be me! As your superior,
even if I scold you a little, you have to endure it!”

“F * ck me…”Jing Shihong was so angry that he almost vomited blood.

He was at the peak of the Martial Grandmaster realm, yet he was
scolded by a person at the Grandmaster realm!

“Shut up!”Yan Haoran said coldly.

“The cuckold is right. He is indeed your direct superior,”Yan Haoran
said indifferently in order to stabilize Qin Yu.

Although Jing Shihong was unhappy, he still braced himself and
endured it.

“Cuckold, how much longer do you need?”Yan Haoran asked.

Qin Yu raised his head and said, “Give me three more days.”

According to Qin Yu’s speculation, Qin Yu could break through to the
Enlightenment stage, which was the realm of a martial grandmaster, in
at most three days.

Yan Haoran said in a low voice, “Then is there any treasure inside?”



“Yes, of course there is!”Qin Yu said.

“There is a great killing weapon hidden inside! It is definitely beyond
your imagination!”

Great killing weapon?

Yan Haoran’s eyes lit up.

The current Yan family was at the stage of expansion. To them, a great
killing weapon was a must-have item!

“Alright, I’ll wait for You!”Yan Haoran agreed with satisfaction.

The huge pit fell into silence.

And above this huge pit, the thoughts in everyone’s heart were stirring.

“Young Master Yan, I have a question.”Finally, someone could not
hold it in anymore.

Yan Haoran glanced at him and said, “What question?”

“We are all working for the Yan family, and we are the first batch.
Once the Yan family really unifies the martial arts world in the north,
who will be the boss? Who will be the president of the Martial Arts

World?”

With just one sentence, everyone’s thoughts were dug out from the

bottom of their hearts.



“Yes, the north is vast and rich, and there are endless talents. If Marquis
Wu appears in the future, then is his identity above us or below
us?”Someone threw out a question even more sharply.

Yan haoran frowned slightly.

He really had not considered this question carefully.

Although Yan Haoran had grown up in the Yan family since childhood,
he was only a young man in his twenties after all, and he was not as
experienced as Yan Sihai.

He was also far from using people.

Therefore, Yan Haoran was stumped by this question.

“When the time comes… you should be on equal footing,”said Yan
Haoran.

“On equal footing? Young Master Yan, where there are people, there
will be jianghu. Even Blood Brothers will fight for status, let alone
outsiders?”Someone said with a faint smile.

These words were obviously mocking the current situation of the Yan
family.

Yan Haoran was not stupid. He naturally recognized the hidden meaning
of the words.

“Are you mocking our Yan Family?”Yan Haoran said with narrowed
eyes.



The other party’s expression changed slightly and quickly changed his
words, “Young Master Yan, I absolutely have no such intention!”

Yan haoran said coldly, “Don’t think that just because the Yan family
needs you, you can do whatever you want. To the Yan family, you are
nothing!”

As soon as he said this, the scene immediately became much quieter.

“Young Master Yan is right.”They nodded one after another.

But deep down, they were a little unhappy.

No matter what, they were all formidable individuals who were in

charge of a region. How could they be willing to be treated like this.

And this was also Qin Yu’s goal.

The scene became quiet. No one brought up this topic anymore.

Below, Qin Yu was still in closed-door cultivation.

The Yin Energy in his body was already in a saturated state, and he was
only a hair’s breadth away from breaking through.

It was this hair’s breadth that prevented Qin Yu from breaking through.

Time passed by minute by minute.

In the blink of an eye, another three days passed.

This time, Yan Haoran couldn’t hold it in any longer.



He lay at the mouth of the huge pit and shouted to the people below,
“Cuckold, how are you?”

Qin Yu slowly opened his eyes.

He took a deep breath and felt the critical point of his breakthrough.

Then, Qin Yu shouted to the sky, “Young Master Yan, the treasure is
about to be born. Get Ready.”

Yan Haoran was delighted and hurriedly said, “Good, good!”

Qin Yu didn’t say anything more. He sat on the ground and began to
make a breakthrough.

In an instant, the sky was filled with dark clouds and lightning and

thunder!

The dark light pointed straight at the huge pit!

Chapter 402: Chapter 402, step into the Great Grandmaster

realm!

Light suddenly appeared in the sky like a sharp blade, pointing straight
at the huge pit!

Seeing this scene, everyone’s faces turned pale with shock!

“This… This is the scene of a treasure being born!”Someone
exclaimed!



Even Yan Haoran couldn’t help but nod slightly. He said with
admiration, “Cuckold brat, listen well. I, Yan Haoran, will remember
your great contribution!”

In the huge pit, Qin Yu completely ignored him.

He sat cross-legged in the huge pit, ready to receive the baptism of the

heavenly tribulation.

To Qin Yu, this breakthrough was undoubtedly the most important thing.

As long as he stepped into the realm of a Martial Grandmaster, Qin Yu
would be invincible without the appearance of a martial marquis.

Rumble..

Muffled Thunder began to brew in the sky!

This heavenly tribulation seemed to be even stronger than before! It had
the power to split the heavens and earth apart!

Normally, one would need to rely on external objects to overcome such
a breakthrough.

However, Qin Yu had no intention of doing so. He revealed his upper
body, revealing his firm muscles!

He was prepared to use his physical body to forcefully resist this
heavenly tribulation!

Crack



Finally, the first heavenly tribulation descended! It landed squarely on
Qin Yu’s body!

White marks appeared on Qin Yu’s body one after another!

However, Qin Yu’s expression was calm, as if he had long been
prepared.

Not far away, Xiao Yu was hiding behind a rock, watching this scene in
shock.

Such a scene was unheard of!

“Boom!”

Another heavenly tribulation descended. This time, Qin Yu’s physical
body was directly split open!

But what was shocking was that Qin Yu’s face still did not have the
slightest expression!

He even stood up from the ground and spread his body open, allowing
the heavenly tribulation to baptize him!

One after another, muffled Thunderbolts fell continuously, turning this
huge pit into a sea of lightning!

Qin Yu simply lay in this sea of lightning and bathed his body in
lightning!

“Using the heavenly tribulation to forge my body. If I succeed, my
body will be even harder.”Qin Yu endured the pain that came from all

over as he muttered in a low voice.



If others heard this, they would definitely be greatly shocked!

The Heavenly Tribulation was a disaster that anyone would try their best
to avoid!

However, Qin Yu treated this heavenly tribulation as an opportunity to
use the heavenly tribulation to forge his own body!

How arrogant was this!

The heavens seemed to have heard Qin Yu’s inner thoughts as the
heavenly lightning that descended became even stronger!

Even the huge pit in the surroundings began to rumble, as if it was about
to be shattered!

The Heavenly Tribulation’s continuous process was beyond everyone’s
imagination. Countless heavenly tribulations continued endlessly,
smashing into the huge pit.

The huge pit shook many times, but there were no signs of it collapsing!

“As expected of the birth of a treasure. The heavenly tribulation is
actually so terrifying!”Above, Jing Shihong couldn’t help but suck in a
breath of cold air.

Yan haoran also analyzed calmly, “That’s right. Judging from the

Heavenly Tribulation, the treasure that was born is definitely not an
ordinary item!”

His glasses revealed a hint of excitement. Such a powerful weapon was
definitely like adding wings to a tiger to the Yan family!



“Have you noticed? Although the heavenly tribulation is powerful, this
giant pit is not affected at all,”elder Tang said indifferently.

After his reminder, everyone finally reacted.

Looking at the intact huge pit, everyone couldn’t help but frown and say,
“How could it be like this? Such a powerful heavenly tribulation is

enough to destroy the world.”

“Hahaha!”Elder Tang laughed heartily.

“I don’t know if you have heard the saying, ‘The Sound of Thunder is
loud, but the sound of rain is low,'”elder Tang said with a faint smile
with his hands behind his back.

Jing shihong frowned and asked, “What do you mean?”

Elder Tang pointed at the heavenly tribulation and said, “The Heavenly
Thunder Looks Mighty, but in fact, it’s just a bluff. It has no power at
all. Otherwise, this place would have been turned into ruins long ago.”

Jing Shihong was slightly surprised, and then he kept nodding and said,
“It makes sense!”

Although he said that, some people still didn’t believe him.

After all, this heavenly tribulation looked too terrifying. No one would
believe him if he said that it didn’t have any power!

“It seems that you don’t believe me,”elder Tang said indifferently with
his hands behind his back.

“Then let me witness it for you.”



After saying that, elder Tang actually took the initiative to walk toward
the heavenly tribulation.

At this time, the heavenly lightning was like a mountain peak that was

inserted into the huge pit.

Elder Tang stretched out his hand and said indifferently, “Everyone,
watch carefully!”

After saying that, elder Tang directly stretched his hand into the
heavenly tribulation.

“Boom!”

The moment he stretched his hand in, a shocking loud sound

immediately sounded!

“Ah! ! !”

In the next second, elder Tang’s wail could be heard!

The hand that he stretched into the heavenly tribulation directly turned
into ashes!

“My Hand, my hand! ! !”Elder Tang lay on the ground in pain!

The surrounding people couldn’t help but Snicker.

This fool put his hand on the ground in order to show off.

“Hehe, it seems that there’s a problem with elder Tang’s analysis,”Jing
Shihong said with a hint of mockery.



Elder Tang grimaced in pain. He didn’t expect the power of this
heavenly tribulation to be so strong!

“It seems that the baby that was born will shake the whole world!”The
Madness in Yan Haoran’s eyes grew stronger!

Below.

Qin Yu was bathing in the sea of lightning.

His body was almost burnt, revealing numerous sparkling white bones.

Every time his body was broken, it would be reconstructed in a short
period of time!

Not far away, Little Fish had a worried look on his face, and he could
not bear to watch.

The Heavenly Tribulation had broken Qin Yu’s body countless times,
and it was reconstructed again and again.

At this moment, it seemed that the nine revolutions golden core had also
begun to play its role and carried out the remaining few revolutions!

Time passed by minute by minute, but there was still no intention of
stopping in the huge pit.

“Damn, it’s actually been so long,”Jing Shihong couldn’t help but

curse.

Elder Tang, who had lost his palm, still didn’t give up this opportunity
to show off.



He looked at the huge pit and said indifferently, “According to my
speculation, it should be soon. Under this huge Heavenly Tribulation,
that cuckold kid is probably already dead.”

“If he dies, who will go down to retrieve the treasure?”Yan Haoran
glanced at elder Tang coldly.

Elder Tang quickly changed his words, “Of course, with that pure yin
body accompanying him, he shouldn’t die.”

After the two mishaps, elder Tang’s status in the hearts of everyone
dropped rapidly.

No one believed what he said.

“Crack!”

The last heavenly tribulation seemed to contain a long-lasting power as
it smashed down fiercely!

This time, even the giant pit couldn’t withstand it!

And below, Qin Yu’s body was directly shattered!

“Qin Yu!”Seeing this, Little Yu couldn’t help but shout.

She ran to Qin Yu anxiously and said with a bit of fear, “You… are you

okay?”

There was a bright light in Qin Yu’s body.

Under this light, his body began to reassemble.



At this moment, the dark clouds in the sky began to dissipate.

This indicated that the heavenly tribulation was over.

“Did you hear someone shouting Qin Yu’s name just now?”Jing
Shihong asked with a frown.
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“Qin Yu? Are you scared silly by Qin Yu?”The person beside him
couldn’t help but mock.

“That’s right. Qin Yu dares to come here? Isn’t that courting death?”

Jing Shihong frowned.

He scratched his ears, a trace of doubt flashed in his eyes.

Just now… He clearly heard someone call out Qin Yu’s name.

“Alright, stop talking nonsense. The treasure is about to be born!”Yan
Haoran’s eyes were filled with madness.

He stared at the huge pit, waiting for the treasure to be born.

Below.

Qin Yu’s body was being reconstructed bit by bit.

Countless rays of light wrapped around his body, outlining his entire
being as if a God had descended from the heavens!



Qin Yu’s skin was somewhat translucent, and even his pores were so
small that they could not be seen clearly with the naked eye!

At a glance, Qin Yu had transformed from a 30-year-old rough man into
a 20-year-old young man!

His transcendent aura caused Xiao Yu, who was not far away, to be
dumbstruck and his internal Qi rippled!

Was the man in front of him still that 30-year-old uncle?

Qin Yu didn’t show any emotion on his face.

He stood there with his upper body naked. No one knew what he was

thinking.

“Is this the level of a martial grandmaster?”After a while, Qin Yu
lowered his head and looked at his body.

His entire body turned into a dark golden light at this moment, as if he
was wearing a layer of armor.

The vast power in his body increased by a hundred times!

Although there was only a slight difference in realm, the difference in
strength was like a ditch!

“I’ve finally stepped into the Grandmaster realm.”Qin Yu exhaled a
mouthful of turbid internal QI.

He turned his head to look at little fish and said, “Give me your mask.”

Little Fish, who was in a daze, came back to her senses.



She hurriedly handed the mask to Qin Yu and then carefully retreated.

Seeing this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but laugh. “What are you doing?”

Xiao Yu whispered, “I. . . I don’t know either.”

Qin Yu patted Xiao Yu’s head and said, “I’ll return this mask to you
later, in case the people upstairs snatch it away.”

Xiao Yu nodded repeatedly like a chick pecking at rice.

“Let’s go. We should go up too,”Qin Yu said as he looked up at the top
of the huge pit.

“Okay.”Little Yu didn’t say anything.

She obediently walked to Qin Yu’s side.

Just as the two of them were about to go up, Jing Shihong shouted,
“Cuckold, are you dead? Have you found the Babe?”

Hearing this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but smile coldly.

“Just you wait. I’ll go up and give you the Babe,”Qin Yu said
indifferently.

Then, Qin Yu looked at little fish and said, “Hold me tight.”

“Ah, okay.”Little Fish quickly nodded. She reached out and hugged
Qin Yu’s waist, then slightly closed her eyes.

Qin Yu jumped deeply and headed toward the top of the huge pit!



His body was surrounded by a ray of light. Looking from top to bottom,
it was almost impossible to see his figure.

“The Babe is coming out!”Seeing this ray of light, Yan Haoran said
excitedly.

The others hurriedly surrounded him, wanting to see the scene of the
treasure coming out!

“Swoosh!”

A figure flew out of the huge pit like a cannonball!

Then, the light landed in front of everyone.

He still wore a hat on his head and Little Fish on his back.

Jing Shihong glared at Qin Yu and said, “Cuckold, where’s the Babe?
Hurry up and take it out!”

Qin Yu ignored Jing Shihong and looked at Yan Haoran.

“Young Master Yan, I’ve brought the item for you. Do you have to
fulfill your promise?”Qin Yu said with a faint smile.

Yan Haoran said with a bit of urgency, “Stop talking nonsense and take
out the Babe for me!”

Qin Yu sneered, “You haven’t fulfilled your promise yet.”

“Fulfill your promise?”Yan Haoran revealed his true face.



“Kid, you are only a grandmaster. Do you want to be a Boss?”Yan
Haoran said coldly.

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and said, “So, you are planning to break the
contract?”

“Hehe, Kid, you have to give it now even if you don’t want to.”Yan
Haoran sneered.

“Of course, if you give it to me obediently, I might be able to give you
a chance to serve the Yan family.”

Hearing this, Jing Shihong scolded from the side, “Hurry up and thank
Young Master Yan! To be able to serve the Yan family is your honor!”

Qin Yu sneered, “Being a dog for the aristocratic family is your lifelong
wish, right? To Be a dog’s slave for them, you still have to be grateful?
Is there something wrong with my brain?”

As soon as he said this, everyone was shocked!

Yan Haoran’s face turned even colder.

“Kid, what do you mean?”A terrifying internal Qi burst out from Yan

Haoran’s body.

Qin Yu said indifferently, “Nothing.”

“Do you want to give the thing or not?”Yan Haoran asked impatiently.

“Yes, of course I want to give it. It’s in my hands. Come and take
it,”Qin Yu said indifferently.



Yan haoran snorted lightly and immediately strode toward Qin Yu.

However, Jing Shihong asked anxiously, “Young Master Yan, can I
take care of that woman?”

Yan haoran frowned and said impatiently, “Do whatever you want.”

“Thank you, Young Master Yan!”Jing Shihong was overjoyed and

immediately walked toward Little Yu.

Yan Haoran couldn’t wait to walk in front of Qin Yu.

“Where is it?”Yan Haoran asked.

Qin Yu stretched out his hand and said, “It’s right here.”

Yan Haoran hurriedly looked at Qin Yu’s palm.

At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly stretched out his hand and grabbed
Yan Haoran’s neck!

A terrifying force came at this moment!

Yan Haoran’s expression changed greatly. He used all his energy to
break free, but he found that Qin Yu’s palm was like an iron pincer. No
matter how hard he struggled, he could not break free!

The sudden change made everyone’s expression change!

“Cuckold, are you crazy!”Bi Cang took the lead and shouted.

Qin Yu ignored him. He glanced at everyone and said indifferently, “I
don’t know why, but I have a special feeling when facing you guys.”



“It’s like… I can crush you guys with my bare hands,”Qin Yu sighed.

Jing shihong berated, “Kid, I think you’re Crazy! Do You Want to die?
Let Go of Young Master Yan!”

Qin Yu looked at Jing Shihong coldly and said, “Jing Shihong, I have a
friend who asked me to kill you. She’s a person with no temper, but
when she mentioned you, she looked angry.”

“Her name is Fang Yue. Can you tell me what you did to her?”Qin Yu
asked.

“Fang Yue?”Jing Shihong was stunned, then he laughed out loud and
said, “That slut? Damn, I forgot about her. I actually let her run away

last time! What a pity!”

Hearing this, Qin Yu’s face became even colder.

“Jing Shihong, don’t you know that there is a knife above the word

‘lust’?”Qin Yu said coldly.

At this moment, everyone also felt that something was wrong.

“Fang Yue’s friend? Who exactly are you?”Bi San asked coldly.

Qin Yu glanced at him and sneered, “Weren’t you looking for me?”

As he spoke, Qin Yu slowly took off the hat on his head, revealing his
true face.
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Beneath the mask was Qin Yu’s face.

Upon seeing this face, everyone’s expressions changed drastically!

“It’s Really Qin Yu!”Jing Shihong was the first to Shout!

“Qin Yu, you actually dared to lie to us! Despicable and Shameless!”

“The Babe must have been stolen by you. Hurry up and hand it over!”

In the face of everyone’s angry roars, Qin Yu was calm and composed,
and no expression could be seen on his face.

“Qin Yu, you are really audacious. Today, you won’t be able to escape
death!”Jing Shihong said coldly.

Qin Yu waved his hand, and a slap landed on Jing Shihong’s face!

“Pa!”Jing Shihong’s entire body was sent flying!

“Noisy thing,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Seeing this scene, the scene immediately fell into a deathly silence!

Sending a peak-stage martial grandmaster flying with a single slap?
Was this really a grandmaster?

“You… quickly let go of me…”Yan Haoran roared in pain.

Qin Yu sneered, “On account that you’re Yan Ruoxue’s younger brother,
I can spare you.”

After saying that, Qin Yu let go of his hand.



Yan haoran, who had been given a breather, felt that the air was so
wonderful for the first time.

He was gasping for breath on the ground. Then, he gritted his teeth and
said, “Qin Yu, you killed my grandfather and stole the treasure. How
should you be punished?”

Qin Yu sneered and said, “The Yan family knows better than anyone
how your grandfather died. You want to throw Dirty Water on me?
Wishful Thinking.”

How Could Yan Haoran listen to these words? He pointed at Qin Yu and
shouted, “Go and kill him! Whoever kills Qin Yu will be the leader of

the northern martial arts world!”

With such a generous reward, there would definitely be brave men. As
soon as these words were spoken, someone immediately clenched his

fist and rushed towards Qin Yu!

A bright light streaked across the horizon. At this moment, the power of
a peak martial grandmaster was fully displayed!

On the other hand, Qin Yu stood there without moving an inch. He even
slightly closed his eyes.

“Boom!”

A huge explosion resounded throughout the world!

Qin Yu stood there without moving an inch.

Not a single white spot was left on his body.



“How… how is this possible!”The attacker raised his head and looked
at Qin Yu, beads of sweat forming on his forehead!

Qin Yu grinned and said, “A peak martial grandmaster is only so-so.”

Before he could finish his sentence, Qin Yu’s palm was already

glowing!

The Golden Palm drew an arc, and with a slap, it landed on the Martial
Grandmaster’s body!

“Sou!”

This palm directly shattered his body! His bones were broken!

“How is this possible!”Everyone was shocked by this scene!

What kind of battle prowess was this? A peak martial grandmaster was

actually unable to retaliate in front of him?

“I’ll give you a chance. Submit to me, and I’ll spare your lives.”Qin
Yu said indifferently with his hands behind his back.

“Submit to you? In your dreams!”Bi Chao was the first to Shout!

As soon as he finished speaking, Qin Yu’s body suddenly disappeared.

In the next second, a huge golden fist reflected in his eyes!

Boom

The fist was like a cannonball, smashing into Bi Chao’s body!

In just an instant, bi Chao turned into a pile of meat paste!



Not to mention his appearance, even his human form couldn’t be seen!

“He killed a peak-stage martial grandmaster with one punch…”jing

shihong swallowed his saliva, and his legs couldn’t help but tremble.

“Oh no, I promised Fang Yue that I would bring her head

back.”Looking at the pile of meat paste on the ground, Qin Yu couldn’t
help but frown.

“Forget it, bringing her head back is too bloody, it’s better to just kill
her.”Qin Yu muttered to himself.

Before everyone could react, Qin Yu had already arrived in front of Jing
Shihong!

“Don’t… Don’t kill me!”Jing Shihong shouted in fear.

How Could Qin Yu give him the chance? He immediately raised his

hand and pinched Jing Shihong’s head.

The Heaven Devouring technique instantly appeared, and Jing
Shihong’s body rapidly withered!

Another Martial Grandmaster had fallen!

“Comfortable. As expected of a peak martial grandmaster.”After
absorbing Jing Shihong, Qin Yu took a satisfied breath.

Seeing this scene, the surrounding people couldn’t help but tremble.

The Qin Yu in front of him was simply like a devil! A devil that treated

human lives like grass!



“It’s your turn.”Qin Yu looked at the crowd and grinned.

“Qin Yu, don’t be arrogant!”Elder Tang stepped out and shouted.

“This kid only has a strong physical body, but in front of me, a spiritual
master, he’s not worth mentioning! I can destroy his spiritual sense at
any time!”Elder Tang said coldly.

Qin Yu sneered, “You? Do you think you are qualified to be called a

spiritual master?”

“Ignorant child! I will let you know spiritual power right now!”Elder
Tang roared angrily!

Then, spots of light flickered between his brows, and rays of light
rushed toward Qin Yu!

This was the power of spiritual sense! It could penetrate through the
body and directly attack spiritual sense, which was also elder Tang’s
specialty skill!

“Watch how I destroy your spiritual sense!”Elder Tang roared crazily!

Qin Yu put his hands behind his back and didn’t move an inch.

Just as the light was about to Touch Qin Yu, rays of golden light also
flashed between Qin Yu’s brows!

The light turned into a sharp blade and directly slashed toward elder
Tang’s spiritual sense!

“Puchi!”



The spiritual sense power that elder Tang transformed into was directly
cut into two halves by a sword!

“Ah!”

The pain was like needles stabbing into his head, causing elder Tang to
stagger and almost fall down.

Before he could withdraw his spiritual sense, Qin Yu had already waved
his hand and directly crushed elder Tang’s spiritual sense!

Elder Tang, who had lost his spiritual sense, instantly became a walking
corpse and fell to the ground, unable to get up.

“Didn’t anyone tell you that there’s a price for acting tough?”Qin Yu
looked at elder Tang’s corpse and couldn’t help but sneer.

As one martial grandmaster after another fell, everyone’s hearts began to
panic.

However, they knew very well in their hearts that begging for mercy

was useless. They could only fight to the death.

“Weng!”

Someone used a secret treasure and threw a huge round plate at Qin Yu.

The round plate was like the Moon as it suppressed Qin Yu!

However, what responded to him was only a simple yet effortless fist!

With one punch, the secret treasure was directly smashed into pieces!



In an instant, countless secret treasures were thrown out at this moment!

As Peak Grandmasters, they naturally had a certain amount of resources.

But now, they discovered that all of their resources had lost their luster
in front of this man!

Because his fist was the strongest secret treasure in the world!

The Sky exploded continuously, and all of the secret treasures were
shattered!

The spells they used were unable to stop Qin Yu’s slaughter!

“Dragon Locking Spell!”Someone Roared. Countless chains
immediately appeared beneath Qin Yu’s feet, binding him tightly!

“Everyone, run!”Taking advantage of this gap, they hurriedly shouted.

“Small tricks, you want to stop me?”Qin Yu’s internal Qi suddenly
erupted, and all the chains were directly shattered into pieces!
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At this moment, Qin Yu was like an undefeatable god of war. All their
methods were unable to stop Qin Yu’s slaughter!

“Young Master Yan, save US quickly!”

Seeing Qin Yu rushing over, everyone panicked!



In their desperation, they could only turn to Yan Haoran from the Yan

family!

However, Yan Haoran was not Yan Jinyao. He simply did not have the
strength to fight against Qin Yu!

At this moment, he was like a clay bodhisattva crossing the river. He
could not even protect himself, so how could he care about them?

“Pa!”

Before he could finish shouting, a crisp sound was heard.

Qin Yu’s golden palm swung over and directly smashed the other
party’s head into pieces.

Fresh blood splattered for a few meters, and the scene was extremely
bloody.

In a short hour, more than ten peak martial grandmasters had all died
under Qin Yu’s palm!

Looking at the scene of corpses strewn all over the ground, Yan
Haoran’s expression was extremely ugly.

He had never imagined that the first time he left Jingdu, he would
encounter such a tragic battle!

Qin Yu’s body had already been dyed red, and his pair of bright eyes
were like a star hidden in a black cloud, flickering with light.

And this pair of shining eyes was currently coldly looking at Yan
Haoran.



Feeling this cold gaze, Yan Haoran’s body couldn’t help but tense up.

Qin Yu slowly walked towards Yan Haoran.

Every step was a kind of torment to Yan Haoran.

He suppressed the fear in his heart and tried his best to speak calmly,
“Qin Yu, I’m different from the two Han family disciples that you killed.
I’m one of the Yan family’s descendants. If you kill me, it will
definitely cause a huge uproar.”

Qin Yu sneered, “Do you think I Care?”

Yan Haoran’s face instantly turned pale!

He was different from HanWei. Although Yan Haoran had extraordinary
strength, he had grown up under the protection of the family since
childhood and was a flower in the greenhouse.

The choice of life and death was a thousand miles away for him.

Now that he felt the imminent danger, it was impossible not to be afraid.

Looking at Yan Haoran’s slightly trembling body, Qin Yu raised his
hand and slowly patted Yan Haoran’s shoulder.

Just by patting his shoulder, Yan Haoran was so scared that he staggered
and fell to the ground.

“Hahahaha!”

Seeing this scene, Qin Yu could not help but burst into laughter.



“The young master of an aristocratic family is just a coward,”Qin Yu
sneered.

Qin Yu’s ridicule made Yan Haoran feel ashamed.

He wanted to get up from the ground, but his body was not under his

command.

“Don’t be afraid. I’ve said it. After all, you are Yan Ruoxue’s younger
brother. I Won’t kill you.”Qin Yu said indifferently.

“But you must remember, I won’t kill you because of Yan Ruoxue, not
because of the powerful Yan family behind you.”

“The so-called face of the Yan family is worthless in front of me.”

Yan Haoran didn’t say a word. At this moment, he didn’t even dare to
look at him, let alone talk to him.

“Get lost,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Yan Haoran struggled to get up from the ground. His trembling legs
looked extremely comical.

“Right.”At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly called out to Yan Haoran.

“Go back and tell Yan Sihai that if he is willing to return Ruoxue to me,
I can consider letting the Yan family go,”Qin Yu said indifferently.

His words were extremely arrogant and domineering.

There was no one else in the world who could challenge the Yan
family’s boldness alone.



Yan Haoran’s body paused, then he quickly got into the car and left.

Looking at the corpses on the ground, Qin Yu immediately searched the
bodies.

Unfortunately, the treasures on these people were all broken by Qin Yu.

“Maybe I don’t need to live this kind of life anymore.”Feeling the
surging power in his body, Qin Yu’s heart was full of confidence.

Although a martial grandmaster was not enough to go to Jingdu and
challenge the Yan family, Qin Yu was not afraid of the Yan family’s
pursuit.

“I didn’t scare you, did I?”Qin Yu walked to Xiao Yu’s side and asked
with a smile.

Xiao Yu was unusually calm. She shook her head and said, “I don’t
know why, but I don’t feel anything at all.”

“You don’t feel anything at all?”Qin Yu frowned slightly.

This shocked him greatly!

One had to know that last time, Xiao Yu was as timid as a mouse. This
time, she was so indifferent to life. This was definitely not something an
ordinary person could do.

Could it be that… it had something to do with that mask?

Qin Yu took out the mask from his spatial magic tool and returned it to
Xiao Yu.



“This mask… keep it well,”Qin Yu said.

Xiao Yu took the mask and nodded. “I understand.”

“Let’s go. I’ll send you back,”Qin Yu said.

The two of them left the battlefield.

Qin Yu personally sent Xiao Yu home and hurried back.

He had single-handedly killed more than ten peak grandmasters, and he
had done it in a crushing manner.

Once this news was spread, it would definitely cause a huge

commotion.

But this time, Qin Yu didn’t want to keep a low profile. He even hoped
that this news would spread as quickly as possible.

…

Yan Haoran rushed back to Jingdu overnight.

When he returned home, he was covered in blood, and he was in a sorry
state.

All the servants in the house were so scared that their faces turned pale
and they shouted.

“Haoran, what…What happened to you?”Seeing Yan Haoran’s attitude,
Yan Tianhong could not help but turn pale with fright.

“Are you hurt? Doctor, quickly call the Doctor!”Yan Tianhong
shouted.



Yan Haoran waved his hand and said, “Dad, this is someone else’s
blood.”

“What’s going on?”Yan Tianhong frowned and asked.

Yan Haoran was silent for a moment and said, “I want to see my
uncle.”

“See your uncle?”Yan Tianhong looked at the time and shook his head.
“He’s already asleep at this time.”

“This is a serious matter. I must see him immediately,”Yan Haoran said
stubbornly.

Then, Yan Haoran drove toward Yan Haoran’s home.

When he arrived at Yan Sihai’s home, Yan Sihai’s wife, Zhang Yin, was
still awake.

She was wearing a noble-looking nightgown and was sitting on the sofa,
sipping red wine.

As Yan Sihai’s wife, her temperament and Yan Sihai’s character were
naturally the same. Both of them were vicious and vicious.

“Haoran, what’s wrong with you?”Seeing Yan Haoran covered in
blood, Zhang Yin was a little surprised.

Yan Haoran quickly bowed and said, “Auntie, is my uncle asleep? I

have something important to tell him.”

Zhang Yin smiled faintly and said, “What’s so urgent? Your Uncle has

been busy for a whole day and has already rested.”



Yan haoran gritted his teeth and said, “Auntie, this matter is very
important. I have to tell my uncle as soon as possible.”

Zhang Yin sized up Yan Haoran and said, “You should be clear about
your uncle’s character and temper. Who Dares to disturb his dream? If

there’s anything, you can tell Auntie. I can make the decision.”

Seeing this, Yan Haoran no longer hid the truth. He immediately told
Zhang Yin what happened.

After Zhang Yin heard it, she couldn’t help but say coldly, “You
mean… Qin Yu killed more than ten peak-stage martial grandmasters?”

“Yes! And they didn’t even have the strength to fight back!”Yan
Haoran said in shock.

Hearing this, a hint of coldness flashed across Zhang Yin’s face.

“This Qin Yu is a bit interesting. I want to go and meet him,”Zhang Yin
said in a low voice.

Speaking up to this point, Zhang Yin looked at Yan Haoran and said,
“Haoran, you go back and rest first.. Tomorrow, I will personally meet
this Qin Yu.”
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Yan haoran hurriedly said, “Auntie, this Qin Yu’s strength is not
ordinary, and he is unruly and unruly. You… you have to be careful.”



Zhang Yin lightly snorted, “I have seen many unruly and unruly people.
In front of me, you have to lower your head!”

Seeing this, Yan Haoran did not say anything more and could only nod.

…

The next day.

After Qin Yu woke up, he couldn’t wait to open the martial arts forum.

He really wanted to know how the Martial Arts Forum would comment
on this matter.

But unfortunately, the martial arts forum was completely silent.

Everyone seemed to not know about this matter at all.

Qin Yu frowned slightly and muttered, “It shouldn’t be. How can such

a big matter be so peaceful?”

“Could it be that the Yan family has blocked the news?”Qin Yu
guessed.

With such a big matter, unless the Yan family had ordered a blockade, it
was impossible for there to be no news.

After all, the martial arts forum was controlled by the Jingdu Martial

Arts Association. It was still possible for the Yan family to order a
blockade.

“No, I have to think of a way to spread this news,”Qin Yu thought to
himself.



Just as Qin Yu’s thoughts were running wild, his phone suddenly rang.

He picked up the phone and saw that the caller was Fang Yue.

Qin Yu hurriedly picked up the phone and said, “Miss Fang.”

Fang Yue on the other end smiled faintly and said, “Congratulations,
Brother Qin, for stepping into the Martial Grandmaster Realm.”

Qin Yu raised his brows and said, “How did you know?”

Fang Yue said faintly, “Brother Qin killed more than ten martial
grandmasters, so you must have stepped into the Martial Grandmaster
Realm.”

Hearing this, Qin Yu couldn’t help but smile and say, “Miss Fang is
quite well-informed.”

“This kind of thing can not be hidden even if you want to,”Fang Yue
said.

At this point, Fang Yue paused for a moment and continued, “Brother
Qin, do you have time?”

Qin Yu agreed, “What’s the matter?”

“Let’s meet and talk,”Fang Yue said.

“Okay,”Qin Yu immediately agreed.

Fang Yue told Qin Yu the time and place.

After hanging up the phone, Qin Yu was ready to go to the appointment.



At this time, an uninvited guest appeared outside the door.

A middle-aged man stood in front of Qin Yu, his face full of respect.

“Guan Jiarong?”After seeing the person clearly, Qin Yu couldn’t help
but raise his eyebrows, and the corners of his mouth curled into a sneer.

Guan Jiarong cupped his hands and said, “Mr. Qin, these are the herbs
for you. Please keep them well.”

Looking at the hundred-year-old herbs in his hand, Qin Yu couldn’t help
but sneer.

“Guan Jiarong, you used the name of the martial arts association to do
something for your own benefit.”

“Do you think a hundred-year-old herbs can calm the matter?”Qin Yu
asked coldly.

Guan Jiarong’s expression changed drastically. He knelt on the ground
with a plop and said with fear, “Mr. Qin, I have realized my mistake
deeply. I hope… I hope Mr. Qin will spare my life…”

The sudden change in attitude could not help but surprise Qin Yu.

He sized up guan jiarong and sneered, “Guan Jiarong, what trick are
you playing now?”

Guan Jiarong said with a terrified face, “I don’t dare, I don’t dare… It’s

my fault for not knowing that Mr. Qin is a real person. Please spare my
dog life, Mr. Qin…”

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes slightly.



He said coldly, “Get lost. I’m warning you. If you mess with me again,
I don’t care about your Bullsh * T martial arts association!”

“Yes, yes, definitely!”Guan Jiarong hurriedly nodded.

Qin Yu coldly snorted and didn’t bother with Guan Jiarong anymore. He
immediately drove away.

Looking at Qin Yu’s departing figure, Guan Jiarong couldn’t help but

heave a sigh of relief.

This morning, he heard that more than a dozen martial arts aristocratic
families’heads had been beheaded.

Moreover, the person who attacked was a young man called Qin Yu!

Guan Jiarong was scared out of his wits when he heard the news. He
immediately drove over to apologize.

“That was close. No one should provoke such a madman…”Guan

Jiarong muttered in a low voice.

…

Fang Yue had agreed to meet at an open-air restaurant.

When Qin Yu arrived, she had already been waiting for him.

When she saw Qin Yu, Fang Yue waved at him.

“Brother Qin.”Fang Yue waved.

Qin Yu hurriedly walked to the table and sat down.



He took out the green hat from his spatial magic tool and handed it to
Fang Yue.

“I’ll return it to you,”Qin Yu said.

Fang yue smiled and said, “I’ll give it to you.”

Qin Yu curled his lips and said, “I don’t want this. You can keep it for
yourself.”

Hearing this, Fang Yue immediately covered her mouth and laughed.

“Brother Qin’s action is really shocking.”Then, Fang Yue said

seriously.

“Now, at least half of the martial grandmasters in the Jiang bei region
have been killed by you.”

Qin Yu sneered and said, “Then they deserve to die.”

Serving the Yan family meant that they were destined to become Qin
Yu’s enemies. Sooner or later, they had to be killed.

“Brother Qin, what are your plans next?”Fang Yue asked.

Qin Yu looked at Fang Yue and said in a deep voice, “I do have a plan.
Perhaps Miss Fang can help me.”

Hearing that, Fang Yue pretended to be terrified and said, “It’s my
honor to be able to work for Brother Qin.”

Qin Yu rolled his eyes and said, “Don’t play this game with me.”



After saying that, qin yu said seriously, “I plan to rope in the power that
belongs to me.”

“Your Own Power?”Fang Yue was slightly surprised.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Yes, it’s absolutely impossible for me to
shake the Yan family by myself. After all, it’s the modern society
now.”

Fang Yue said in a low voice, “That’s true. Under the management of
the modern society, it’s indeed difficult to achieve anything with just

one bottle of martial force.”

Speaking up to this point, Fang Yue continued to ask, “I wonder what
aspect brother Qin plans to start from?”

Qin Yu was silent for a moment before saying, “I’ve thought about it
carefully. If I want to go against the Yan family and the Han family, I
must think of three aspects.”

“Business, martial arts, and connections are all indispensable.”

“Now that old Mister Yan has the power to develop business, I plan to
establish my own sect.”

“As for connections, I hope I can rely on Miss Fang.”

Hearing this, Fang Yue was silent for a moment.

Then, she smiled and said, “Brother Qin is an elder of the Divine
Alchemist Pavilion. Why do you need my help?”



Qin Yu shook his head and said, “It’s far from enough. I need
connections in Jingdu.”

“If Miss Fang is unwilling, then just pretend that I didn’t say
anything,”said Qin Yu.

Fang Yue thought for a moment and said, “Let me think about it.”

“Okay.”Qin Yu didn’t force her. After all, it was impossible to force
something like this.

“Beauty, are you planning to make your partner a cuckold?”

At this moment, a young man walked over from the side.

The young man looked at the cuckold in Fang Yue’s hand and said with
a wicked smile, “Why don’t you consider me? What do you think?”

Fang Yue glanced at the young man and said with a faint smile, “Do
you think you’re Worthy?”

Hearing this, the young man was not angry.

He said proudly, “Beauty, it seems that you don’t know my identity.”

“Oh? What’s Your Identity?”Fang Yue raised her eyebrows and asked.

The young man said proudly, “You know the Jiangbei Martial Arts

Association, right? My second uncle is the president of the Jiangbei

Martial Arts Association, Guan Jiarong!”

“In the entire Jiangbei region, who dares not give my second uncle
face?”The young man said proudly.



Chapter 407: Chapter 407, I don’t care who he is!

“Guan Jiarong?”Fang Yue had obviously heard of this name before.

She glanced at Qin Yu and said in a low voice, “Guan Jiarong is indeed
the president of the Jiang Bei Martial Arts Association. His position is
not low.”

Qin Yu ignored Fang Yue’s words and looked at the young man, saying
coldly, “Get lost immediately.”

Displeasure flashed across the young man’s face. He pointed at Qin Yu
and said, “Kid, are you tired of living? Your partner wants to cheat on

you, so I helped you. You should thank me!”

Qin Yu slowly stood up.

“What? You still want to make a move?”The young man coldly
snorted.

“Let me tell you, I am a Grandmaster!”A weak internal Qi burst out

from the young man’s body.

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He just took a step forward.

A terrifying pressure immediately spread out!

“Peng!”

Under this huge pressure, the young man directly fell to the ground, and
his face was bruised and swollen!



“Go back and tell Guan Jiarong that I have it. He will be punished even
more. Think about how to solve it yourself,”Qin Yu said coldly.

After saying this, Qin Yu pulled Fang Yue up and turned around to

leave.

After walking far away, Fang Yue said in surprise, “You know Guan

Jiarong?”

Qin Yu nodded and said, “I can be considered to know him. This world
is really small.”

Then, Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “Let’s not talk about this
anymore. Miss Fang, go back and think about it carefully. Then give me
an answer.”

Fang yue smiled and said, “Okay, Brother Qin, don’t worry.”

…

At this moment, fireworks were going off in Qin Yu’s residence.

Ever since Peach left the Divine Alchemist Pavilion with Qin Yu, she
had been hiding at home every day to study pills.

And Qin Yu did not disappoint her. He threw out several kinds of pill

formulas.

Each of these pill formulas was priceless.

Peaches naturally would not miss this opportunity. Almost every day,
she would refine pills until she was exhausted.



“Wow, your technique isn’t good either. With just this kind of pill, Mr.
Qin can refine it with a lift of his finger.”Yao Qing stood beside
Peaches and did not forget to mock and ridicule.

Peaches glared at Yao Qing and said, “Elder Qin knows how to refine.
What has it got to do with you? What are you so proud of!”

“Of course I’m proud! I’m even proud!”Yao Qing said shamelessly.

At this moment, an Audi A8 with Jingdu license plate slowly stopped at

the door.

Then, a graceful and noble lady walked out of the car.

She was surrounded by a few bodyguards, each of whom had a

respectful expression.

The powerful aura made Yao Qing and peach frown.

They had come with ill intentions.

This was the first thought in their minds.

“Who are you looking for?”Yao Qing took the lead and asked
nervously.

The noblewoman sized up Yao Qing and said indifferently, “Where’s

Qin Yu?”

“Mr. Qin has gone out and is not at home. Who Are You?”Yao Qing
asked.



“How dare you! This is the wife of our Yan family, Zhang Yin!”The
bodyguard next to him immediately shouted angrily!

The wife of the Yan Family?

Hearing this, Yao Qing and Tao Zi’s faces couldn’t help but change.

Everyone knew the enmity between Qin Yu and the Yan family. Now
that the wife of the Yan family was here personally, something big was
going to happen!

“Mrs. Yan, my Mr. Qin isn’t here. You’d better come back another
day,”Yao Qing said in a deep voice.

As he spoke, Yao Qing took out his phone, wanting to secretly inform
Qin Yu to run away.

But unfortunately, this action didn’t escape Zhang Yin’s eyes.

“Bang!”

A burst of internal QI flashed past, and Yao Qing’s phone was directly
shattered.

“You want to inform him?”Zhang Yin said with a smile that wasn’t a
smile.

Although Yao Qing didn’t have a proper appearance normally, once
something happened, he definitely wouldn’t shirk his responsibility and

escape.

Yao Qing gritted his teeth and said coldly, “Mrs. Yan, Mr. Qin has
really gone out. You should leave.”



Zhang Yin snorted and said, “If he doesn’t come back, I will wait for
him here.”

After saying that, Zhang Yin strode into the courtyard.

Yao Qing immediately stood in front of Zhang Yin.

He braced himself and said, “Mrs. Yan, Mr. Qin, he…”

“Get lost,”Zhang Yin said coldly.

“Why should I get lost? You should be the one to get lost!”Tao Zi said
with a cold face.

Zhang Yin’s gaze immediately landed on Tao Zi’s face.

She raised her eyebrows and said, “Are you talking to me?”

“What else? Are you talking to air?”Tao Zi snorted.

Zhang Yin’s eyes narrowed slightly.

She said indifferently, “You dare to Talk Back to me? Slap Me!”

“Yes!”

The bodyguard beside Zhang Yin immediately walked towards Tao Zi!

Yao Qing tried to stop him, but he wasn’t a match at all.

The bodyguard only waved his big hand and sent Yao Qing flying.

Then, the bodyguard reached out and grabbed Tao Zi’s body. He raised
his hand and slapped Tao Zi’s face twice.



These two slaps were extremely powerful. Peach’s mouth was covered
in blood, and there was even a bloody scar on his face.

“Two dogs, how dare you shout in front of me.”Zhang Yin snorted

coldly.

“Tell the two of them to kneel at the door.”Zhang Yin ordered.

“Yes.”The bodyguard nodded.

Then, the bodyguard used a secret technique to suppress the bodies of
the two people and knelt at the door!

Yao Qing and Tao Zi tried to struggle, but in front of the Martial
Grandmaster, they couldn’t fight back at all! They could only kneel at

the door!

Zhang Yin walked into Qin Yu’s home.

She looked at the decorations in Qin Yu’s home and couldn’t help but
snort, “What a country bumpkin. A country bumpkin is a country

bumpkin.”

Zhang Yin seemed to be extremely disgusted with Qin Yu’s residence.

She even felt insulted when she sat down.

In Zhang Yin’s eyes, this was the poverty that came from the bottom. It
was extremely disgusting.

As time passed, Zhang Yin paced back and forth in Qin Yu’s house.

About half an hour later, Qin Yu’s car finally appeared in the distance.



“Elder Qin is back.”Peach was the first to see the direction of the car.

Yao Qing’s expression changed even more. He hurriedly shouted in the
direction of Qin Yu, “Mr. Qin, Run!”

Hearing Yao Qing’s words, Qin Yu, who was in the car, couldn’t help
but frown slightly.

When he saw the two people kneeling at the door, his expression
changed even more! He immediately stepped on the accelerator and
rushed over!

The car steadily stopped in front of Yao Qing.

Qin Yu hurriedly jumped out of the car and said coldly, “Who did it?”

Yao Qing did not answer, but anxiously said, “Mr. Qin, run quickly.
Someone from the Yan family has come!”

“Yan Family?”Qin Yu’s expression instantly became even colder.

Just as Qin Yu was about to step in, Yao Qing anxiously shouted, “Mr.
Qin, the person who came this time is different. She… she is the madam

of the Yan family!”

“I don’t care who he is.. Could it be that she is the madam of the Yan

family and can ride on my head to shit?”Qin Yu said coldly.

Chapter 408: Chapter 408, a Slap!

To Qin Yu, he didn’t care about his status.



As long as he provoked him, all living things were equal.

Qin Yu looked at peaches and frowned. “Who hit you?”

Peaches dodged a bit and said, “No… no one. I accidentally hit
myself.”

Qin Yu’s face flashed with coldness. With a wave of his hand, the
terrifying internal Qi directly removed the suppression on the two of
them.

Yao Qing and Tao Zi, who had regained their mobility, hurriedly stood
up from the ground.

“The two of you, come in with me,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Yao Qing pulled Qin Yu’s arm and opened his mouth, saying, “Mr. Qin,
you must be careful.”

Qin Yu nodded and then strode into the room.

As soon as he entered, he saw a woman with a noble temperament

standing there in high heels.

After seeing Qin Yu, Zhang Yin said indifferently, “You are Qin Yu?”

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. His eyes were filled with killing intent as
he looked coldly at Zhang Yin.

Zhang Yin turned the tables and said indifferently, “Sit.”

Qin Yu didn’t pay attention to her. Instead, he asked, “Were you the one

who made the two of them kneel at the door?”



This sentence made Zhang Yin slightly surprised.

As the wife of the Yan family, she personally came to visit Qin Yu. It
was fine if Qin Yu was not afraid, but the focus was on the two
nameless people?

Zhang Yin sized up Qin Yu and said indifferently, “You are really
different from ordinary people.”

“Answer my question.”Qin Yu was extremely domineering.

Such words naturally infuriated Zhang Yin.

She looked coldly at Qin Yu and said, “Do you know who I am?”

“Who you love, does it have anything to do with me?”Qin Yu said
coldly.

“What qualifications do you have to make the two of them kneel at the
door?”

“How dare you speak to Madam Like That, how dare you!”The Martial
Grandmaster beside Zhang Yin berated.

Qin Yu glanced at him and immediately slapped him.

This slap directly shattered the bodyguard’s face bone! His entire
internal Qi rapidly became dispirited!

Zhang Yin’s expression was incomparably ugly, and a strong killing
intent flashed through her pupils!



“Ever since I married into the Yan family, no one has dared to act so
rashly in front of me! You’ve really given me a huge shock!”Zhang Yin
said coldly.

Qin Yu sneered and said, “Is that so? The big surprise is yet to come.”

After saying that, Qin Yu strode over to Zhang Yin.

“The injury on Peach’s face, was it done by you?”Qin Yu asked with a
cold face.

Hearing that, Zhang Yin couldn’t help but say angrily, “Qin Yu, don’t
go too far! Two watchdog dogs, so what if I beat them up!”

“Watchdog dogs?”Qin Yu sneered.

“I’ll let you know the consequences of beating someone up now.”

After saying that, Qin Yu raised his palm and slapped Zhang Yin’s face!

A clear sound echoed in the room.

A clear palm print quickly appeared on Zhang Yin’s face.

“You… You Dare to hit me? ! Do you… Do you know who I

am!”Zhang Yin’s eyes were filled with disbelief!

As the madam of the Yan family, no one had ever dared to make a move
against her!

“I know,”Qin Yu said with a cold smile.



“You are a dog reared by the rich, a chicken in the upper circles of
Jingdu, an animal that uses its power to bully others and commit
crimes,”Qin Yu said with a cold smile.

“You… you…”Zhang Yin was so angry at Qin Yu that she couldn’t say
a word.

“Oh, right, you are also an ugly woman with a vicious heart,”Qin Yu
added.

Zhang Yin was almost driven mad with anger!

She had thought that if she appeared, Qin Yu would be scared out of his
wits.

But she never expected that Qin Yu did not put her in his eyes at all and
even humiliated her!

“Qin Yu, I won’t let you off!”Zhang Yin said through gritted teeth.

Qin Yu sneered, “Alright, I’ll wait for you.”

Zhang Yin had obviously underestimated Qin Yu.

She could not help but recall what Yan Haoran had said.

This Qin Yu really did not know his place and was unruly and unruly.

“Qin Yu, I will always remember this slap. Let’s wait and see!”Zhang
Yin gritted her teeth and said.

After saying this, Zhang Yin stomped on her high heels and walked out

angrily.



Qin Yu shouted from behind, “Take care, don’t send me off. Next time
you come, don’t bring such trash along.”

Zhang Yin did not say a word as she hopped into the car dejectedly.

The moment she got into the car, Zhang Yin immediately roared out in

rage, “This Qin Yu actually dared to hit me! I want to kill him, I want
to kill him!”

“Madam, please… . . Please calm down.”The bodyguard beside her
said softly.

“Trash, a bunch of trash!”Zhang Yin almost roared out in rage.

The bodyguard sat at the side, not daring to say a single word.

Zhang Yin being slapped in the face was not a small matter.

If word got out, it would probably shock the entire fire country!

“Drive, back to Jingdu.”Zhang Yin said coldly.

“Yes, My Lady.”The bodyguard did not dare to say another word.

The car drove all the way back to Jingdu.

The moment they reached home, they saw Yan si hai sitting coldly on

the sofa.

“Old Master… . .”

The moment she saw Yan Si Hai, Zhang Yin immediately put on an
aggrieved expression.



Yan Sihai looked at Zhang Yin coldly and said, “Who told you to go to

Chuzhou?”

Zhang Yin opened her mouth and said in a low voice, “I also want to
avenge the Yan family and share your worries…”

“Share Your Worries?”Yan Sihai looked at Zhang Yin coldly.

“Did I tell you not to interfere in the Yan family’s affairs?”

Zhang Yin opened her mouth and pretended to be aggrieved, “I saw that

you were too tired recently, so my heart aches for you…”

“HMPH!”Yan Sihai snorted coldly.

“Zhang Yin, don’t think that I don’t know your little thoughts.”

Zhang Yin sat at the side and didn’t dare to speak.

Although Zhang Yin was only a woman, her ambition was extremely
great.

Being able to climb up the Yan family’s tree was the result of her
scheming.

Therefore, Yan Sihai had always been somewhat wary of her.

“Tell me, how did you share my worries?”Yan Sihai changed the topic
and said indifferently.

Zhang Yin gritted her teeth and said, “That Qin Yu is simply lawless!
He doesn’t even put my Yan family in his eyes!”



“Get to the point.”Yan Sihai drank a mouthful of tea and said
indifferently.

Zhang Yin touched her face and said with tears, “That Qin Yu…. that
Qin Yu actually dared to hit me!”

Chapter 409: Chapter 409, Wei Ming’s request

Zhang Yin’s words instantly made Yan Sihai spit out a mouthful of
water.

“Qin Yu… actually dared to hit you?”Yan Sihai’s eyes widened.

Zhang Yin nodded. She pointed at her own face and said, “Not only did
he hit me, he also humiliated me. Master, no matter what, we must get
rid of this Qin Yu!”

Yan Sihai’s eyes narrowed slightly.

It was obvious that Qin Yu’s arrogance had exceeded his imagination.

“This Qin Yu… We really can’t let him Live!”A killing intent flashed

through Yan Sihai’s eyes.

…

The news of Qin Yu killing more than a dozen martial grandmasters
finally spread on the martial arts forum.

For a moment, all kinds of rumors appeared on the forum.



Some people said that there was an expert behind Qin Yu, and some
people said that it wasn’t Qin Yu who made a move that day, but
someone from behind.

But in the end, all these theories were broken one by one and finally
turned into the same point of view:

That was, the reason why Qin Yu’s strength soared was because of the

mental cultivation method he obtained on the stairway to heaven!

It was as if someone was adding fuel to the fire in the dark, and
countless people were exaggerating the use of the mental cultivation
method.

“This is clearly someone deliberately leading the pace,”Yao Qing said
in a deep voice as he looked at the posts on the Forum.

“That’s right. Someone wants to kill someone by borrowing someone’s
knife.”

“After all, only Mr. Qin has obtained this mental cultivation method.
No one knows how effective it will be.”

“If it’s really like what they said, then there will definitely be people
who will be greedy and make a move for the mental cultivation
method.”

At this point, Yao Qing looked at Qin Yu and said with some anxiety,
“Mr. Qin, shouldn’t we respond? At least clarify the truth.”

Qin Yu stretched and said, “Yes, we should respond. Um… Yao Qing,
help me post a post and say… this cultivation technique has indeed
brought me great benefits.”



Hearing Qin Yu’s words, Yao Qing and peaches immediately widened

their eyes.

“Mr. Qin, aren’t you… aren’t you inviting trouble on yourself?”Yao
Qing said in puzzlement.

Qin Yu sneered and said, “That’s right, I want them to kill me.”

At the moment, Qin Yu just couldn’t find a good way to cultivate.

It was a good opportunity for someone to kill him.

As long as he had the heaven swallowing technique in hand, the more
people came, the more excited Qin Yu would be.

Yao Qing didn’t quite understand Qin Yu’s thoughts and stood there
waiting for Qin Yu to answer his doubts.

However, Qin Yu only waved his hand and said, “Do as I say.”

“Oh right, tell them my whereabouts. I will go to Yunchuan in the near
future.”

Yao Qing still wanted to ask something, but was interrupted by Qin Yu

with a wave of his hand.

With no other choice, Yao Qing could only do as Qin Yu said.

His response naturally caused a huge uproar.

For a moment, the martial arts forum was discussing this set of mental

cultivation method.

…



The next day.

Qin Yu packed up and prepared to head to Yun Chuan.

Qin Yu had never forgotten the enmity with Yan Jiang.

He had helped Qin Yu through many difficult times. This favor was
something Qin Yu would never forget.

“Cao Shan, it’s time for you to pay the price.”A cold glint flashed in

Qin Yu’s eyes.

Just as Qin Yu was about to set off for Yun Chuan, his phone suddenly
rang.

He picked up his phone and saw that the caller wasWei Ming, whom he

had not contacted for a long time!

Back when Qin Yu was in trouble,Wei Ming had insisted on standing on

Qin Yu’s side. In the end, he was severely injured by Jiang Gu.

From then on, there was no longer any contact between the two of them.

Now that Wei Ming suddenly called, Qin Yu was still somewhat
surprised.

He picked up the phone and said with a smile, “Wei Ming, why did you
suddenly call me?”

On the other end, Wei Ming stammered, “Mr. Qin, have you been busy
recently?”



Qin Yu smiled and said, “If you have anything, just say it. There’s no
need to be so polite.”

Wei Ming was silent for a moment and said, “I do have something I

want to ask you for help with. I don’t know if it’s convenient for you.”

“Alright, go ahead.”Qin Yu agreed without hesitation.

Seeing this, Wei Ming also heaved a sigh of relief.

He told Qin Yu everything that had happened.

Ever since they had offended Jiang Gu, house Wei had suffered a huge

blow. Not only was it a setback, but it was more or less the same.

Although Qin Yu and Jiang Gu had made peace after that, no one would
care about a small house Wei.

Now, House Wei’s father and son were supporting house Wei with all

their might. Many businesses needed to be personally negotiated by Wei

Ming.

“I’m meeting a business partner tonight, but the other party has a high
background and a high status. I’d like to invite you to accompany
me,”Wei Ming said.

Qin Yu smiled and said, “Of course. Tell me the time and place.”

Wei Ming was instantly overjoyed and quickly told Qin Yu the time and
place.

Then, Wei Ming said with gratitude, “Thank you, Mr. Qin.”



Qin Yu said apologetically, “Wei Ming, you don’t have to be so polite.
If it weren’t for me, House Wei wouldn’t have become like this.”

After he hung up the phone, Qin Yu couldn’t help but sigh.

Who knew how many close relationships had been gradually estranged
because of the change in status.

Because he had promised Wei Ming, Qin Yu’s trip to Yunchuan
naturally had to be delayed by a day.

In the evening.

Qin Yu drove to the hotel according to the address Wei Ming gave him.

When Qin Yu arrived at the hotel, Wei Ming had been waiting there

early in the morning.

When he saw Qin Yu, Wei Ming quickly got up and said respectfully,
“Mr. Qin.”

Qin Yu frowned slightly.

After a year, Wei Ming seemed to have experienced a lot.

Qin Yu tried to sense Wei Ming’s internal Qi and found that he was
stagnant in the Grandmaster realm.

“You… encountered a bottleneck?”Qin Yu frowned.

Wei Ming waved his hand and said with a bitter smile, “After this
ordeal, how can I have time to cultivate?”

Hearing this, Qin Yu felt even more guilty.



Wei Ming was once the proud son of Heaven in the provincial capital,
but he didn’t expect to fall into such a state now.

“I’m sorry, I was careless, but… why didn’t you look for me?”Qin Yu
frowned.

Wei Ming smiled bitterly and said, “My father and you had a falling out

back then, how could I have the face to look for you?”

Qin Yu opened his mouth, not knowing what to say for a moment.

“Alright, let’s not talk about the past. Mr. Qin, I’m already very

grateful that you came to help me,”Wei Ming said with a smile.

“As long as we can get this business, House Wei still has a chance to

make a comeback,”Wei Ming said proudly.

Qin Yu nodded. He pattedWei Ming’s shoulder and said, “I’ll say hello
to Jiang Gu.”

As the two of them were talking, someone suddenly pushed the door
open and entered the room.

Then, he saw a young man swaggering in.

Seeing this young man, Qin Yu frowned slightly.

Because he was none other than the young man who had flirted with
Fang Yue that day!

“It’s You? !”After seeing Qin Yu, a flash of anger flashed across the
young man’s face!



Chapter 410: Chapter 410, the actions of the Yan family

Wei Ming was slightly surprised and said, “Brother Guan, do you know
each other?”

The young man sneered and said, “We know each other. Of course we
know each other.”

“That’s easy. Mr. Qin and I are friends. It’s great that we can work
together again,”Wei Ming said excitedly.

However, the young man sneered and said, “Wei Ming, I originally
wanted to give you a chance because I saw that your performance was
not bad.”

“But now that you’ve called this kid here, I can only apologize. There’s
no need to talk about our cooperation!”

Wei Ming’s face instantly became a bit ugly.

“Guan… Guan-ge, what’s going on? Is there some

misunderstanding?”Wei Ming said with a bit of fear.

The young man sneered and said, “Misunderstanding? This kid hit me.
What misunderstanding do you think there is?”

Wei Ming subconsciously looked at Qin Yu.

Qin Yu knocked on the table with his fingers and said indifferently, “It
seems that you didn’t tell Guan Jiarong about this.”

“If I told my second uncle, do you think you can still sit here?”The
young man said with a cold face.



Wei Ming pulled the young man and said somewhat anxiously, “Brother
Guan, what’s Going On? You… you sit down first.”

The young man glanced at Wei Ming and said coldly, “No one dares to
hit me, Guan Kai, in the Jiangbei region! You Want to cooperate, right?
Fine, I’ll give you a chance.”

After saying that, Guan Kai pointed at Qin Yu and said, “Either you
kneel down and apologize to me, or you send your girlfriend to my
room tonight. Otherwise, No Deal!”

Qin Yu said with a cold face, “It seems that you haven’t been beaten
enough.”

Wei Ming hurriedly stopped Qin Yu. Then, he looked at Guan Kai and
said, “Brother Guan, if you like women, I’ll arrange it for you, okay?”

“No, I want his girlfriend, or we don’t have to work together,”Guan
Kai said indifferently.

Hearing this, Wei Ming’s face was a little ugly.

This Guan Kai was obviously deliberately making things difficult for
him.

Just as Wei Ming was in a dilemma, Qin Yu reached out and patted his
shoulder, indicating that there was no need for him to be anxious.

Then, Qin Yu looked at Guan Kai and said, “I’ll give you a chance. Ask
Guan Jiarong to come and see me immediately.”



When Guan Kai heard this, he immediately flew into a rage and said,
“My second uncle is the president of the Jiang Bei Martial Arts
Association! is he someone that you can meet as you wish?”

“You’re not going to call him, right?”Qin Yu nodded.

He stood up and kicked Guan Kai in the stomach.

The tremendous force sent Guan Kai flying.

His body slammed heavily into the wall, and traces of blood dripped
from his mouth.

Before Guan Kai could stand up, a powerful force came crushing down
on him!

Guan Kai instantly felt as if he had been struck by a heavy blow. It was
as if two huge mountains were pressing down on his shoulders, and he
couldn’t move at all.

“You dare to hit me? Fine, Wei Ming. Let me tell you, House Wei is

finished!”Guan Kai cursed.

“Tomorrow, I will ban your family’s company, let you go bankrupt,
and let you go bankrupt!”

“You still dare to scream, right?”Qin Yu raised his finger, and a clear
sound came from Guan Kai’s calf!

“Ah! ! !”Guan Kai shouted in pain.

“Mr. Qin, this…”Wei Ming was a little flustered.



He had never thought that things would come to this point.

Qin Yu looked coldly at Guan Kai and said, “Your family members are
really the same. Why, does the Jiangbei Martial Arts Association belong
to Your Family?”

Guan Kai gritted his teeth and said, “Just you wait. I’ll tell my second
uncle right now, and I’ll Let You Die!”

After saying that, Guan Kai hurriedly took out his cell phone and called
Guan Jiarong.

After the call was connected, Guan Kai angrily said, “Second uncle, I’ll
let you call. Hurry up and call a few martial grandmasters for me. I’m
going to kill him!”

After hanging up the phone, Guan Kai pointed at Qin Yu and said,
“You’re dead meat. Just you wait!”

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Okay, I’ll wait.”

Wei Ming looked extremely flustered.

He was also a martial artist, so he naturally knew what it meant to be the

president of the Jiang Bei Martial Arts Association.

That was the official organization of the martial arts world! It practically
controlled all the martial artists in the Jiang Bei region! No one was
willing to offend them!

“Mr. Qin, I’m sorry to have implicated you.”Wei Ming sighed.



Qin Yu smiled and said, “Don’t worry, Guan Jiarong is nothing in my
eyes.”

“Haha, keep bragging! Dog, when my second Uncle Comes, you won’t
even be able to cry!”Guan Kai cursed through gritted teeth.

Qin Yu couldn’t be bothered with him at all.

Since he had nothing to do, he took out his phone and opened the martial
arts forum to stroll around.

At this moment, Qin Yu discovered that the potential rankings on the
martial arts forum had been updated!

This time, Qin Yu jumped from fifth place to second place!

And the first place was still that he teng.

“Who is this he teng? He’s actually ranked above me?”Qin Yu
couldn’t help but frown.

Could it be that this he teng also had the ability to fight against ten
people by himself?

After that, Qin Yu continued to look down.

At this time, a new post suddenly appeared on the martial arts forum:

The Yan family will openly recruit sages. All the major martial arts
aristocratic families can participate.

Upon seeing this news, Qin Yu’s expression became a little ugly.



Qin Yu had long known that the Yan family wanted to unify the northern
martial arts world. He never expected that the Yan family would

announce their ambitions now!

“Oh no, the Yan family is one step ahead.”Qin Yu could not help but
frown.

In terms of influence and appeal, Qin Yu could not be compared to the
Yan family, which had a large family and business, unless he borrowed
the power of the Divine Alchemist Pavilion.

But if that was the case, wouldn’t he drag the Divine Alchemist Pavilion
Down With Him?

Putting aside whether the pavilion master would agree or not, even Qin
Yu himself might not be able to accept it.

“This Yan family is really not easy to deal with.”Qin Yu could not help
but narrow his eyes slightly.

At this moment, the door of the private room was opened again.

Following that, Qin Yu felt a strong internal Qi spread out!

With a glance, he saw three martial grandmasters walking in from

outside the door!

And behind them was the president of the Jiangbei Martial Arts
Association, Guan Jiarong!

“Who is so bold as to dare to touch my housekeeper’s Men?”

Before seeing him, he heard his voice first!



Guan Jiarong’s leisurely and overbearing voice came from behind the
three people.

The moment he saw Guan Jiarong, Guan Kai immediately became
excited.

“Second uncle, you’re finally here!”Guan Kai anxiously shouted.

He pointed in Qin Yu’s direction and said, “It’s that bastard! Second
uncle, quickly cripple him! Then lock him up in the martial arts

association’s prison, just like those bastards before!”

Guan Jiarong’s eyes slowly looked in Qin Yu’s direction.

When he clearly saw Qin Yu’s face, his expression suddenly changed!

“President Guan, this matter started because of me, it has nothing to do
with Mr. Qin.”Wei Ming stood up and took the initiative to say.

“Hehe, Wei Ming, you can’t escape either! Just wait to be
imprisoned!”Guan Kai said through gritted teeth.

Chapter 411: Chapter 411: Capital Makes Heroes?

Wei Ming stood in front of Qin Yu, which made Qin Yu feel touched.

Although Wei Ming initially only saw Qin Yu’s potential, in fact, Qin
Yu’s potential didn’t bring anything to Wei Ming at all.

“Second uncle, kill him quickly! Break his legs first, then lock him up

in the Jiang Bei Martial Arts Association, and let him spend the rest of

his life in prison!”Guan Kai gnashed his teeth and said.



Hearing this, Guan Jiarong’s face became even uglier!

Over the years, he had indeed done a lot of fly camps and dogs with his
identity and status.

As long as he offended the Guan family, he would be charged with a
crime and brought into the martial arts association’s Prison!

But if these words were heard by Qin Yu, how could he be kind?

“Guan Jiarong, you really played your little power to the extreme,”Qin
Yu said coldly.

Guan Jiarong’s forehead immediately broke out in a layer of sweat.

“How dare you talk to my second Uncle Like That?”Guan Kai still
didn’t know whether to live or die and kept shouting.

Guan Jiarong fiercely glared at Guan Kai and berated, “Shut Up! Don’t
talk nonsense. When have I ever done those things? !”

Guan Kai said in a daze, “Second uncle, what’s wrong with you?
Aren’t there still many people in our prison? There are also a few

women that you quite like…”

Hearing this, Qin Yu couldn’t hold it in any longer.

His body exploded and appeared in front of Guan Jiarong almost
instantly!

Before Guan Jiarong could react, Qin Yu had already punched Guan
Jiarong’s chest!



“PFFT!”

He spat out a mouthful of blood and several of his sternum were broken!

However, Qin Yu didn’t stop there. He raised his palm and a wave of

internal Qi instantly covered over!

“Bang Bang!”

The sound of explosions came from his knees! Guan Jiarong’s lower
body was directly shattered!

“Ah! ! !”

Such pain made Guan Jiarong raise his head and Roar!

The bloody scene was even more unbearable to look at!

“Qin Yu, you… you are actually so vicious!”Guan Jiarong roared
angrily.

Qin Yu sneered, “Now you know how to be vicious? Have you ever

thought about the pain of those people who were bullied by you?”

Guan Jiarong was in so much pain that he almost cried.

However, his remaining rationality told Guan Jiarong that he could not
challenge Qin Yu at this time.

Otherwise, this Qin Yu might really kill him!

“Mr. Qin, I… I know I’m Wrong!”Guan Jiarong quickly came back to
his senses.



“I’ll let everyone go immediately. I’m… willing to make up for it!”

Qin Yu looked at Guan Jiarong coldly, and a trace of killing intent rose
from the bottom of his heart.

But in the end, Qin Yu did not kill him.

After all, the Jiang Bei Martial Arts Association was a huge organization.
If the president died just like that, it would not be a small matter.

Qin Yu looked at Guan Jiarong coldly and said, “Scram! If I find out
that you continue to do evil, I Promise I will make you pay the price.”

Guan Jiarong gritted his teeth and nodded desperately, “Yes, yes, I
understand…”

Guan Kai, who was beside him, was scared silly. He had never seen
such a scene before.

The lower half of his body exploded? What kind of method was this? It

was too scary!

“Get the hell out of Here!”Guan Jiarong glared at Guan Kai and shouted
angrily.

A few people carried Guan Jiarong out in a flurry.

Once out of the private room, Guan Jiarong shouted anxiously, “Go to
the hospital, go to the hospital!”

…

In the private room, Wei Ming was dumbfounded.



Qin Yu looked rather indifferent.

He poured a glass of wine for Wei Ming and said, “What business are

you in now?”

Only then did Wei Ming come back to his senses and hurriedly said,
“I’m in the business of stone gambling now. The business will open in
about half a month.”

“Stone gambling…”Qin Yu thought for a moment.

Then, he looked at Wei Ming and said, “Go and look for Jianggu
tomorrow. I’ll inform him.”

Wei Ming hurriedly nodded and said, “Okay, okay. I understand.”

This meal was very uncomfortable for Wei Ming.

Because in his opinion, the Qin Yu in front of him was no longer the Qin

Yu who was once equal.

After the meal, the two of them dispersed.

Before they left, Qin Yu called out to Wei Ming.

“It’s better not to waste your talent. If you really can’t do it, come and
help me,”said Qin Yu.

Wei Ming smiled and said, “I understand, Mr. Qin.”

Unknowingly, Qin Yu’s actions were getting more and more attention.



Even though Guan Jiarong was crippled in the private room, the news
still spread.

For a moment, Qin Yu became a fanatic in the eyes of the public.

His high-profile actions made people even more vigilant.

…

Jingdu.

In a dark office.

A few figures hidden in the darkness seemed to be discussing something.

“This Qin Yu has already gone beyond our control,”someone spoke
first.

“No one is allowed to challenge the authority of our association.
Otherwise, our dominant position in the martial arts world will be lost.”

“This kind of person can either be eliminated or used by US.”

The scene fell into silence. Qin Yu had surprisingly become an unstable
person.

“Let’s wait. The Yan family and the Han family will take action to

eliminate him.”

“What if they fail?”

“I don’t think they will fail. It’s impossible to shake these two big
aristocratic families with just one person. No one can do it.”



Just a few sentences of conversation had already determined a person’s
life and death path.

…

The next day.

Qin Yu looked at the various comments on the martial arts forum, and
the corners of his mouth could not help but curl up into a sneer.

During this period of time, a gust of wind blew up on the martial arts

forum.

Countless comments were directed at Qin Yu, and in the open and in the
dark, they were all using others to kill him.

This was clearly someone deliberately manipulating.

“Looks like there are quite a number of people who want to obtain the
mental cultivation method.”Qin Yu looked at the comments and could
not help but sneer repeatedly.

What they didn’t know was that Qin Yu didn’t have any cultivation
method at all.

The push from the shadows made Qin Yu become a walking treasure
trove, attracting countless people.

“That’s good too. This is exactly what I want.”Qin Yu sneered.

A martial grandmaster was extremely useful to Qin Yu.

It could even be said that it was the best and fastest cultivation method
for Qin Yu.



“Then I’ll push the boat while I’m at it.”Qin Yu put away his phone.

Then, he prepared to set off for Yun Chuan.

Yun Chuan was very far from Chuzhou. Even if he took a plane, it
would still take seven to eight hours.

At this moment, the Cao family was still the number one aristocratic

family in Yun Chuan.

Not only did they control the martial power of the entire Yun Chuan,
they even controlled the economic lifeline of more than half of the city!

Beside Cao Shan, there were four or five women in Cheongsam
massaging him.

Cao Shan also closed his eyes comfortably, looking like he was

enjoying himself.

“Dad, that Qin Yu seems to be in the limelight recently,”a young man
said from the side.

Cao Shan sneered, “Someone is just deliberately creating hype. When

will there not be a few young people who are popular?”

“Creating hype?”Cao Shan’s son, Cao Hu, frowned slightly.

“You mean… Capital creates heroes?”

Cao Shan nodded with satisfaction and said, “That’s right. The martial
arts world seems to be independent from the world, but in fact, there is
also capital controlling it.”



“As long as there are enough halos on his body, then he can create
wealth for capital.”

Cao Hu was suddenly enlightened.

Just as Cao Shan said, capital did introduce a few young people who

were known as geniuses every year, but most of them ended up hastily.

“Dad, but I heard that Qin Yu seems to be coming for our

Yunchuan..”Cao Hu suddenly thought of something.
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“He came for Yun Chuan?”Cao Shan heard this and immediately sat up
from his chair.

He waved his hand, indicating for these qipao women to leave.

Then, he slowly stood up and walked to the window.

“What is he doing in My Yun Chuan?”Cao Shan’s brows tightly
furrowed.

“Could he be coming for us? As far as I know, that Qin Yu seems to
have killed more than a dozen peak grandmasters!”Cao Hu said in a
deep voice.

Cao Shan did not speak for a while.

Although he was a bit worried, he still firmly believed in his heart that
Qin Yu was only a hero created by the capital of Jingdu.



The so-called killing of more than a dozen great grandmasters was also
nonsense. It was just to give him a layer of halo.

“If he really came for us, I would really treat him well,”Cao Shan said
with a cold smile.

With the Cao family’s current strength, they could summon at most ten

martial grandmasters.

Among them, only five were at the peak of the Martial Grandmaster

realm, and they were still far from the peak of the Martial Grandmaster

realm in Jingdu.

But in Cao Shan’s eyes, this was enough.

Just as Cao Shan was thinking, someone suddenly walked in from

outside.

“Master, there’s someone outside who wants to see you,”a man dressed
like a butler bowed and said.

“Someone wants to see me? Who Is It?”Cao Shan asked.

The butler said, “I don’t know him. He said he’s here to help you.”

“Help me?”Cao Shan raised his eyebrows and couldn’t help but smile
coldly.

“Interesting, interesting.”Cao Shan stroked his beard and smiled. Then
he got up and walked into the living room.

There was a man sitting in the living room.



This man’s internal Qi had been concealed, so he looked no different
from an ordinary person.

Cao Shan looked at him and asked, “Who are you?”

The other party was the first to stand up. He slightly cupped his hands to
Cao Shan and then went straight to the point, “Qin Yu is here.”

Cao Shan sneered, “Is that what you want to tell me?”

The other party continued, “Qin Yu is here to kill you.”

When Cao Shan heard this, he could not help but laugh out loud, “Come
to kill me? Does he have the ability? ! This is simply nonsense! If he
wants to use me as a springboard, he has to see if he has the ability!”

The other party looked coldly at Cao Shan and said, “Mr. Cao, the
current Qin Yu is like slaughtering chickens and dogs to kill you.”

When these words were said, it undoubtedly infuriated Cao Shan!

“Do you know what you are saying!”Cao Shan shouted angrily.

The other party was neither anxious nor impatient as he said coldly,
“Let alone you, even I don’t have the confidence to defeat Qin Yu.”

“Oh? You mean you are above me?”Cao Shan’s internal Qi suddenly
exploded as surging killing intent rolled over!

“That’s right.”The other party was not scared by Cao Shan at all.
Instead, he was extremely calm.

Cao Shan sneered, “Then let me experience your abilities!”



After saying that, Cao Shan clenched his fist and raised it. Waves of

dragon roars whistled over!

“Whoosh!”

Cao Shan’s two fists were wrapped with Qi force and headed straight for
the other party’s vital point!

It was this majestic punch that was easily neutralized by the other party!

The other party only raised his hand and received Cao Shan’s punch!

“Oh?”Cao Shan’s expression changed. He was about to counterattack,
but it was already too late!

The other party opened his mouth slightly, and a god seal that looked
like a landscape painting flew out with a Rumble!

This god seal condensed in midair, and an ancient aura spread out! It
was the internal Qi of the ancient times!

In an instant, Cao Shan felt his entire body unable to move. His body
seemed to be sealed, and he was fiercely pressed to the ground!

“Ah! !”

Cao Shan raised his head and roared furiously. He attempted to struggle,
but the divine seal that was pressing down on his body did not move at
all!

“It’s useless. You Won’t be able to break free,”the other party said
coldly.



Cao Shan seemed to have also realized how terrifying this divine seal
was. Hence, he gave up resisting and asked coldly, “Who are you

people?”

The other party said indifferently, “Hong Yi Sect’s elder, Xiao Cheng.”

“Hong Yi Door?”Hear this address, Cao Shan’s facial expression
suddenly big change!

Although this organization had left the fire country for many years, it
had still left behind quite a number of legends! (Pyro)!

It was said that when they were evacuating the fire country, they had
taken with them countless treasures, including all sorts of herbs, divine
artifacts, martial arts, and so on!
[2][3][3][3][4][4][4][4][4][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5][5]
[!

And this organization has always been a headache for the fire country,
because they are so elusive, so elusive, so pyro.

“Hong a door… you are not afraid that I hand you over to the
official?”Cao Shan sneers way.

Xiao Cheng said lightly: “Mr. Cao is a smart man, I believe you will
not do so.”

“Oh?”Cao Shan eyebrow a raise, continue to say: “I would like to hear,
you from where the confidence.”

Xiao Cheng looked at Cao Shan, cold voice said: “We each have what

we need, I can not only save your life, but also let you get rid of Qin Yu
this enemy.”



“When you kill Qin Yu and go claim credit from the Yan family in
Jingdu, I believe that the Yan family will give you a higher reward than
the officials.”

Cao Shan was silent for a moment before he laughed coldly and said:
“Alright, you have convinced me, but I am not sure why you did not

personally make a move?”

Xiao Cheng shook his head and said: “Our organization has recently
been targeted by the fire country’s officials, and we do not dare to show
off too much.”

“Alright.”Cao Shan no longer hesitated, “Then what do you need me to
do?”

Xiao Cheng said coldly: “Before I kill Qin Yu, I want to take something
from him.”

“Mental cultivation method?”Cao Shan seemed to have guessed it.

Xiao Cheng nodded slightly and said: “This is only one of them. I have
something more important.”

The “More important thing”that Xiao Cheng had mentioned was Qin
Yu’s body!

The allure of the chaotic body was far greater than this mental
cultivation technique!

The two of them hit it off and immediately came to an agreement.

At this moment, Qin Yu had just gotten off the plane.



The first purpose of coming to Yun Chuan this time was to kill Cao Shan
and avenge Yan Jiang.

The second purpose was that Qin Yu wanted to head north from the
south!

Ever since the Yan family had made an announcement on the martial arts
forum, almost all the sects in the North had taken the initiative to attend
the Yan family’s banquet.

It was probably unrealistic for Qin Yu to interfere.

Therefore, Qin Yu turned his gaze to the southern martial arts world.

There was not much time left for Qin Yu, so he had to act as soon as
possible.

“Let’s start with your Cao family..”Qin Yu’s gaze was cold, as
piercing as the cold wind in December.
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Qin Yu didn’t waste any time. He immediately took a taxi and rushed
towards the Cao family.

As the largest aristocratic family in Yunchuan, the Cao family’s
residence was naturally quite luxurious.

When Qin Yu arrived, he was surprised to find that the Cao family was

completely deserted.

“Looks like I received the news long ago.”Qin Yu couldn’t help but
laugh coldly.



He released his divine sense and quickly captured a few figures.

In the Cao clan’s hidden area, there were a total of three martial
grandmasters.

And one of them was currently in the hall. Presumably, it was that Cao
Shan.

“The three martial grandmasters aren’t worth mentioning.”Qin Yu
Strode Forward, striding towards the Cao clan.

The path was smooth and unobstructed. In a few steps, they arrived at
the Cao clan’s living room.

Cao Shan was sitting in front of them, slowly sipping his tea. He looked
very pleased with himself.

He was not the least bit surprised by Qin Yu’s arrival.

“Qin Yu, you really came for me.”Cao Shan put down the Teacup in
his hand and said indifferently.

Qin Yu looked at Cao Shan coldly and said, “Yan Jiang died in your
hands. Do you think I will let you go?”

“Oh?”Cao Shan raised his eyebrows.

“You dare to come to my Cao family alone. Aren’t you afraid of dying
here?”

Qin Yu sneered and said, “The current you is just a clown in my eyes.”

“Hahaha!”Cao Shan immediately laughed out loud.



“The rumors about you on the martial arts forum are endless. They say
that you are a genius that only appears once in a thousand years. I, Cao
Shan, really want to experience it today.”Cao Shan slowly stood up.

The internal Qi on his body quickly reached its peak state!

The peak state of a martial grandmaster was extremely terrifying,
causing the entire room to buzz and tremble!

The ground beneath Qin Yu’s feet began to crumble, and cracks began to
appear!

An extremely powerful pressure spread over. If one was weak, they
would probably be crushed by this pressure!

“Come, let me see a genius like you!”

Cao Shan shouted angrily and raised his hand to unleash his famous
“Twin Dragon Fists”!

The moment the Twin Dragon Fists were in combat, a dragon’s roar
sounded in his ears!

“Swish! Swish!”

Two streams of internal Qi carried a violent hurricane as they rushed
towards Qin Yu!

Qin Yu’s expression was calm and there was no sadness or joy to be
seen.

He casually raised his hand and used the strength of his palm to directly
disperse the two streams of internal Qi!



Cao Shan’s eyes flashed with surprise, and then he exclaimed, “It seems
like what you said is true! You really have some ability!”

Qin Yu said coldly, “I don’t have time to waste with you. Killing You is
my request.”

As soon as he finished speaking, Qin Yu’s body was covered with rays

of golden light!

This incomparably powerful internal Qi, with Qin Yu as the center,
rapidly fluctuated in all directions!

After sensing this internal Qi, Cao Shan’s expression suddenly changed

drastically!

This… Was this really the internal Qi of someone who had just entered
the Great Grandmaster Realm?

“Sou!”

Qin Yu didn’t have any intention of continuing the battle. His feet
stepped on the ground, and the absolute beginning sacred fist in his hand
appeared in front of Cao Shan in the blink of an eye!

After sensing this wild power, Cao Shan’s heart immediately jumped!

This power was far beyond Cao Shan’s comprehension!

Boom

There was nowhere to dodge this punch!



A dazzling light shot out like a full moon, blotting out the sky and
covering the earth!

Cao Shan hurriedly responded and used all of his techniques, but under
these two iron fists, he seemed insignificant!

Boom

Cao Shan’s body was struck by the absolute beginning sacred fist.

His entire body smashed through several levels of the Cao family’s
walls.

The luxurious Cao family couldn’t hold on any longer and started to
slowly collapse!

It was as if an earthquake had happened. It was extremely chaotic!

Blood dripped from the corner of Cao Shan’s mouth as he struggled to
climb out of the rubble.

His eyes were filled with fear! Cracks appeared on his chest!

This was the secret treasure of his Cao family, the protective armor!

For decades, Cao Shan had never taken it off, but now it was shattered

by this punch!

“In just a few short months, how could he have improved so

quickly!”Cao Shan wiped the corner of his mouth, feeling a lingering
fear in his heart!

If Xiao Cheng had not sent the magic tool, he would not have escaped
death today.



“He actually didn’t die?”Qin Yu frowned slightly.

“That’s good. It’s indeed a pity to kill you just like that,”Qin Yu
muttered in a low voice.

In the next second, he once again used shrinking earth into an inch and
instantly appeared in front of Cao Shan.

Just as Qin Yu was about to use the heaven devouring technique, Cao
Shan suddenly opened his mouth slightly. A divine seal diagram was

spat out from his mouth!

“Eh?”Qin Yu’s eyes flashed with surprise.

Before he could regain his senses, the divine seal was already growing

bigger and bigger in the air! In the end, it almost blotted out the sky and
covered the Sun!

“What Bullsh * t, watch me smash you with one punch!”Qin Yu did not
care about the consequences, his Golden Fist suddenly smashed over!

“Boom!”

Under the absolute beginning Sacred Fist, the divine seal was actually
slightly shaken!

This scene shocked both sides!

Qin Yu was shocked that this punch actually didn’t cause any damage to
the divine seal!

And in the dark, Xiao Cheng was shocked that Qin Yu’s punch actually
shook the divine seal a little!



“Such power, it’s really unheard of!”Xiao Cheng’s eyes surged with
madness!

As the divine seal slowly suppressed, Qin Yu’s body also began to feel
a wave of pressure.

Qin Yu did not believe this evil and once again clenched his fist and
smashed it!

“Rumble!”

This powerful impact actually caused the divine seal that was
suppressed to retreat a few steps!

Although it was only a few millimeters of difference, it still caused Cao
Shan and the others to be greatly shocked!

One had to know that when Cao Shan faced this divine seal, he did not
have the slightest ability to retaliate!

“Damn, this kid is a monster, right?”Cao Shan could not help but curse
inwardly!

Although Qin Yu’s Iron Fist was unparalleled, this divine seal was after
all a secret treasure passed down from hundreds of years ago. Even Qin
Yu was unable to resist it.

The divine seal pressed down like a five-fingered mountain, fiercely
pressing Qin Yu to the ground.

“Shua!”



The divine seal flashed with light and seemed to have added a level of
seal, firmly pressing Qin Yu to the ground.

No matter how hard Qin Yu struggled, the divine seal was no longer
affected in the slightest.

Seeing this, Cao Shan finally heaved a sigh of relief.

“Fortunately, I have this treasure.”Cao Shan wiped the sweat from his

forehead and finally heaved a sigh of relief.

He quickly walked in front of Qin Yu and raised his foot to kick Qin
Yu’s face.

“Damn, you scared me to death. I almost got killed by you.”Cao Shan
wiped the sweat from his forehead and cursed.

Qin Yu looked at Cao Shan coldly and didn’t say a word.

“Mr. Xiao, you can come out now.”Cao Shan shouted to the dark.

Before he finished his words, he saw a man coming with his hands

behind his back.

He walked quickly to Qin Yu and nodded slightly, “Qin Yu, you are the
first person who can shake this divine seal map.”

Qin Yu was not in the mood to listen to his bullsh * T. instead, he asked
coldly, “Who are you?”

“Hong Yi sect, Xiao Cheng,”Xiao Cheng said indifferently.

“Hong Yi sect again?”Qin Yu couldn’t help but sneer.



“Humph, if it weren’t for Mr. Xiao, I’m afraid I would have really died

here today,”Cao Shan said coldly from the side.

Qin Yu ignored Cao Shan and looked at Xiao Cheng coldly, saying,
“Your Hong Yi sect really doesn’t want to give up.”

Xiao Cheng wasn’t angry. He smiled faintly and said, “Qin Yu, to tell
you the truth, everyone in our Hong Yi sect admires you very much.
Moreover, we have issued many invitations to you.”

“This time, I can also give you another chance. If you are willing to
join the Hong Yi sect, not only will I guarantee that you won’t die, but
I will also let you become an elder of the Hong Yi sect,”Xiao Cheng
said indifferently.

Hearing this, Cao Shan, who was beside him, immediately became
anxious.

He hurriedly said, “Mr. Xiao, he must die! If he doesn’t die, I will die!”

Xiao Cheng Glanced at Cao Shan and then continued, “Qin Yu, if you
are willing to join my Hong Yi sect, I can kill Cao Shan for you.”

Chapter 414: Chapter 414, judgement of the gods!

Cao Shan’s expression changed drastically! He glared at Xiao Cheng and
shouted, “Xiao Cheng! You’re not a man of your word! Burn the bridge
after crossing the river!”

Xiao Cheng sneered, “Burn the bridge after crossing the river? Your

ability determines your value. In My Eyes, your value has already
ended.”



“You!”Cao Shan was so angry that he was trembling. A strong killing

intent burst out from the bottom of his heart.

But he knew very well that he was not Xiao Cheng’s match at all.

If they really fought, they definitely would not gain any benefits.

Therefore, at this moment, Cao Shan could only place his hopes on Qin
Yu, hoping that Qin Yu would not agree to Xiao Cheng’s invitation.

“How about it? No matter what kind of conditions you offer, my Hong
family will give it to you,”Xiao Cheng continued to say.

“With your talent, you can go overseas to study for a few years. Once
you return, even the Yan family in Jingdu is not worth mentioning!”

Such a high evaluation was indeed frightening.

Qin Yu, who was suppressed by the divine seal, had a cold smile on his
face.

“If you can betray Cao Shan, you will definitely betray me,”Qin Yu
said with a cold smile.

Xiao Cheng repeatedly waved his hand and said, “No, no, no. You are
different from him.”

As he spoke, Xiao Cheng glanced at Cao Shan and continued, “Cao
Shan can only hide in this tiny Yun Chuan for the rest of his life. The
current him is already the highlight of his life.”

“But you are different, Qin Yu. You are so young and have unlimited
potential! Your special physique is filled with unlimited possibilities!”



“If you are willing, it is possible for you to become the leader of the
Hong Yi sect in the future!”

Xiao Cheng’s offer was indeed tempting. Even Cao Shan, who was
standing at the side, felt waves of envy.

The leader of the Hong Yi sect! The wealth that he controlled was not
the slightest bit inferior to those top-tier aristocratic families!

“How about it, Qin Yu, are you willing to join our Hong Yi Sect?”Xiao
Cheng asked.

Qin Yu sneered, “Our pursuits are different. To me, wealth is just a
worldly possession.”

“As for the leader of the Hong family, he is not even worth mentioning.
As long as I am willing, I will definitely be able to establish an
aristocratic family sect that will surpass the Hong family in the future.”

Xiao Cheng was not angry. He put his hands behind his back and said
indifferently, “I know you well, Qin Yu. Your only pursuit now is the

Yan family’s eldest miss, right?”

Qin Yu did not say anything, which was a tacit agreement.

Xiao Cheng snorted coldly and said, “Those who succeed will not care
about a mere woman! In a hundred years, they will only be pink

skeletons!”

“In the future, all kinds of women will kneel at your feet. Why should

I care about the Yan family’s Miss!”

Qin Yu said coldly, “That’s why I said that our pursuits are different.”



“There are three thousand weak waters, and I only took one scoop.
Moreover, without Yan Ruoxue, I would not be where I am today.”

“Abandoning your guide, What’s the difference between you and an

animal?”

A few words made Xiao Cheng’s face turn green.

He looked coldly at Qin Yu and said, “So you are determined to reject
me?”

“That’s right.”Qin Yu did not hesitate.

Hearing Qin Yu’s answer, Cao Shan, who was beside him, finally
heaved a sigh of relief.

“Mr. Xiao, hurry up and kill him. There’s no need to talk nonsense with
him!”Cao Shan urged anxiously, afraid that Qin Yu would change his
mind.

Xiao Cheng ignored Cao Shan. Instead, he looked coldly at Qin Yu and
continued, “Have you ever thought that if you don’t agree, you will die
here today!”

“If you die, there’s no need to talk about ideals!”

Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and said, “I don’t think I will die.”

“Oh?”Xiao Cheng’s face turned completely cold.

“I admit that your talent is not bad, but there’s a prerequisite that you
can grow up. The current you still can’t say such Big Words!”



As he spoke, Xiao Cheng had already clenched his fist and stood up!

A terrifying qi force was approaching Qin Yu’s face!

The power of this punch far surpassed Cao Shan’s! Before the Fist
arrived, the fist wind had already shattered the ground!

“Clang!”

The fist landed firmly on Qin Yu’s face, but what surprised Xiao Cheng
was that Qin Yu’s face only left an inconspicuous mark.

Not to mention his broken bones and tendons, even his skin could not be
broken!

“What a strong body!”Xiao Cheng sighed from the bottom of his heart.

This also made him want to rope Qin Yu in even more!

“Qin Yu, are you really not considering it?”Xiao Cheng asked coldly.

“You talk too much nonsense,”Qin Yu said coldly.

“Okay!”Xiao Cheng reached out his hand, and a long sword
immediately appeared out of thin air!

This long sword was also a treasure of the Hong clan. Although it was
not as good as Qin Yu’s bronze sword, it was definitely not something
that could be compared to an ordinary weapon!

“No matter how strong your physical body is, I can still kill you.”Xiao
Cheng looked down from above and pointed his sword at the tip of Qin
Yu’s nose.



A faint light burst out from his palm.

The light and the long sword fused together and instantly burst out with
an extraordinary splendor!

The blade seemed to have been strengthened and became incomparably
sharp!

“Let me do it!”Cao Shan volunteered!

Xiao Cheng glanced at him and then handed the sword to Cao Shan.

“Remember, don’t destroy too much skin,”Xiao Cheng reminded.

Cao Shan nodded and said, “Mr. Xiao, don’t Worry!”

After saying that, he held the sword and walked towards Qin Yu.

“Qin Yu, don’t you want to take revenge for that Yan Jiang? Hehe, I’ll
send you to see him now!”Cao Shan’s face was full of a sinister smile.

Qin Yu sized up Cao Shan and said, “Do you really think you can defeat
me?”

Cao Shan laughed loudly and said, “The current you is already unable
to move. What waves can you create?”

Qin Yu’s expression was calm as he said indifferently, “Have you heard
of a spell that specializes in divine perception?”

“Huh?”Cao Shan was stunned.

“Divine… Judgment!”



Before Cao Shan could react, Qin Yu’s spell had already been
unleashed!

In an instant, Cao Shan’s mind felt as if it had been struck by lightning!

It was as if a golden sword had flown out from between Qin Yu’s brows
and headed straight for Cao Shan’s spiritual sense!

“Puff!”

In the blink of an eye, Cao Shan’s spiritual sense had vanished into thin
air!

This was the technique that Qin Yu had used to deal with Hui Ming, the
Divine Judgment!

No matter how strong your physical body was, it was not worth
mentioning before the divine judgment!

As for Qin Yu, who had stepped on the heaven ladder, the power of his
spiritual sense was far from what Cao Shan could compare to!

“Boom!”

Cao Shan’s corpse fell to the ground like a small mountain, without any
chance of survival.

Xiao Cheng’s expression changed drastically! He felt even more uneasy!

“It’s your turn..”Qin Yu raised his head and sneered.

Chapter 415: Chapter 415, half-step Martial Marquis



Xiao Cheng knew something was wrong. He didn’t Expect Qin Yu to
have so many tricks up his sleeve!

“Godly Judgement!”

Before Xiao Cheng could react, Qin Yu had already used godly
judgement again!

The space between Qin Yu’s eyebrows suddenly lit up, and a sharp
blade flew towards Xiao Cheng at an extremely fast speed!

“Not good!”

Xiao Cheng did not dare to be negligent and hurriedly retreated!

However, this divine judgement was too fast. Even if Xiao Cheng’s
strength was not ordinary, he was still slashed away by a sword!

“Chi la!”

Xiao Cheng’s brain seemed to have suffered a heavy blow. However,
what shocked Qin Yu was that this attack did not take Xiao Cheng’s life.
It only damaged his spiritual sense!

“Qin Yu, i, Hong Yi sect, will remember this grudge. Next time, I,
Hong Yi sect, will definitely not be polite to you!”Xiao Cheng threw
out these words and hurriedly fled!

The divine seal picture that was pressed on Qin Yu’s body was also
withdrawn by him. By the time Qin Yu regained his freedom, Xiao
Cheng had already disappeared.

“I can’t believe I didn’t manage to kill him.”Qin Yu frowned.



As expected, there were no invincible spells in this world.

However, Qin Yu’s target was not Xiao Cheng, but Cao Shan.

After killing Cao Shan, Qin Yu hung his corpse on the gate of the Cao
family, then turned around and left.

Such actions naturally made all the sects in Yunchuan City Tremble with
fear!

The Cao family, which had been dominating yunchuan for so many

years, had fallen just like that!

Qin Yu was not in a hurry to leave Yunchuan.

His plan had not been officially carried out, so he was not in a hurry to
leave.

That night.

Qin Yu found a hotel and temporarily stayed there.

At night, Qin Yu tried to post a post similar to the Yan family on the
martial arts forum:

From today onwards, Qin Yu would recruit all the wise men in the
world.

After that, Qin Yu wrote a post that was extremely emotional.

The current Qin Yu had long become a hot topic on the martial arts
forum.



As long as it was related to him, almost all the posts would attract
attention.

Therefore, this post quickly caused a sensation.

Countless comments flooded in like a tide.

“This Qin Yu actually wants to establish a sect. Does he want to face
the Yan family head-on?”

“Qin Yu is the only person who dares to challenge an aristocratic family.
He represents the power at the bottom of our ranks.”

“Not only that, he is also an elder of the Divine Alchemist pavilion and
possesses the mental cultivation method obtained by the heaven ladder.
To be honest, I am a little tempted.”

The comments were mixed. Some people were tempted, while others
were naturally not optimistic.

While everyone was discussing fervently, a person with the ID “Han

Wei”posted a comment below.

“Everyone here has thought it through. Anyone who is related to Qin
Yu is the enemy of the Han family and the Yan family.”

“Besides… Qin Yu won’t be able to live much longer. In four months,
at my wedding with Yan Ruoxue, I will personally kill Qin Yu as a
congratulatory gift.”

The moment this comment appeared, the comment was immediately
one-sided.



Those who had supported Qin Yu earlier were instantly dampened.

There were even people who deleted the comment, afraid that they
would be targeted by this great aristocratic family.

Looking at everyone’s attitude, he couldn’t help but smile bitterly.

He put down his hand and sighed softly, “It seems that I have
underestimated the importance of these aristocratic families in
everyone’s hearts.”

Everyone was already used to the aristocratic families standing high and
mighty for a long time. Who would be willing to take that risk.

“The path of the martial arts forum is indeed not feasible,”Qin Yu
thought in his heart.

Although Qin Yu had repeatedly done things that shocked the world, in
reality, it did not affect the aristocratic families at all.

It could even be said that the Yan and Han families had only not used
their trump cards. Otherwise, how could Qin Yu have survived until

today?

Qin Yu did not sleep that night.

He looked at the various comments and news on the martial arts forum
and a worried expression appeared on his face.

Late at night.

The martial arts forum was still bustling with activity.

At this moment, another post was posted.



The content of this post was even more touching!

The person who posted it was the manager of the Martial Arts Forum!

The title of the post was “The light of youth in the new era”and the
main character of the post was actually Han Wei!

“Han Wei broke through today and stepped into the half-step martial
Marquis Realm!”

Half-step Martial Marquis Realm!

Although it wasn’t the true martial Marquis Realm, as long as one was
tainted with the word ‘martial marquis’, the gap between them and the

martial grandmaster realm would be widened!

The higher the realm, the more obvious the gap would be!

A martial grandmaster could kill a hundred martial grandmasters.

But as long as there were enough martial grandmasters, there was still a
slight chance of victory.

But in front of Marquis Wu, no matter how many martial grandmasters

there were, there was no chance of victory at all!

The thread continued to read and there was a video of Han Wei’s
exclusive interview.

In the video, Han Wei first expressed the difficulty of his cultivation.

And very soon, Han Wei changed the topic to Qin Yu.



“Mr. Han, you and Miss Yan are both favored sons of heaven. Your
Wedding has received a lot of attention from the outside world. Can you
tell us about it?”The host asked.

Han Wei smiled and said, “Of course.”

“Miss Yan and I are childhood sweethearts. We have known each other

since we were young and have been in love for many years. We are a

match made in heaven.”

“However, something unexpected happened. No one expected that a
man named Qin Yu would interfere.”

Han Wei’s face turned gloomy when he said this.

He pretended to be angry and said, “This Qin Yu chased after my
fiancée relentlessly. He even went to the Yan family to make trouble!”

“Old Mister Yan thought that he was young, so he didn’t bother with
him. He even gave him a mouthful of food. Who knew that this Qin Yu

was an ingrate!”

“Not only did he not remember his kindness, he even caused old Mister
Yan’s death! My fiancée and I are extremely angry about this!
Especially my fiancée, who always washes her face with tears!”

Seeing this, Qin Yu’s face couldn’t help but turn ashen as he gnashed his
teeth.

Especially when he heard the words “Fiancée”from Han Wei’s mouth,
it almost made Qin Yu lose his mind!

“Twisting black and white, stirring up trouble!”Qin Yu said angrily.



“Mister Han, with the power of your Han family, it should be effortless
for you to deal with Qin Yu, right?”The host continued.

Han Wei nodded and said, “Indeed, in front of the Han family, he is
nothing, but some people are not capable enough and like to blame their
own origins.”

“That Qin Yu is like a vicious dog. He keeps blackmailing me and
claims that he wants to openly fight one-on-one with me.”

“As the young master of the Han family, I should not lower my status.
However, my fiancée hates him to the bone, so I also want to avenge
my fiancée.”

Speaking up to this point, Han Wei stared at the screen and said

indifferently, “Qin Yu, you will pay the price for your actions. I also
hope that you can do your best. Don’t disappoint me too much.”

Looking at Han Wei on the screen, Qin Yu couldn’t help but sneer.

“What? After stepping into the half-step martial Marquis Realm, you
are full of confidence, right?”Qin Yu murmured in a low voice.

He immediately picked up his phone and posted a comment, “Han Wei,
see you in four months.”

Chapter 416: Chapter 416, the gathering of all parties!

After posting this comment, Qin Yu tried to post a clarification post.

However, he soon discovered that the post would be immediately
deleted!



As long as it was related to Yan Ruoxue or the Yan family, it was
impossible to post it!

This also led to the media being completely controlled by the Han
family. Qin Yu had to bear the blame, no matter what.

“This Han family is really shameless.”Qin Yu couldn’t help but look
angry.

At this moment, Han Wei called.

When he picked up the phone, he heard Han Wei laughing loudly, “Qin
Yu, how is it? Did the publicity you did before work? As long as I use

some tricks, the Black can turn into white!”

Qin Yu said with a cold face, “You can control it for a while, but you
can’t control it for a lifetime.”

“Really?”Han Wei sneered.

“Han Wei, four months later, I hope you can still be as confident as you
are now,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Han Wei sneered and said, “It seems that you don’t know the difference

between a great grandmaster and a half-step Martial Marquis.”

Qin Yu also sneered and said, “If you don’t want to die, you’d better
think of a way to step into the Martial Marquis Realm.”

After saying this, Qin Yu directly hung up the phone.

Originally, Qin Yu was indeed confident that he could defeat Han Wei.
After all, the chaotic body was not afraid of anyone at the same level.



But now that Han Wei had stepped into the realm of half-step martial
marquis, it indeed gave Qin Yu a great pressure.

“It seems that I have to change the plan temporarily.”Qin Yu thought in
his heart.

He had originally planned to use these four months to expand his own
power, but now it seemed like he didn’t have the time.

Qin Yu didn’t sleep the whole night.

After the Han family controlled the media, everyone treated Qin Yu as
an ungrateful wretch.

Therefore, on the martial arts forum, there was a wave of abuse towards
Qin Yu.

However, Qin Yu knew very well that these rumors weren’t the root

cause.

The root cause was still because Qin Yu had the mental cultivation
method to break through the heaven ladder. Those rumors only gave

them an excuse to attack Qin Yu.

“I hope you can come in time.”Qin Yu’s expression was cold as he
whispered.

Just as Qin Yu thought.

At this moment, there were indeed a few people who were ready to kill

and steal.

And among these people, there were all kinds of organizations.



There were aristocratic families, hermits, and even people from the

martial arts forum.

Qin Yu wasn’t in a hurry to leave. He was waiting, waiting for these

people to arrive.

On this day.

There were more than ten people gathered by the riverbank of Yunchuan
City.

These people came from all over the world. Without exception, they
were all at the peak of the Martial Grandmaster realm!

Some of them hadn’t appeared in the world for many years, and now
they were also participating.

As more and more people came, the internal Qi by the river also began
to become more dense.

At this moment, a figure stepped on the river water and walked over!

“Picking the river to travel, what a good trick!”Someone exclaimed!

Soon, an old man in cloth clothes with white hair stood in front of the
crowd.

“Elder Zhuo? I didn’t expect you to come!”Someone recognized this
old man!

“It’s elder Zhuo? It was rumored that you entered a secret realm and

died. I didn’t expect you to Still Be Alive!”



The old man called Elder Zhuo put his hands behind his back and said
indifferently, “I almost died ten years ago, but it was a blessing in
disguise. After ten years of recuperation, my strength has improved
again.”

“You’ve entered the realm of Martial Marquis?”Someone asked in
surprise.

Elder Zhuo shook his head and said, “Only one step away from the

half-step martial Marquis Realm.”

Just as everyone was sighing, another man with a strong back and a
thick waist walked over from not far away!

This man was tall and big, his muscles were cowardly, and his skin was
like a layer of iron armor that wrapped around his entire body!

“Great Grandmaster of horizontal training, Huang Biao!”

“It is said that Huang Biao’s physical body has long surpassed the limits
of human beings. Back then, he even withstood a cannonball!”

“Mr. Huang, I didn’t expect you to come as well!”

Huang Biao said indifferently, “I, Huang Biao, have trained my entire
life and have never met an opponent. Now that I’ve heard of a

yellow-mouthed child claiming to have an unparalleled physical body, I,
Huang Biao, would like to see it.”

“Mr. Huang, your physical body is truly unparalleled in the
world!”Everyone praised him.



At this moment, a young man with a green hat on his head also sneaked
in.

He had his hands behind his back, looking like an expert.

However, the internal Qi on his body was extremely low, as if he was
only at the Grandmaster realm.

“This Mister Is?”Someone knocked on his head and asked.

The other party coughed and said indifferently, “I am Jiang he’s disciple.
My name is Qing Yao.”

“Jiang he’s disciple?”Hearing this title, everyone sucked in a breath of
cold air!

That was an existence that was ranked first on par with ye Qing!

“How is Old Mister Jiang?”Everyone asked one after another.

“I didn’t expect old Mister Jiang to actually send someone here!”

“With your participation, that Qin Yu will definitely die!”

Qing Yao placed her hands behind her back and said indifferently,
“That’s natural. My master is very interested in this mantra, so he sent
me here.”

“That’s right. Back then, old Mister Jiang seemed to have failed to
break through the stairway to Heaven,”someone said.

Hearing this, Qing Yao raised her hand and slapped his face. She cursed,
“How dare you, Junior! Are you insulting my master? !”



The beaten Martial Grandmaster hurriedly waved his hand and said,
“No… I don’t dare. I’m just saying casually.”

“Mr. Qing, as Old Mister Jiang’s disciple, why are you only at the
Grandmaster Realm?”Someone asked in puzzlement.

Qing Yao widened her eyes and slapped him again!

“My Master didn’t want me to be too high-profile, so he used a secret
technique to cover up my internal Qi. Don’t you agree?”Qing Yao

cursed.

The other party was naturally unhappy after being slapped.

However, thinking of his identity as “Jiang he’s disciple,”he was still
young and angry.

“Alright, stop talking nonsense. You all have to listen to my
arrangements, understand?”Qing Yao said swaggeringly.

Everyone looked at each other, their eyes filled with doubt.

This Qing Yao… Somehow felt that something was wrong.

As Jiang he’s disciple, how could he be so rude?

Jiang he had always been humble and polite. How could he have taught

such an arrogant disciple?

Although they thought so, they didn’t dare to ask.

After all, if he really was Jiang he’s disciple, it would be troublesome.



At this time, another person walked over from not far away.

This person’s expression was calm, neither sad nor happy, making it
hard for others to figure out his identity.

“Who are you?”Someone took a step forward and asked first.

The other party glanced at him and said coldly, “Sea city’s formation
master, Li Zinan.”

“Formation Master?”

“I heard that Qin Yu also knows a lot about formation.”

“But…We all know a famous formation master.Why haven’t we heard

of your name?”

Li Zinan glanced at him and coldly said, “Are you doubting my ability?
To be honest, I have long set up a killing formation here. Do you want
to give it a try?”

Hearing this, the other party also said with some displeasure, “Oh? is

that so? I really want to give it a try.”

“Okay.”Li Zinan didn’t say anything. He just gently waved his hand.

In an instant, the other party’s body directly exploded into a cloud of
Blood Mist!

“This is the formation,”Li Zinan said coldly.

This method undoubtedly made everyone’s faces change!



They didn’t even know how Li Zinan killed someone!

“Mr. Li is indeed powerful!”Everyone cupped their hands and said
politely.

“Everyone, let’s just leave today. Three days later, I will inform
everyone of the time and place,”elder Zhuo said.

“Okay! See You in three days!”

Everyone left one after another, and the riverside returned to its calm
state.

After everyone left, Qing Yao took off her hat and revealed Yao Qing’s
face.

“Damn, that was close, but I was scared to death..”Yao Qing patted his
chest and said in a low voice.

Chapter 417: Chapter 417: Let Bygones be bygones?

No one had expected that this “Qing Yao”, who was baring her fangs
and brandishing her claws, was not Jiang he’s disciple at all.

Instead, she was using Jiang he’s reputation as a banner.

However, they could not help but admire Yao Qing’s thick skin.

In the next few days, Qin Yu still did not leave Yun Chuan.

He waited here, waiting for those who came to kill him.

Two days later at night.



Elder Zhuo and the others gathered once again.

They had already made a thorough plan and even made a comprehensive
analysis of Qin Yu’s advantage.

“Qin Yu’s strength is only his physical body. Excluding his physical
body, it’s not worth mentioning,”elder Zhuo said.

Huang Biao snorted, “In terms of physical strength, I don’t believe that
he can surpass me.”

“Mr. Huang, we know that you are a great martial grandmaster and that

your physical strength is unparalleled. However, this matter is of great
importance. It’s best not to act rashly. It’s best to be cautious,”someone
advised.

Huang Biao snorted coldly. Although he agreed on the surface, he was
not convinced on the bottom of his heart.

How could Huang Biao, who had always prided himself on having a
strong physical body, miss such an opportunity?

If he used his physical body to defeat Qin Yu, Huang Biao’s reputation

would definitely surpass Qin Yu’s!

“It’s not easy to restrict the strength of my physical body, but I can set
up a killing formation. As long as my mind moves, I can release the
purest killing power towards it!”Formation master Li Zinan said.

Everyone spoke one after another, expressing their thoughts.

Soon, everyone’s gaze fell on Yao Qing.



“Mr. Qing, do you have a countermeasure?”Elder Zhuo asked.

Yao Qing glared at him and raised his hand to slap elder Zhuo’s face!

“What countermeasure do I have? Do I have to report it to you? !”Yao
Qing scolded.

Elder Zhuo’s face instantly turned ashen. His face was full of anger, and
a trace of killing intent even rose from the bottom of his heart!

As a grandmaster who had become famous several years ago, how could

he tolerate being slapped by a junior in public! !

Sensing the killing intent from elder Zhuo’s body, Yao Qing’s
expression instantly changed, and he secretly cursed in his heart.

“Elder Zhuo, forget it. After all, he’s Jiang he’s disciple,”someone
advised.

Elder Zhuo slowly stood up and said coldly, “So what if he’s Jiang he’s
disciple? I’m of the same generation as Jiang he. How could I allow

him to humiliate me like this!”

“Wait until I kill him, then I’ll go and apologize to Jiang He!”Elder
Zhuo said coldly.

Yao Qing’s expression instantly became extremely ugly!

This old thing actually had the intention to kill!

“Elder Zhuo, forget it. If you really want to kill him, wait until you get
rid of that Qin Yu first.”Someone at the side advised again.



Elder Zhuo gritted his teeth. He pointed at Yao Qing and said, “You’d
better have real talent. Otherwise, I guarantee that you’ll die a miserable
death!”

It was difficult for Qing Yao to get off the tiger, but he knew that if he

gave in now, he would attract suspicion.

Therefore, Qing Yao braced himself and snorted coldly, “So what if
he’s my master’s Peer? He’s still being suppressed by my master until

he can’t breathe.”

“Okay, everyone, stop talking.”Someone waved his hand.

“Let’s discuss the time and place.”

Li Zinan stood up and said indifferently, “Let’s go to the Riverside.
There are few people by the Riverside, so it’s a good place to kill people.
Moreover, I’ve observed the terrain of the riverside and have already set
up a killing formation.”

Everyone nodded and said, “Okay, let’s go to the riverside as Mr. Li
said.”

“But… how do we deceive Qin Yu?”Someone asked doubtfully.

“I’ll Go!”Yao Qing immediately volunteered.

“I’ll go find that Qin Yu and I promise to deceive him!”

Elder Zhuo glanced at Yao Qing and said, “You go? Hehe, why should
Qin Yu believe you?”



Yao Qing opened his mouth and said unwillingly, “Just because I’m
Jiang he’s disciple, I don’t believe that he won’t give me face!”

“Hehe, that Qin Yu has always been unable to differentiate between
superiority and inferiority. He doesn’t recognize his own kin. Not to
mention that you’re Jiang he’s disciple, even if you’re the heavenly king,
he might not give you face,”someone said.

“I’ll go.”

At this moment, a young man stood up.

Seeing this young man, Yao Qing’s expression changed slightly.

This person was none other than Jing Lu, the so-called genius of the
Jiang Bei region!

What made Yao Qing feel the most uneasy was that Jing Lu and Fang
Yue had a very good relationship. The hat on his head was very likely to
be seen through!

“Who are you?”Asked elder Zhuo with slanted eyes.

A hint of coldness flashed across Jing Lu’s face.

“I am Jing Shihong’s son. Jing Lu, my father, died at the hands of Qin
Yu!”Jing Lu gnashed his teeth and said.

“Now, I have no strength to deal with Qin Yu. I can only place my
hopes on everyone!”

“And Qin Yu and I are old acquaintances. I believe we can trick him
into coming here.”



Everyone looked at each other, then their eyes fell on Elder Zhuo.

Elder Zhuo pondered for a moment, then nodded and said, “This is a
good opportunity to kill my father. You are indeed the most suitable
person to go.”

Jing Lu nodded and said coldly, “Don’t worry, I will definitely bring
Qin Yu to the Riverside Tomorrow!”

After saying this, Jing Lu turned around and left.

Yao Qing’s expression suddenly became a bit ugly. He didn’t expect
Jing Lu to come.

“No, I have to find a way to inform Mr. Qin as soon as possible,”Yao
Qing thought to himself.

“In order to prevent accidents, no one is allowed to leave from now

on.”However, elder Zhuo’s words completely broke Yao Qing’s
thoughts.

“Everyone, hand over your phones,”elder Zhuo stood up and continued.

Everyone took out their phones and handed them over.

Yao Qing couldn’t find an excuse to refuse. He could only obediently
hand over his phone according to Elder Zhuo’s request.

“We have to think of a way.”Yao Qing was extremely anxious, but
there was nothing he could do.

…



The next morning, the sun slowly rose, dyeing the wide and long river
with a layer of golden color.

Under this seemingly peaceful scene, there was already a hidden killing
intent.

At this moment, Qin Yu was standing by the window, quietly looking at
the sky.

“Could it be that… no one dares to come?”Qin Yu frowned.

The current Qin Yu was indeed powerful enough in the martial world.

He killed more than ten peak grandmasters by himself. This kind of
battle record made countless people stop in their tracks.

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes, and an idea suddenly came to his mind.

At this moment, there was a knock on the door.

“Finally, someone is here.”Hearing the knock on the door, Qin Yu
finally heaved a sigh of relief.

When he opened the door, he saw Jing Lu standing outside.

At this moment, Jing Lu’s face was no longer sad and sorrowful. Instead,
it was filled with an indescribable nervousness.

“Jing Lu?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows.

He never expected that the person who came to find him was Jing Lu.



Jing lu nodded and said, “Mr. Qin, it’s rare that you still remember
me.”

Qin Yu narrowed his eyes and said coldly, “Why are you here?”

Jing Lu said with slight embarrassment, “After my father died, the Jing
family collapsed. The enemies of the past also came to find me.”

“I couldn’t deal with them alone. I had no choice but to flee to Yun
Chuan.”

“Oh?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows, and there was some doubt in his
eyes.

Jing lu sighed and said, “Mr. Qin, I came here this time… to bury the

hatchet with you.”

“Bury the hatchet?”The sneer on Qin Yu’s face became even more
intense.

“I killed your father, and you came to bury the hatchet with me?”Qin
Yu continued to sneer.
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Jing Lu didn’t panic at all. It was obvious that he had already prepared a
countermeasure.

He smiled bitterly and said, “Mr. Qin, do you think I still have the
qualifications to come and seek revenge on you?”



Qin Yu didn’t say anything. Although what Jing Lu said was fine, Qin
Yu didn’t believe his words at all.

How could someone forget about killing their father and turn around to
ask for peace?

“Why did you come to me?”Qin Yu asked.

Jing Lu said in a deep voice, “Mr. Qin, I want to ask you for a favor.”

“You want to ask me for a favor?”Qin Yu looked at Jing Lu with a faint
smile.

Jing lu nodded and said, “Yes, I found a secret realm in Yun Chuan, but
with my own ability, I don’t dare to enter alone.”

“I don’t know anyone in Yun Chuan. I heard that you came to Yun
Chuan, so I came to ask you for a favor.”

Jing Lu’s face was full of sincerity, and it didn’t seem fake.

Qin Yu was silent for a moment and said, “Okay, where is it?”

“It’s by the river!”Jing Lu said hurriedly.

Qin Yu nodded and said, “Then don’t waste time. Lead the way.”

Jing Lu was overjoyed!

He never thought that Qin Yu would be so gullible!

“Mr. Qin, Please!”Jing Lu cupped his hands and said.

The two of them left the hotel and rushed to the Riverside.



On the way, Qin Yu and Jing Lu didn’t say anything, which made the
scene a bit awkward.

Half an hour later, the car stopped by the roadside.

Jing Lu got out of the car eagerly and opened the door for Qin Yu.

“Mr. Qin, it’s right in front!”Jing Lu said while holding back his

excitement.

Qin Yu got out of the car.

He looked at Jing Lu and said with a half-smile, “Jing Lu, sometimes
people only have one chance to choose. The slightest carelessness will
lead to eternal damnation. Have you thought it through?”

Jing Lu was stunned.

There was obviously a hidden meaning in his words.

“Mr. Qin, I don’t understand what you said,”Jing Lu braced himself

and said.

Qin Yu patted Jing Lu’s shoulder and said, “Let’s go.”

Jing Lu didn’t say anything more. He led Qin Yu to the Riverside.

The two of them were getting closer to the Riverside. At this time, Qin
Yu stopped again.

Staring at the river, Qin Yu said indifferently, “I killed your father. I
can understand if you want revenge. So, I won’t kill you this time.”



Jing Lu was stunned, and his face suddenly changed!

Qin Yu… had seen through it long ago?

“You…”Jing Lu looked at Qin Yu in horror, and his body couldn’t help
but tremble.

“You can go,”Qin Yu said faintly.

Jing Lu gritted his teeth and immediately ran away.

The moment Jing Lu ran away, the people hiding in the dark also walked
out one after another.

Looking at the dozen or so figures that suddenly appeared by the river,
Qin Yu couldn’t help but sneer.

“Qin Yu, you’re finally here! We’ve already made thorough

preparations to kill you!”

Before Qin Yu could walk over, he saw a young man wearing a green

hat shouting desperately.

When these words were said, elder Zhuo and the others’faces turned
somewhat ugly.

“Idiot, do you want him to run away!”Elder Zhuo said angrily.

How could Yao Qing have the mood to pay attention to Elder Zhuo? He

shouted desperately in his heart, “Mr. Qin, run quickly!”

Qin Yu looked at the cuckold youth with some surprise, and could not
help but be slightly surprised.



Wasn’t this Fang Yue’s Hat? How could it be on his head?

“Come and face your death!”Seeing that Qin Yu had no intention of
leaving, Yao Qing shouted again.

“Shut the F * ck up!”Elder Zhuo raised his hand and slapped Yao
Qing’s mouth!

Yao Qing’s expression was extremely ugly. He couldn’t help but curse
in his heart.

Not far away, Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He slowly walked in front of
everyone with his hands behind his back.

More than ten people quickly surrounded Qin Yu in the middle.

“Qin Yu, you’re finally here.”Elder Zhuo stroked his beard and said
indifferently.

Qin Yu sized them up and sneered, “More than ten peak martial
grandmasters aren’t enough to kill me.”

“Hehe, Qin Yu, don’t be so arrogant. Since we dared to ask you out, we
naturally have full confidence.”Elder Zhuo said with a faint smile.

“That’s right! Among Us, there are formation masters, horizontal
training martial grandmasters, and spiritual sense martial grandmasters.
Killing You is no problem!”Yao Qing roared again.

This time, Qin Yu also saw that something was strange.

This kid seemed to be threatening him, but in fact, every word he said

was to inform him.



“Shut up!”Elder Zhuo glared at Yao Qing fiercely.

After saying that, elder Zhuo looked at Qin Yu and said coldly, “Qin Yu,
we don’t want to make enemies. If you are willing to hand over the
mental cultivation method on the stairway to heaven, we can consider
sparing your life.”

“Mental cultivation method?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows, then shook
his head and said, “Then I can only say I’m sorry, because… there is no

mental cultivation method on the stairway to Heaven.”

“You’re full of nonsense,”elder Zhuo said coldly.

“Are you going to hand it over or not!”Someone shouted loudly.

Qin Yu spread his hands and said, “I don’t have it at all. How do you

want me to hand it over?”

Speaking up to this point, Qin Yu paused for a moment and continued,
“Oh, of course. Even if there is, I won’t give it to you.”

“What a good Qin Yu. He still dares to be so arrogant at the end of his
life!”Elder Zhuo said coldly.

“Since you are unwilling to cooperate, then don’t blame us for being
impolite!”

As he spoke, elder Zhuo’s internal Qi was the first to erupt!

After sensing elder Zhuo’s internal Qi, a hint of fanaticism flashed

across Qin Yu’s eyes!



This elder Zhuo’s internal Qi was a few times stronger than that of an
ordinary pinnacle martial grandmaster!

Following which, the internal Qi of the other ten over people also
erupted!

In an instant, the river water began to surge wildly, stirring up raging
waves.

The trees on both sides were cut in half by this internal Qi!

“I’ll give you one last chance. Hand it over or Not!”Elder Zhuo said
coldly.

Qin Yu sneered, “Are you deaf? You’re already old enough to retire at

home. Why are you here to die?”

“Okay!”Elder Zhuo didn’t say anything more.

Just as he was about to give the order to “Attack together”.., yao Qing
suddenly shouted from the side, “Qin Yu, you don’t have to be arrogant!
You’re just a strong physical body. Our Master Huang Biao’s physical
body is far superior to yours!”

With just one sentence, Huang Biao, who was ready to make a move,
was praised to the sky.

Huang Biao immediately took a step forward, then waved his hand and
said, “Elder Zhuo, let me meet this kid myself.”

Elder zhuo frowned and said, “Huang Biao, have you forgotten what I
said!”



Huang Biao snorted coldly and said, “Everyone says that this Qin Yu’s
body is unparalleled, I, Huang Biao, am not convinced! If I can’t
exchange a few moves with him today, I will never be satisfied!”

Chapter 419: Chapter 419, pure physical collision!

Elder Zhuo’s face was filled with disappointment. He fiercely glared at

Yao Qing and coldly said, “You better stop talking, or I’ll throw you

into the river and feed you to the fish!”

At this point, elder Zhuo had no other choice.

He could only take a step back and let Huang Biao show off.

Huang Biao slowly walked in front of Qin Yu. His huge figure formed a
sharp contrast with Qin Yu.

“I heard that your physical body is invincible. I really want to see it

today,”Huang Biao said coldly.

“Ever since I stepped into the Martial Grandmaster realm, no one in the
same realm has ever been my match. I can’t even break through my
defense. As for you, I’m afraid there’s no difference.”

As he spoke, the internal Qi on Huang Biao’s body began to rise rapidly.

His originally strong body expanded once again at this moment!

His dark golden skin instantly flickered with radiance, as if it was plated
with a layer of golden armor!



The absolute pressure could not help but cause people to exclaim in
admiration!

On the other hand, Qin Yu’s body looked extremely weak.

It even made people wonder if Qin Yu could withstand Huang Biao’s
punch!

“Come, let me see your physical body,”Huang Biao said coldly.

Qin Yu looked at Huang Biao and nodded, “Your physical body is
indeed not bad. You must have suffered a lot to train to this extent. Are
you willing to die here?”

A flash of anger flashed across Huang Biao’s face. He clenched his fist
and raised it. A fist the size of a casserole came down from the sky and

smashed fiercely at Qin Yu!

This was the purest physical strength! The powerful pressure caused the
ground beneath Qin Yu’s feet to sink!

Just the wind from his fist was enough to send sand and rocks flying.
The power of this punch was unimaginable!

“As expected of a horizontal training grandmaster!”Even elder Zhuo
clicked his tongue in wonder!

“Boom!”

This punch landed squarely on Qin Yu’s chest.

Qin Yu’s figure retreated three steps in succession.



However, there was no pain on his face.

“Not bad.”Qin Yu patted the dust on his chest and nodded slightly.

Huang Biao sneered, “Putting on an act. I’m afraid your internal organs

have been shattered, right?”

Qin Yu sneered, “If my internal organs were shattered by this level of
attack, I might as well die.”

“You dare to underestimate me!”Huang Biao flew into a rage!

He did not say anything more. His strong arm brought along a huge fist

as it smashed towards Qin Yu once again!

This time, Qin Yu did not take it head on. His figure was graceful as he
jumped to the side.

“Boom!”

Huang Biao’s fist smashed onto the ground!

A huge pit with a diameter of several meters instantly appeared on the
ground!

Countless pieces of gravel shot up like bullets!

Hiss…

When everyone saw this, they couldn’t help but suck in a breath of cold
air!

Such a terrifying power, if it smashed into the body, what kind of
consequences would it have?



They didn’t dare to imagine!

“Don’t even think about escaping!”

Huang Biao raised his head to look at Qin Yu. He relied solely on the
strength of his physical body to support himself to shoot up!

His fist was like a cannonball, bringing with it a bright light as it

ruthlessly smashed towards Qin Yu!

“Not bad.”Qin Yu praised from the bottom of his heart.

This Huang Biao’s physical body far surpassed Tao Shan’s from back
then!

Qin Yu no longer dodged, and directly clashed head-on with Huang
Biao.

“Dang dang dang”the sounds of clashing rang out incessantly, causing
the air to explode.

This was a clash of pure physical strength. The moment the two fists
clashed, a shocking loud sound rang out, like thunder on flat ground!

Compared to the clash of spells, The Clash of physical strength was
purer and more powerful!

Everyone was dumbfounded. With such physical strength, it was likely
that they had long surpassed steel?

“The bodies of these two people are simply abnormal,”someone
muttered.



“Just their physical bodies alone can probably level a small
mountain.”Even elder Zhuo felt waves of shock.

The physical confrontation between the two sides had reached a
white-hot state. Their bodies created a huge heat wave as they rubbed
against each other.

The heat wave hit their faces, making it difficult for them to withstand

it.

Huang Biao panted heavily. He looked coldly at Qin Yu and said, “Your
physical body really lives up to its reputation.”

Qin Yu put his hands behind his back and nodded slightly. “You’re not
bad either. You’re the first person who can fight me to this extent with
just your physical body.”

Huang Biao’s lips curled into a cold smile.

He restrained his internal Qi and looked at Qin Yu coldly. He said,
“Unfortunately, you’re still not my match.”

“Oh?”Qin Yu raised his brows.

Could it be that… This Huang Biao still had some trump card?

As expected, the internal Qi on Huang Biao’s body began to climb along
with the bracelet.

Streams of white qi energy slowly gathered around his body.

The energy seemed to come from all directions and surged into every
cell in Huang Biao’s body!



“Ah! ! !”

Then, Huang Biao clenched his fists and roared furiously!

The skin on his body turned golden in an instant!

Even his pores turned golden!

An oppressive feeling filled the air.

Huang Biao looked at Qin Yu and sneered, “This is the vajra body
protection technique that I found in the Western sect books. With the

support of this technique, my body will be indestructible. Even if it’s a
cannonball, I can crush it with one hand!”

“Qin Yu, Try Again!”

Before he finished his words, Huang Biao rushed over again!

This time, his strength and physical body had undergone a qualitative
change!

The Air Force was about to cut through the sky, and his incomparably
fierce fist smashed straight towards Qin Yu!

“Good timing!”Qin Yu’s eyes were filled with battle intent!

He clenched his fist and rose up to meet it head-on!

“Dang!”

A sonic boom exploded in the air!



Everyone covered their ears at this moment!

“Whoosh!”

The incomparably powerful force directly sent Qin Yu flying!

His body drew a beautiful parabola in the air, and finally smashed into
the ground!

On the ground, a huge pit that was several meters deep appeared!

Waves of white smoke floated up from the huge pit.

“We won?”Everyone hurriedly looked in the direction of the huge pit.

“It’s not over yet!”Huang Biao roared!

Following that, they saw his fist flickering with golden light. An
incomparably fierce physical force gathered on his fist.

“Boom!”

Huang Biao spread out his fists, trying his best to attack the huge pit.

One, two, three!

The indiscriminate attacks almost shattered the entire ground!

The huge pit was completely turned into ruins.

Everyone seemed to feel an earthquake, and they all cast spells to float
in the air, afraid of being affected!



“Mr. Qin!”Yao Qing roared in his heart, and his fists subconsciously
clenched!

After a round of bombardment, Huang Biao finally stopped what he was
doing.

He looked at the huge pit coldly and sneered, “I’ve always said that my
physical body is truly unparalleled in the world!”

“That’s not necessarily true.”

Just as Huang Biao was going crazy, a golden figure shot out from the

huge pit!
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the thief!

It was a resplendent light that erupted from the darkness, shaking the
entire world!

Qin Yu’s figure once again stood in front of Huang Biao.

His clothes had already been torn apart, and streaks of white marks
appeared on his body.

Most importantly, Qin Yu’s body was dyed with an even more

resplendent golden light!

Under this Golden Light, Huang Biao’s technique instantly paled in

comparison!

“How is this possible!”Huang Biao’s pupils suddenly constricted!



Under this wild bombardment, this Qin Yu was actually completely

fine?

Qin Yu quietly looked at Huang Biao and said, “With just my physical

body, there aren’t many who can allow me to use the sacred body

technique. You’re one of them.”

These words were an acknowledgment of Huang Biao.

However, to Huang Biao’s ears, it was filled with ridicule.

“Putting on an Act! I want to see just how strong your physical body

is!”Huang Biao roared angrily. The golden light rose again and surged
forward, directly pressing towards Qin Yu!

Facing Huang Biao’s fist that was full of killing intent, Qin Yu’s
expression was indifferent as he casually went up to meet it.

“Boom!”

This could be said to be a big explosion! The entire surface of the river
received a huge impact!

And under the ground, Yao Qing suddenly spat out a mouthful of fresh
blood!

Traces of blood dripped from the corner of his mouth. He was obviously
unable to withstand this force!

Fortunately, everyone’s line of sight was on the battlefield, so no one
noticed Yao Qing’s abnormality.



The light entered everyone’s sight, and no one could see clearly what

was happening in the sky.

Finally, the light gradually disappeared.

And in the air, only Qin Yu was left.

“Where’s Huang Biao?”Someone asked anxiously.

“He’s… He’s over there!”

Everyone followed their line of sight and saw that the Golden Light on
Huang Biao’s body had been shattered, and his body was injured in

many places!

His body was dyed red, and the Golden Light had disappeared!

“You… have such a strong body…”Huang Biao pointed at Qin Yu in
the air and struggled to get up from the ground.

Qin Yu looked at Huang Biao coldly and said, “If I wanted to, I could
have taken your life just now.”

Huang Biao was stunned, and a hint of disappointment flashed across his
face.

Although he didn’t want to believe it, he knew very well that Qin Yu’s

trump card, the absolute beginning Holy Fist, hadn’t been used at all.

“I give up,”Huang Biao said quietly.

He looked at Elder Zhuo and the others and said, “I give up on this
mantra.”



“Huang Biao, you!”Elder Zhuo wanted to say something, but Huang
Biao had already made up his mind and didn’t give him a chance.

Then, Huang Biao looked at Qin Yu in the air and said, “You are the
only person I, Huang Biao, Admire. See You Again.”

After saying this, Huang Biao turned around and left, leaving everyone
looking at each other in dismay.

No one had expected that Huang Biao would lose so miserably, losing to
the point where he had no strength to fight back!

Most importantly, Huang Biao’s strength was among the best among

them.

“Everyone, there is something strange about this child’s body. No
matter what, we must not let him touch us,”said elder Zhuo coldly.

Qin Yu didn’t panic. With a slight movement of his feet, he landed in
front of everyone.

Faced with the siege of more than ten people, Qin Yu was like a
leisurely strolling in a courtyard. There was no sadness or joy to be
seen.

“Don’t waste time. I still have things to do,”Qin Yu said quietly.

But for a moment, no one was willing to be the first to attack.

“HMPH, a bunch of cowards.”Elder Zhuo couldn’t help but snort
coldly.



In the next second, elder Zhuo suddenly clawed at Qin Yu from the

depths of his sharp claws!

Seeing elder Zhuo make his move, the others didn’t waste any more time
and unleashed their spells one after another!

In an instant, spells were unleashed!

Yao Qing couldn’t take it anymore. He hurriedly ran to the side, afraid
that he would be affected.

“Kacha!”

Elder Zhuo’s palm grabbed at Qin Yu’s body in mid-air.

In the next second, the sky suddenly turned dark, and a door was pointed
at Qin Yu from the top down!

“Hualala!”

On the other side, there was an inner strength formed by a spell, which
attacked like raindrops!

Facing enemies on all sides, Qin Yu was not afraid at all!

“Insect-like spell, not worth mentioning!”Qin Yu’s eyes flashed, and
then he saw Qin Yu’s body suddenly shake!

In an instant, the golden light spread out in all directions with Qin Yu as
the center!

All the spells were directly shattered at this moment!



“Everyone, don’t be afraid. This is a spell that I have carefully studied,
the heavenly lightning spell! Under the Heavenly Lightning, this Qin
Yu…”

Before Old Zhuo could finish his words, his face turned black!

Qin Yu opened his mouth and actually forcefully swallowed the
so-called heavenly lightning into his stomach!

“It’s not worth mentioning.”Qin Yu grinned, revealing a mouthful of
white teeth.

Old Zhuo felt his heart skip a beat! This kid’s methods could not be
measured with common sense!

“Are you done? It’s my turn to fight.”Qin Yu coldly swept his gaze
across the crowd. Every word was like a life-threatening talisman,
making people endlessly terrified!

“Whoosh!”

In the next second, Qin Yu’s figure suddenly disappeared!

Golden Light reflected in everyone’s eyes. His wide-open and
wide-open moves had the appearance of splitting the heavens and earth
apart. Wherever it landed, not a single blade of grass grew!

Everyone scattered and fled. No one was willing to endure Qin Yu’s
punch!

“Bang!”



However, Qin Yu’s figure was too fast. In the end, there were still
people who could not dodge in time.

Under the violent punch, it directly pierced through the flesh and turned
into a pile of withered bones!

At the moment of his death, Qin Yu immediately used the heaven
swallowing technique and swallowed it into his body along with his
spiritual sense!

“Comfortable.”Qin Yu licked his lips and sneered non-stop.

Such a method made people’s Hearts Jump!

“Soul binding lock!”

At this moment, the spiritual master roared loudly!

In an instant, several chains flew out from his body!

The speed of these chains was extremely fast, and in the blink of an eye,
they entered Qin Yu’s mind!

Qin Yu instantly felt his divine sense go into a trance, and he almost fell
to the ground again.

“Oh? What is this?”Qin Yu could not help but be stunned.

The moment he was stunned, elder Zhuo seized the opportunity!

“Great Yan Divine Slash!”



Accompanied by Elder Zhuo’s raised head and angry roar, a ray of
heavenly light instantly shot up!

The Ray of light used the power of splitting heaven and earth to
instantly slash at Qin Yu’s head!

Qin Yu’s expression changed slightly. It was already too late for him to

dodge.

“Chi la!”

The light slashed across Qin Yu’s chest!

A bloody scar appeared in front of everyone!

“Well done!”Someone shouted excitedly!

This at least meant that Qin Yu’s body would be injured as well!

Looking down at the bloody scar on his chest, Qin Yu’s expression
gradually turned cold.

“You… are their commander?”Qin Yu looked at elder Zhuo coldly.

Elder Zhuo’s expression instantly changed!

Oh No, he’s being targeted!

“If you want to catch a thief, first catch the leader. Then I’ll kill you
first..”A cruel smile hung on Qin Yu’s face.
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It was not a good thing to be targeted by such a god of death!

Elder Zhuo hurriedly looked at the people around him and said,
“Everyone, try your best to protect me!”

As he spoke, Qin Yu had already charged towards elder Zhuo!

“Hurry up and kill him!”Everyone shouted in unison.

In an instant, rays of light rose in all directions, and spells covered the
sky and earth as they charged straight towards Qin Yu!

On the other hand, Qin Yu relied on his strong physical body to charge
straight at him. He completely gave up on defense and focused all his

attention on charging straight at Elder Zhuo!

Elder Zhuo knew that he was no match for Qin Yu, so he fled
frantically.

Qin Yu chased after him relentlessly. No matter how much his body was

smashed by the spells, he completely ignored them!

“This madman!”Elder Zhuo roared in his heart!

If this continued, he would definitely be killed by Qin Yu!

“Hurry up and kill him!”Elder Zhuo was anxious and angry as he
shouted desperately!

“Elder Zhuo, you hang in there. We will use this opportunity to get rid

of Qin Yu,”someone said coldly from the side.



Even though that was the case, they were unable to cause any fatal

injuries to Qin Yu!

“Boom!”

Finally, Elder Zhuo was hit by Qin Yu in a circle. He vomited blood on
the spot!

He hurriedly got up and continued to run away. As he ran, he silently
chanted a spell in an attempt to block Qin Yu’s path.

“F * ck, these bastards have no intention of letting me live at all!”Elder
Zhuo roared in his heart!

These people were doing their best to get rid of Qin Yu. As for whether
elder Zhuo could survive, no one cared at all.

“Boom!”

Another fist smashed into elder Zhuo’s chest!

This punch caused elder Zhuo’s chest to sink and his sternum to be
broken!

“Kid, you’re going too far!”Elder Zhuo roared crazily.

“Buzz!”

At this moment, a long sword rose up from behind him and stabbed into

Qin Yu’s back!

The sword pierced through Qin Yu’s body and fresh blood flowed down
his body.



“Well done!”Shouted elder Zhuo.

But in the next second, his face turned extremely pale.

Qin Yu pulled out the long sword and chased after him again!

“Boss Zhuo, don’t you have a secret treasure? Don’t tell me you still

have to hold back at this time!”Someone said coldly.

Boss Zhuo couldn’t help but clench his teeth.

He had indeed accumulated a lot of treasures after traveling all over
these years.

One of the secret treasures even possessed a trace of ancient power!

However, although the power of this secret treasure was great, it could
only be used once!

After one use, it would turn into ruins!

How could elder Zhuo Bear It!

“Pa!”

Just as elder Zhuo was in a dilemma, Qin Yu swung his palm and

slapped his face.

This slap shattered elder Zhuo’s face bone.

His already collapsed skin became extremely old in that instant.

“Qin Yu, you are going too far!”Elder Zhuo was completely driven
mad!



He flipped his palm and a Buddha bead landed on his palm!

“This Buddha bead was obtained from a Western religion. It possesses
the purest power of faith. Let’s see what I can do…”

“Whoosh!”

Before elder Zhuo could finish speaking, the Buddha bead in his hand
disappeared.

In the next second, the Buddha bead landed between Qin Yu’s two
fingers.

“Buddha Bead? This is really a good thing.”Qin Yu sized up the
Buddha bead with a hint of interest on his face.

“You… you… pfft!”

Elder Zhuo was so angry that he vomited blood on the spot!

This secret treasure that had been treasured for many years had actually
been snatched away by Qin Yu?

“Why do you say so much nonsense?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and
said indifferently.

“But no matter what, I still have to thank you for giving me such a babe.
In return, I will let you die a quick death.”Qin Yu grinned.

Elder Zhuo’s entire body was trembling. His body was trembling, and a
wave of anger filled his chest.



“Qin Yu, you’ve gone too far, you’ve gone too far. I’m going to kill

you, I’m definitely going to kill you!”Elder Zhuo roared repeatedly. He
actually spat out a wave of black gas from his mouth!

This wave of black gas blotted out the sky and covered the Sun. It was
extremely sinister!

Following that, the black gas spread in the air and slowly condensed

into a skeleton holding a huge knife!

On the other hand, elder Zhuo’s body seemed to have been hollowed out.
He became as thin as a stick and his eyeballs bulged out!

“What… What kind of spell is this?”Someone exclaimed.

“No… no idea…”

“It’s the Senluo demon statue! It’s said that the price for using this spell
is that one can never reincarnate…”

“Looks like elder Zhuo is really forced into a corner.”

“Everyone, don’t hide your strength. Use this opportunity to use your
trump card to get rid of Qin Yu!”

Qin Yu’s expression turned solemn as he faced the giant skeleton.

As someone of Jiang and the same generation, elder Zhuo’s strength was
not to be underestimated.

Such a technique made Qin Yu feel a sense of danger.

“Hualala…”



The skeleton let out a mournful sound in mid-air.

The large saber in his hand carried a sky-high killing intent!

Qin Yu did not dare to be negligent. He immediately used the sacred
physique technique and looked at the skeleton with a grave expression.

“Swoosh!”

Finally, the skeleton made his move!

His broadsword sliced through the sky and came slashing at his waist!

Qin Yu did not dare to be negligent. He raised his hand and used the
absolute beginning sacred fist!

“Swoosh!”

However, Qin Yu’s fist went straight through the Broadsword!

“HMM?”Qin Yu’s expression changed.

Before he could recover from his shock, the broadsword had already cut
into his waist!

“Bang!”

Under the Broadsword, Qin Yu felt as if he had suffered a heavy blow,
and his entire body was sent flying dozens of meters!

Looking down, he saw a one-centimeter-deep bloody scar on Qin Yu’s
waist.



“How could this be…”Qin Yu touched the blood that was flowing out,
and his expression was extremely cold.

“My Fist can’t touch him, but he will actually slash at my body…”

“Swoosh!”

Without waiting for Qin Yu to think, the second blade had already
slashed over!

Qin Yu hurriedly dodged. He tried to use the absolute beginning holy fist
to attack again, but the result was the same. He still passed through this
skeleton!

“No,”Qin Yu thought to himself.

The power of this huge blade was extremely strong. Even Qin Yu’s
physical body could not withstand it.

“We must not let this huge blade touch it. Otherwise, even if we don’t
die, we will be heavily injured.”Qin Yu’s face was full of solemnity.

“Everyone, now is the best time. Let’s kill him!”The others said coldly.

“WHOOSH WHOOSH WHOOSH!”

In an instant, these ten or so peak grandmasters used all their trump cards.
Each of their spells had the power to split open the Heaven and earth!

Even Qin Yu’s physical body couldn’t withstand it!

“Shua!”



At this moment, the skeleton’s large saber swung over!

The overwhelming spells were impenetrable, and with the skeleton’s
large saber, there was nowhere for Qin Yu to hide!
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Boom

Countless resplendent rays of light exploded on Qin Yu’s body!

These were all the trump cards of a peak martial grandmaster. No matter
how strong Qin Yu’s physical body was, he wouldn’t be able to resist
them!

His physical body was ruthlessly smashed into the ground, and the large
saber brushed past Qin Yu’s body and flew over!

“Seize the opportunity to stop him!”Someone said with a cold snort.

Before he finished his words, chains suddenly appeared around Qin Yu.

These chains were made of the purest inner strength, and they bound Qin
Yu’s limbs, making him unable to move!

Qin Yu, who was already heavily injured, was unable to struggle at this
moment!

“Swoosh!”

The skeleton once again raised its saber and slashed viciously at Qin Yu.



Qin Yu’s expression was somewhat unsightly. He tried to struggle, but
he discovered that the chains had imprisoned him so tightly that he was
unable to move!

“Chi la!”!

The large saber landed solidly on Qin Yu’s body!

The golden light lingering around Qin Yu’s body shattered in that instant!
However, this did not stop the large Saber’s advance!

The Black Saber slashed at Qin Yu’s chest.

A bloody wound appeared in front of everyone’s eyes!

“Pu!”

The huge impact made Qin Yu spit out a mouthful of blood!

“Ah! !”

At this moment, Qin Yu raised his head and let out an angry roar. A
terrifying force instantly erupted!

The chains that were imprisoned on his body were instantly shattered!
Light erupted beneath his feet. His killing intent surged, and his fighting
spirit was overflowing!

“He actually managed to break free,”someone said coldly.

“He’s already an arrow at the end of its flight. He won’t be able to hold
on for much longer.”



“Everyone, strike while the iron is hot. Don’t give him any chance.”

Everyone looked at each other and came to an agreement.

Qin Yu, who was in mid-air, had an incomparably grave expression.

He didn’t expect that this battle would be so difficult.

“If I don’t get rid of this skeleton, I have no chance of winning
today,”Qin Yu said coldly.

“Swish!”

Qin Yu flipped his palm and a bronze sword fell into his hand.

“Before I left the Divine Alchemist Pavilion, I comprehended a sword
technique,”Qin Yu whispered.

“It was originally used to deal with Han Wei, but I didn’t expect it to
come in handy so quickly.”

With the bronze sword in hand, Qin Yu’s pupils burst out with a resolute
look.

A trace of blood essence flew out from Qin Yu’s glabella and landed on
the bronze sword. In an instant, the bronze sword flickered with a
demonic light!

This light wasn’t strong, but it was exceptionally eye-catching. No one
could avoid it!

“Come on, let me see if you, a skeleton, can dodge the heaven-ranked
sword technique left by my father,”Qin Yu said coldly.



The skeleton seemed to understand Qin Yu’s words. He waved his saber
and slashed at Qin Yu again!

“First cut of the nine Tai Qing slashes!”

Qin Yu held his sword with both hands, and a terrifying sword light
burst out at this moment!

The demonic light rolled over with the power to overturn the sky and the
sea!

Qin Yu’s blood was burning, and his fighting spirit was soaring. The
demonic sword light blotted out the sky and the earth as it went to meet
the skeleton!

“Clang!”

The swords and sabers collided, and a brilliant spark burst out!

The giant skeleton’s body actually took a few steps back!

“It really works.”Qin Yu laughed coldly.

The supreme purity nine slashes was a true heaven rank Saint Spell. It
was said that when cultivated to the extreme, it could split the sky and
split the earth!

However, Qin Yu could only make a second slash, so he didn’t dare to
waste time.

“Everyone, hurry up and attack. If this skeleton falls, I’m afraid we

won’t have a Chance!”Someone shouted anxiously.



Everyone once again activated their spells and prepared to launch a fatal
attack on Qin Yu!

Qin Yu looked at them coldly and muttered in a low voice, “We must

finish off this skeleton as soon as possible!”

As he spoke, the light of the bronze sword increased by another three
feet!

“Nine cleaves of supreme purity, second cleave!”Qin Yu raised his
head and roared angrily. All the spiritual power seemed to have been
injected into the bronze sword at this moment!

The blood-red sword light seemed to come from the sky. Its monstrous
power shook the entire ground!

The small mountain not far away was directly moved into flat ground.
Even if it was several miles away, this strange scene could still be seen!

“Chi la!”

The sword light landed on the skeleton’s body. Like cutting tofu, it
slashed across its entire body!

The pitch-black skeleton began to shatter at this moment, turning into
endless black qi and disappearing into the sky.

Qin Yu’s internal Qi also became somewhat dispirited.

With his current strength, he had already done his best to block the
second sword attack.

Elder Zhuo’s body fell straight down.



In a short while, he turned into dust and disappeared from this world.

The scene was silent.

Everyone felt a trace of unease.

“Everyone, don’t worry. This child is already exhausted. As long as we
attack together, killing him isn’t a problem,”someone said anxiously.

Even though that was the case, Qin Yu’s almost invincible attitude left a
trace of shadow in their hearts.

In the air, Qin Yu stared coldly at these people.

The monstrous killing intent on his body did not subside at all.

“Qin Yu, we can let you live today.”Someone started to back out.

Once someone was discouraged, the fighting spirit of the others would
be instantly reduced.

“That’s right, we don’t want to kill you just because you are talented.”

“Maybe we’ll be able to witness your peak in the future.”

Qin Yu looked at these people coldly and grinned, “I’m sorry, but I
don’t want to let you go.”

As soon as he said that, the atmosphere at the scene immediately became
extremely tense.

“Qin Yu, we’re kind enough to let you live. Don’t be
ungrateful!”Someone shouted angrily.



Qin Yu, who was in midair, couldn’t help but raise his head and laugh
loudly.

This laughter spread throughout the valley and Shook People’s ears until
they felt pain.

“What… What are you laughing at!”Under this laughter, someone
stirred up uneasiness and couldn’t help but roar to hide the fear in his
heart.

Qin Yu said coldly, “Opportunities and risks often coexist. For me, for
the sake of opportunities, I can bear the risks. What about you guys?”

Everyone was stunned and asked in confusion, “You… What do you

mean?”

“I mean… you all have to die today.”

As soon as Qin Yu finished speaking, his body suddenly disappeared.

In the next second, a round sun-like fist blotted out the sky and covered
the earth!

This was the peak of Qin Yu’s absolute beginning holy fist. The entire
surface of the water was stirred up by thousands of waves!

“Not good, run quickly!”

Some people knew that things were not good and hurriedly ran away.

Under the surging might of the absolute beginning holy fist, there was
still someone who could not escape and was smashed into meat paste by
this punch!



Qin Yu took advantage of the victory to pursue and attack. He used a
life-threatening fighting style to pursue and attack.

His spiritual power was almost depleted, but it was still unable to stop
his surging killing intent!

In an instant, the riverside seemed to have become a purgatory on earth.
Fresh blood flowed into the river water and dyed it red!

Everyone was scared out of their wits. Even if they fought back, they
were still no match for Qin Yu.

“Pa!”

Qin Yu unleashed the heaven-devouring technique to its extreme. With

every palm raised, one person’s inner strength would be sucked dry!

This massacre continued from day to night until a full moon hung in the
sky. Only then did it come to an end.

Looking at the corpses that filled the sky and Earth, Qin Yu’s heart did
not have the slightest bit of disillusionment.

It was as if he had gone mad, and he felt extremely excited!

However, the excitement in his heart couldn’t support the tiredness in his
body.

Qin Yu sat by the river and muttered in a low voice, “Eleven martial
grandmasters allowed me to touch the second level of the Enlightenment
stage. It’s still faster to absorb martial grandmasters.”



At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly felt a person walking over from

behind him.

“Brother Qin’s skill really shocked me.”

The person who spoke was none other than the formation master, Li
Zinan.

During this period, he did not make a move and only stood by the side
and watched.

Qin Yu glanced at him and said coldly, “Since you didn’t make a move,
I won’t kill you. You can leave.”

Li Zinan raised his eyebrows and said, “Then I have to thank Brother
Qin?”

Qin Yu didn’t say anything and ignored Li Zinan.

Li Zinan sneered and said, “Qin Yu, don’t tell me you think I’m some

kind person?”

Qin Yu slowly stood up when he heard that.

He looked at Li Zinan and said, “Then what do you mean?”

Li Zinan laughed loudly and said, “To tell you the truth, I’m Just

Waiting! When you’re exhausted, I’ll break your Dantian and take the
heart technique for myself!”

“You actually treat me as a good person? Should I call you naive or

stupid?”Li Zinan raised his eyebrows and said.



Qin Yu looked at Li Zinan coldly and said, “Do you think you can kill
me?”

Li Zinan snorted lightly and said, “If it was at your peak, I naturally
wouldn’t be your opponent. But now… you’re already exhausted.
You’re just a lamb at the mercy of others.”

Qin Yu looked Li Zinan up and down and sneered, “Did I not notice
you?”

Li Zinan frowned slightly and asked with confusion, “What do you

mean?”

Qin Yu sneered, “Have you forgotten my identity as an elder of the
Divine Alchemist Pavilion?”

As soon as he said that, Qin Yu took out a bunch of pills and stuffed
them into his mouth as if he was eating candy.
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Li Zinan was stunned when he saw Cheng put dozens of pills into his
mouth!

How could he eat a pill like this?

Qin Yu swallowed nearly a hundred pills before burping contentedly.

“Almost done.”Qin Yu patted his stomach.

Then, he looked at Li Zinan and grinned, “Although I haven’t returned
to my peak, I think it shouldn’t be a problem to deal with you.”



Li Zinan hurriedly took two steps back.

A grave expression flashed across his face, and his eyes narrowed
slightly.

Qin Yu’s god-like figure just now had left an indelible impression in his

heart.

Even though he had already set up a killing array, he still had some
uncertainty in his heart.

At this moment, Yao Qing, who was hiding in the dark, slowly walked

out.

Seeing Yao Qing, Li Zinan seemed to have grabbed onto a life-saving
straw.

He hurriedly looked at Yao Qing and said, “Brother Qing and Yao Qing,
as Jiang he’s disciple, hurry up and kill him!”

Yao Qing grinned and said, “Kill Him? Do I Kill You? You’re just a

sand sculpture!”

Li Zinan was stunned and said with some confusion, “What do you

mean?”

Yao Qing ignored Li Zinan. He took off the hat on his head and walked
quickly to Qin Yu.

“Mr. Qin,”Yao Qing said with a smile.

Qin Yu said with some surprise, “It’s You? Why are you here?”



Yao Qing waved his hand and said, “Now is not the time to talk about

this. This kid has set up a killing formation here. Mr. Qin, you have to
be careful.”

“Killing Formation?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows.

He released his spiritual sense and tried to sense the killing intent from
the surroundings.

Sure enough, a killing formation had been set up by the Riverside.

“Eh? Jing Lu hasn’t left yet?”At this moment, Qin Yu’s spiritual sense
caught a figure.

This figure was Jing Lu, who had been let go by Qin Yu.

“Well, if he hasn’t left, then I don’t need to keep him alive,”Qin Yu
thought to himself.

Then, he turned to look at Li Zinan and said indifferently, “Make your
move. Let me see your killing formation.”

At this moment, Li Zinan was already panicking. He hurriedly said, “Mr.
Qin, I apologize for my presumptuous act just now! You… You Let Me

Go!”

“Let You Go?”Qin Yu shook his head.

“I will never let go of those who want to kill me.”

Li Zinan gritted his teeth and knelt on the ground with a plop. He begged
bitterly, “Mr. Qin, if you are willing to let me go, I can give you a sum
of property!”



“No need.”Qin Yu shook his head.

Li Zinan had other uses. Qin Yu would never let him go.

“If you don’t make a move, I won’t be polite,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Li Zinan knew that Qin Yu would not show mercy, so he could only
stand up and gnash his teeth, “Your killing intent is too heavy, sooner or
later you will be punished by the heavens! The heavens will not forgive
you!”

Qin Yu sneered, “What’s the point of saying such nonsense? It’s better

to make a move quickly.”

“Good! Then I’ll let you see the power of Heaven and Earth!”Li Zinan
roared repeatedly!

Li Zinan’s mind moved, and Qin Yu’s body immediately emitted bursts
of explosive sounds!

“Oh?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows.

He only felt that his body seemed to have been slashed by countless
blades, but he couldn’t break through the defense of his body.

“Just this?”Qin Yu couldn’t help but frown.

If this Li Zinan was so weak, if he wanted to put on an act… It would be

really difficult.

Li Zinan’s expression was also somewhat ugly.



He had used this technique to wipe out a martial grandmaster, but it was
useless in front of Qin Yu!

Qin Yu’s body shook, and the traces of killing intent disappeared
without a trace.

“Show me some of your true abilities,”Qin Yu said indifferently with

his hands behind his back.

Li Zinan’s expression gradually turned cold.

He knew clearly in his heart that he couldn’t hurt Qin Yu at all unless he
showed his trump card.

“Qin Yu, is there no more room for negotiation?”Li Zinan still had a
trace of hope in his heart.

Qin Yu said coldly, “You talk too much nonsense.”

After saying that, a golden palm directly hit Li Zinan’s body!

Although this palm didn’t use its full strength, it still sent Li Zinan
flying.

“You’ve gone too far, I will never forgive you!”Li Zinan crawled up
from the ground and raised his head to ROAR!

In an instant, strands of killing intent came from all directions!

This killing intent came from the power of Heaven and earth, and it was
boundless!



“This is more like it.”The corners of Qin Yu’s mouth curled up into a
sneer.

He clenched his fist and used his physical body to smash at the strands of
killing intent!

“Boom!”

The Sky exploded incessantly. Endless killing intent was continuously
condensing. It was extremely annoying.

At this moment, Li Zinan quickly stood up. With a jolt of his feet, he
came to the surface of the water!

He muttered something and his hands quickly formed seals in the air as
if he was activating some spell!

“Mr. Qin, quickly interrupt him!”Yao Qing anxiously shouted.

However, Qin Yu acted as if he didn’t hear it, calmly resisting the
killing intent that came from heaven and earth.

“Splash!”

More than ten minutes later, the entire surface of the water shook
violently!

Then, the river water seemed to have a life of its own. Under Li Zinan’s
control, it transformed into various shapes.

“I have already fused the killing intent of heaven and earth with the
surface of the water. Qin Yu, prepare to die!”Li Zinan sneered
repeatedly.



Qin Yu looked at Li Zinan and sneered, “It sounds pretty good. I just
don’t know if it will work.”

“You try it!”Li Zinan said coldly.

The river water seemed to have fused with Li Zinan and changed with Li
Zinan’s mind.

“Splash!”

The water surface suddenly surged. A water dragon with endless killing

intent charged toward Qin Yu!

Qin Yu sneered, “Water Dragon? It’s not worth mentioning!”

After saying that, Qin Yu clenched his Golden Fist and charged forward.

“Boom!”

With this punch, the head of the water dragon was directly smashed into
a spray of water!

But in the next second, the water merged together again!

“You can handle one, but what about ten?”Li Zinan’s eyes were filled
with madness.

Then, one water dragon after another appeared on the surface of the
water!

Under Li Zinan’s command, these water dragons with hidden killing
intent charged at Qin Yu once again!



“If this is all you have, I’m afraid you won’t have the chance to hurt

me,”Qin Yu said coldly.

A golden figure flashed in the air. Qin Yu’s moves were wide open and
wide. With the power of crushing dry weeds, he blew up one water

dragon after another!

“I can’t wait any longer.”Qin Yu frowned.

He looked at Li Zinan and whispered, “Shrink the ground to an inch!”

As soon as he finished his words, Qin Yu arrived in front of Li Zinan!

“Not good!”Li Zinan’s expression changed. He hurriedly urged the
river water to form a layer of armor on his body!

“Boom!”

However, Qin Yu’s strength was unparalleled. The armor was directly
penetrated by a punch. Li Zinan’s body smashed into the surface of the
water!

The surface of the water stirred up tens of thousands of waves, and Li
Zinan’s blood dyed the river, and he was seriously injured!

“Qin Yu, I’ll fight it out with you!”In a short while, Li Zinan rushed
out from under the water!

His long hair was wet, and strands of killing intent condensed in his
palm!

The seemingly endless killing intent finally condensed into the size of a
dagger.



“Li Zinan, I’ve played enough,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Li Zinan roared crazily, “Then you can go to hell!”

After saying that, Li Zinan threw the dagger that was formed from the

killing intent at Qin Yu!

Qin Yu clenched his Golden Fist. He didn’t Dodge or Dodge. It was like
he was fighting with his life!

This dagger was aimed at Qin Yu’s Dantian!

And Qin Yu’s fist had already arrived in front of Li Zinan!
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This move was undoubtedly a desperate fighting style!

At such a close distance, Qin Yu could not Dodge. He could only allow
the dagger-like killing intent to head straight for his dantian!

“Bang!”

Qin Yu’s fist pierced through Li Zinan’s chest.

The spell that Li Zinan used also ruthlessly pierced into Qin Yu’s
Dantian!

“You…”Li Zinan lowered his head and looked at the bloody hole in his
chest. His face was full of despair.

Qin Yu looked at Li Zinan coldly and said, “It’s already your ability to

hurt me.”



Li Zinan staggered and fell into the water.

He climbed out of the river and said coldly, “Qin Yu, it’s a pity that you
couldn’t kill me in one strike.”

Qin Yu looked at Li Zinan coldly and said, “So?”

“So… I can use this opportunity to escape.”Li Zinan sneered.

“You think you can escape?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows.

Li Zinan pointed at Qin Yu’s Dantian and said, “Feel the inner strength
in your body.”

Qin Yu frowned slightly. He tried to feel the spiritual power in his
dantian, and his face suddenly changed.

“You… actually injured my Dantian?”Qin Yu stared at Li Zinan
angrily.

Li Zinan laughed and said, “You actually exposed your Dantian, but you
didn’t kill me! Qin Yu, you have become a cripple!”

“Even if your Dantian doesn’t shatter, your foundation will be
damaged!”

“I, Li Zinan, can seriously injure a genius, so my life is not wasted!”

Hearing these words, Yao Qing, who was beside him, immediately flew
into a rage.

“Li Zinan, I’m going to kill you!”Yao Qing’s entire body was surging

with energy, and he had the intention to make a move.



However, how could a mere Yao Qing be a match for Li Zinan?

Moreover, at this moment, Li Zinan was already heavily injured, and he
no longer had the will to continue fighting.

“Qin Yu, I’ll wait and see what you’ll do in the future,”Li Zinan said
coldly.

“At the same time, I also want to thank you. I believe that the Yan
family and the Han family will thank me for this.”

After saying this, Li Zinan used the formation to escape!

“Don’t even think about leaving!”Yao Qing tried to chase after him, but
was stopped by Qin Yu.

“Stop chasing,”Qin Yu said coldly.

Yao Qing gritted his teeth and said, “Are we just going to let him go?”

Qin Yu opened his mouth and was about to speak when he suddenly spat
out a mouthful of blood!

He rubbed his dantian and said in a deep voice, “This person’s methods
are really shocking.”

All of this was witnessed by Jing Lu in the dark.

He narrowed his eyes and said in a low voice, “Qin Yu, you also have
this day. Your Dantian has been damaged. Your good days are not
long.”

Then, Jing Lu quietly disappeared by the Riverside.



The entire riverside was only left with corpses and Yao Qing and Qin
Yu.

Yao Qing was like a little wife, walking around the side, he even
muttered, “It’s over, it’s over. This is troublesome. You have enemies
on all sides. If your Dantian is damaged, you will definitely suffer
revenge. It’s over, it’s all over…”

Qin Yu remained silent. He closed his eyes slightly and adjusted his
internal Qi.

“Mr. Qin, why don’t we go to the Divine Alchemist Pavilion? I believe

Pavilion Master will definitely have a way!”Yao Qing said as he
grabbed Qin Yu’s arm.

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “There’s no need for that. Let’s go back
first.”

As he spoke, a barely noticeable smile flashed across the corner of Qin
Yu’s mouth.

…

This battle was unprecedented.

One against ten, a rare sight in history.

However, Qin Yu had done it twice, and both times, he had succeeded.

The peak of the Great Grandmaster realm was already a rare item, and
more than twenty people had died in Qin Yu’s hands!

Such a battle record would definitely be recorded in history!



Qin Yu and Yao Qing returned to the hotel.

Yao Qing’s face was filled with anxiety, and he kept rubbing his hair.

Qin Yu, on the other hand, sat cross-legged quietly as if he was
adjusting his body condition. From time to time, he would spit out a
mouthful of blood.

“Mr. Qin, why aren’t you anxious at all?”Yao Qing said angrily.

Qin Yu glanced at him and said indifferently, “Is it useful to be
anxious?”

“Mr. Qin, have you thought of a way?”Yao Qing’s eyes lit up.

However, Qin Yu shook his head and said, “No.”

“Then… then why don’t we run away? We should quickly flee abroad

and never come back!”Yao Qing said.

Qin Yu said coldly, “I won’t leave. We will set off tomorrow and

return to Chuzhou.”

Yao Qing wanted to say something, but was interrupted by Qin Yu with
a wave of his hand.

In just one night, the name of Qin Yu as the Asura had spread throughout
the entire martial arts forum!

Some people even posted one clip after another. These clips were all
taken through surveillance cameras.



Although the quality of the video wasn’t clear enough, and the color
wasn’t bright enough, everyone could still see Qin Yu’s God of war-like
figure.

“One person killed more than ten peak-stage martial grandmasters,
including an existence like elder Zhuo. This is really… unprecedented!”

“From the looks of it, no one seems to be able to restrict Qin Yu’s
development.”

“It’s fortunate that I didn’t get greedy. Otherwise, I would have become
a corpse as well.”

Qin Yu’s battle achievements had already caused everyone to feel the
urge to retreat.

Not to mention that Qin Yu had a cultivation technique on him, even if
he had an ancient divine artifact, they would still have to consider it

carefully.

The next day.

Qin Yu returned to Chuzhou. These few days, he sat cross-legged at
home and did nothing, as if he was waiting for something.

…

Jingdu, Yan family.

A man with a bandage on his chest came to visit the Yan family’s
courtyard.



“Master, there’s someone called Li Zinan outside who wants to see
you,”the Butler said as he walked through the door.

“Li Zinan?”Yan Sihai frowned slightly.

How come he had never heard of this name before?

“He said he has important news to tell you about Qin Yu,”the Butler
continued.

At the mention of the word “Qin Yu,”Yan Sihai’s face turned cold.

During this period of time, news about Qin Yu kept reaching his ears,
and every piece of news was spreading about how powerful Qin Yu
was.

Unknowingly, Qin Yu was no longer so easy to deal with.

“Let him in.”Yan Sihai waved his hand.

Not long after, Li Zinan walked in.

The moment he saw Yan Sihai, he bowed and said, “Greetings, Mr.
Yan.”

Yan Sihai glanced at him and said, “What’s the matter?”

Li Zinan said indifferently, “I wonder if Mr. Yan has heard that Qin Yu
killed more than ten martial grandmasters by the Yunchuan River?”

A flash of anger appeared on Yan Sihai’s face.

He narrowed his eyes and said, “You came to me just to tell me this?”



A powerful pressure pressed down.. The Aura on Yan Sihai’s body made
Li Zinan feel a trace of unease.
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Li Zinan hurriedly waved his hand and said, “Mr. Yan, you
misunderstood. I. . . I was also one of the participants that day!”

“Oh?”Yan Sihai seemed to be interested.

He looked Li Zinan up and down and said, “You actually didn’t die. It
seems that you have some ability.”

Li Zinan desperately nodded and said, “Mr. Yan, not only did I not die,
but I also heavily injured that Qin Yu!”

“Severely injured?”Yan Sihai’s eyes became more and more interested.

Li Zinan continued, “That day, I set up a formation and severely injured
Qin Yu’s Dantian! Now, he is already heavily injured, and his strength
will only slowly decline!”

“According to my rough estimation, the current Qin Yu’s strength is
only thirty percent of his peak!”

“In less than a month, his inner strength will completely disappear! At
that time, he will become a cripple!”

After hearing Li Zinan’s words, Yan Sihai suddenly stood up!

He stared at Li Zinan and said coldly, “Is what you said true?”



“Absolutely true! I don’t dare to lie to Mr. Yan!”Li Zinan hurriedly
cupped his hands and said.

Yan Sihai slightly frowned.

This news was too shocking, and people could not help but doubt it.

“How can I believe what you said?”Yan Sihai asked coldly.

Li Zinan hurriedly said, “Mr. Yan, if you don’t believe me, you just
need to send someone to test it out!”

“Or rather, you can wait! I believe that it won’t be long before this
news spreads!”

Yan Sihai thought for a moment, then muttered, “Alright, I’ll believe
you for now, but I’m warning you. If you dare to lie to me, I guarantee
that I’ll make you suffer more than death.”

Li Zinan bowed and said, “I don’t dare.”

Then, Yan Sihai waved his hand, indicating that Li Zinan could leave.

However, Li Zinan stood there and did not leave for a long time.

Yan sihai frowned slightly and said somewhat unhappily, “What are

you still standing here for?”

Li Zinan did not say a word, and with a plop, he knelt on the ground.

“Mr. Yan, I have yearned for the Yan family for many years. To be able
to serve the Yan family is my lifelong dream. I beg you, Mr. Yan, to



give me a chance!”Li Zinan knelt on both knees and slammed his head
heavily on the ground.

Yan Sihai was not a fool. Of course, he understood what Li Zinan meant.

This kid was obviously asking for credit.

“If what you said is true, I will naturally not mistreat you,”Yan Sihai
stood up and said indifferently.

However, this answer did not satisfy Li Zinan.

Having lived in society for so many years, Li Zinan did not believe in
the big picture at all.

“Mr. Yan, I can’t wait to work for the Yan family,”Li Zinan said.

Yan Sihai said with a cold face, “Then what do you want?”

Li Zinan quickly stood up from the ground and said, “I heard that the
largest sect in the north, the Saint Confucian school, belongs to the Yan
family! And the Saint Confucian school claims to have gathered all the
Saint Confucian school in the world. If possible, I want to contribute to
the Saint Confucian school!”

Yan sihai sneered, “Your ambition is not small.”

“Mr. Yan, you misunderstood. I just want to contribute my own
strength to the Yan family,”Li Zinan said respectfully.

“You know a lot,”Yan Sihai said coldly.



The Saint Confucian school was the largest sect in the Northern
Territory, and it had unparalleled martial power.

However, not many people knew that the Saint Confucian school

actually belonged to the Yan family!

“Mr. Yan, don’t misunderstand. I was just too eager to join the Yan
family, so I paid more attention to the news of the Yan family,”Li Zinan
said with a bow.

Yan Sihai was silent for a moment, then said, “You go. The Saint
Confucian school will leave a position for you.”

“Thank you, Mr. Yan!”Li Zinan was immediately overjoyed!

The sage Confucian school was the largest sect in the north, and they
had countless resources!

Furthermore, the sage Confucian school had always been established as
an Orthodox sect. It had long been deeply rooted in the hearts of the
people. Even the military district would select talents from among them!

Those who could join the sage Confucian school were all geniuses in the
world!

…

Time flew by, and in the blink of an eye, three days had passed.

In these three days, the news of Qin Yu killing more than a dozen
martial grandmasters continued to spread.



Finally, on the fourth day, news of Qin Yu’s Dantian being damaged and
his strength greatly reduced appeared on the martial arts forum.

Unfortunately, this piece of news didn’t attract much attention.

The few replies were filled with doubt.

“Qin Yu’s Dantian is damaged? That’s bullshit.”

“That’s right. You want to trick us into sending ourselves to death?
Since your strength is damaged, why don’t you kill him to gain fame?”

“This kind of fishing method, I’ve been tired of it for decades.”

Looking at the comments on the martial arts forum, Yao Qing couldn’t
help but say excitedly, “Haha, these Fools Don’t believe it! Mr. Qin, as
long as you restrain your internal Qi, they will definitely not dare to

attack you!”

Regarding this, Qin Yu didn’t say anything. No one knew what he was

thinking.

A few minutes later, Qin Yu suddenly said, “Oh right, is there a martial
arts hometown in Chuzhou? Or a city?”

Yao Qing scratched his head and said, “I don’t know. Why do you

ask?”

Qin Yu didn’t answer. He took out his cell phone and called Jiang Gu.

After the call was connected, Qin Yu indicated his purpose of coming.



Jiang Gu was silent for a moment on the other end and said, “Mr. Qin,
it’s true. It was set up by the Jiangbei Martial Arts Association.”

“Chuzhou has always been the weakest area in the Jiangbei region.
Back then, in order to improve the martial arts strength of Chuzhou, the
martial arts association specially set up a martial arts competition
village.”

“Where is it?”Qin Yu asked.

Jiang gu said, “It’s in the flood dragon village next to white town.”

“Okay, I got it.”Qin Yu hung up the phone.

Then, he looked at Yao Qing and said, “Come with me to the flood
dragon village in a few days.”

“Mr. Qin, what… What do you mean?”Yao Qing asked, puzzled.

Qin Yu waved his hand and didn’t answer.

When Qin Yu and Li Zinan fought, Jing Lu watched the whole process.

Qin Yu killed Jing Lu’s father, so Jing Lu would never let it go.

Therefore, he believed that the news of his Dantian being damaged
would be spread.

As expected, over the next few days, news of Qin Yu’s Dantian being
injured and his strength being damaged kept appearing on the martial arts
forum.

As the saying goes, three people become a tiger.



One or two people might not believe it, but as the number of posts
increased, everyone began to have some doubts.

“Huh?”Qin Yu, who was lying on the bed, suddenly raised his
eyebrows.

He clearly caught a few flashes of internal Qi around him.

The corner of Qin Yu’s mouth curled up into a sneer.

“But finally, someone came to inquire about the news.”Qin Yu sat up
from the bed with his legs crossed.

Then, his internal strength was pushed back, and he spat out a large
mouthful of blood. His face also became somewhat pale.

“Mr. Qin, you… How Are You?”Seeing this, Yao Qing hurriedly ran
over.

Peach walked forward quickly and said in a low voice, “Elder Qin, you
have been vomiting blood more and more frequently these days. You….
you’d better return to the Divine Alchemist Pavilion as soon as
possible.”
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Qin Yu wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth. His pale face
made the bright red look even more dazzling.

“I’m fine.”Qin Yu shook his head.



As he spoke, Qin Yu tried to get up, but he stumbled and almost fell to
the ground.

Yao Qing and Peach hurriedly gave Qin Yu away, the worry on their
faces becoming even more intense.

“Mr. Qin, you’d better lie down properly,”Yao Qing said with a frown.

Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “I haven’t reached that level yet.”

It would be too fake if the act was over.

Qin Yu stood up and walked all the way to the window of the living
room.

He looked out of the window and asked in a low voice, “What month is

it now?”

Peach hurriedly said, “It’s the middle of May.”

“Mid-may… There are only three more months left.”Qin Yu sighed, his
face clearly showing a bit of worry.

“Elder Qin, are you still thinking about that matter?”Peach bit her lips,
looking even more worried than Qin Yu himself.

Qin Yu sighed and said, “I have already paid too much for Yan Ruoxue.
I am not willing to give up just like that!”

After saying that, Qin Yu suddenly punched the glass.

The glass immediately shattered, turning into sharp blades one after
another!



Qin Yu’s pale face was reflected on every piece of glass.

Outside.

One figure after another flashed past.

Their figures slowly disappeared in the darkness.

Little did they know that Qin Yu’s spiritual sense had never left their
figures.

Only after everyone had disappeared did qin yu turn around and return to
his room.

He continued to wait, waiting for the news to ferment.

That night, the martial arts forum exploded!

Countless influential figures in the martial arts world began to express
their opinions on the martial arts forum.

“Qin Yu is probably really seriously injured, leaving behind an internal
Qi injury in his dantian.”

“That’s right, I saw with my own eyes that he vomited blood non-stop,
and his aura was extremely dispirited.”

“It seems that the prodigy of the generation is going to die in the end.”

The people who said these words were all people with considerable
weight in the martial arts world.

The words they said naturally had more credibility!



At this moment, another person added fuel to the fire.

This person was Jing Lu.

Jing Lu personally expressed his opinion on the martial arts forum.

“That day, I saw with my own eyes that the killing intent from Li

Zinan’s formation had entered Qin Yu’s Dantian. From then on, Qin Yu
started vomiting blood and forced himself to leave Yun Chuan,”Jing Lu
said coldly.

“The current Qin Yu is no longer worth mentioning. To say that he is a
heaven’s favorite of his generation is a little too much to look down on
him.”

Many sources of evidence immediately made this news seem much more
real!

For a moment, countless people were eager to take the opportunity to
kill Qin Yu!

Qin Yu had been in the limelight recently. It would not be an
exaggeration to say that he was a star in the martial arts world!

Therefore, who knew how many people in the dark wanted to step on

Qin Yu to get to the top!

Whoever killed Qin Yu would definitely be valued by everyone and
become the new star of the martial arts world!

At this moment.

Qin Yu was lying on the bed.



Under the dark environment, the corners of Qin Yu’s mouth curled up
into a smile that was quite compatible with the environment.

Then, he put his phone into his pocket and fell into a deep sleep.

The next morning.

As soon as Qin Yu woke up, he saw Jiang Gu appear at the door.

This surprised Qin Yu a little.

He stood in the living room and thought for a moment, then walked to
the door.

The moment the door opened, he saw Jiang Gu’s anxious expression.

“Mr. Qin, there are rumors everywhere that your Dantian is damaged
and your internal QI is weak. Is… Is It True?”Jiang gu asked

anxiously.

Qin Yu turned around and returned to the living room. He sat down on
the sofa.

“Sit down.”Qin Yu patted the sofa and said.

Jiang Gu walked to the sofa and sat down uneasily.

“Mr. Qin, what’s Going On?”Jiang gu asked impatiently.

Qin Yu didn’t say a word. His eyes scanned Jiang Gu’s body.

He could clearly feel that Jiang Gu’s spiritual sense had swept over his
body many times, intentionally or unintentionally!



It was as if he wanted to find out if Qin Yu’s strength was really
damaged or if he was faking it!

“What do you think?”Qin Yu asked indifferently.

Jiang gu frowned and said, “I think it’s fake.”

Qin Yu sighed. He leaned against the sofa and said in a low voice, “I
also hope it’s fake…”

Jiang Gu’s pupils suddenly constricted!

He stared at Qin Yu and said, “Mr. Qin, your… Dantian really suffered

a serious injury?”

Qin Yu nodded and said, “To be precise, it left a hidden disease. This
hidden disease may very well take my life.”

Jiang Gu’s face was gloomy and uncertain. No one knew what he was

thinking about.

“Leaving a hidden disease in the Dantian may affect the path of the
righteous path in the future, and in the worst case, the internal strength
will collapse and become a cripple,”Jiang Gu said in a deep voice.

Qin Yu sighed and said, “Yes.”

Jiang Gu didn’t say anything for a while. He looked at Qin Yu and
countless expressions flashed across his face.

But in the end, Jiang Gu still recovered his calm.



He stood up and said, “Mr. Qin, during this period of time… you should

be careful. If you need my help, just let me know. If you really can’t do
it, just go to the Divine Alchemist Pavilion and hide.”

After saying that, Jiang Gu bowed to Qin Yu and turned to leave.

“Wait.”

At this moment, Qin Yu suddenly called out to Jiang Gu.

Jiang Gu’s body paused. He turned around and said, “Mr. Qin, is there
anything else?”

Qin Yu said with a faint smile, “Jiang Gu, now is a good opportunity for

you to kill me. Do you want to miss it just like that?”

Jiang Gu’s expression instantly turned extremely ugly!

He subconsciously took two steps back, his face filled with mixed
emotions.

“To be honest, I did have the intention to kill just now.”Jiang gu
sighed.

“It’s because of you that I lost my son. It’s impossible to say that I don’t
hate you.”

“Moreover, if I kill you now, not only will no one avenge you, but I
can also return a bright future to me…”

Qin Yu nodded slightly and said, “You are right. Then why didn’t you
make a move?”



Jiang gu smiled bitterly and waved his hand. “Although you did bring
disaster to me and the Jiang family, you also gave me an opportunity.”

“Pill, herbs, and even this body of mine were all given by you.”

“My hatred for you slowly disappeared without me knowing.”

After saying this, Jiang Gu cupped his hands to Qin Yu again.

“Mr. Qin, I will try my best to help you,”Jiang Gu said.

After saying this, Jiang Gu didn’t stay any longer and turned around to

leave.
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Watching Jiang Gu’s back as he left, Qin Yu remained silent.

Although Jiang Gu had followed Qin Yu for a long time, he knew very

well that the two of them had maintained a certain distance in their
hearts.

Now that Jiang Gu could make such a choice, Qin Yu was already very
gratified.

“Yao Qing, get ready. Follow me to Flood Dragon Village

Tonight,”said Qin Yu.

Hearing this, Yao Qing immediately became anxious.

He ran to Qin Yu’s side and said with wide eyes, “Mr. Qin, are you
kidding? If you go to Jiao Long Village now, aren’t you deliberately
exposing yourself?”



Qin Yu glanced at Yao Qing and sighed slightly, “I also want to know
how much strength I have now.”

“Then I’ll accompany you to practice,”Yao Qing muttered.

Qin Yu waved his hand and said, “Enough, don’t say anymore. Get
ready to set off.”

“Elder Qin, I want to go with you,”said peach as she walked forward.

Qin Yu glanced at peach and said, “What are you going for? Stay at

home and refine pills.”

“I Must Go! If you’re injured, I can still help you,”said peach
stubbornly.

Seeing this, Qin Yu couldn’t refuse any further and could only nod in

agreement.

That afternoon.

Yao Qing drove Qin Yu and peach towards Jiao Long Village.

Jiao Long Village was the martial arts home specially set up by the
Martial Arts Association. It was the most important place in Chuzhou’s
martial arts world.

Even the martial arts association of Chuzhou had elite forces stationed
there.

Not only did they provide martial artists with herbs, but they also held
competitions in Jiao Long Village to stimulate the development of
Chuzhou’s martial arts.



It was not an exaggeration to say that almost everyone in flood dragon
village was a martial artist.

It was said that the strongest among them had already stepped into the
realm of a martial grandmaster.

The car drove quickly. When Qin Yu arrived at Flood Dragon Village,
the sky had already darkened.

“As expected of the hometown of martial arts. I can feel a strong
internal Qi fluctuation as soon as I get off the car,”Yao Qing sniffed and
said.

Qin Yu didn’t say anything. He looked at his watch and said, “There is
a street in Jiao Long village called Divine Dragon Street. Unusual
treasures often appear on this street.”

Hearing this, Yao Qing’s face changed slightly.

He said in a low voice, “Mr. Qin, I have specially investigated Jiao
Long village over the past few days. I also have some understanding of
this divine Dragon Street.”

“Oh?”Qin Yu raised his eyebrows and signaled Yao Qing to continue.

Yao Qing continued, “In order to stimulate the development of martial
arts, Flood Dragon Town set up different rules in the Divine Dragon
Street.”

“It is said that as long as you are strong enough, you can forcefully buy
and sell, or even Rob Someone. As long as no one is killed, no one will
care.”



A hint of surprise flashed across Qin Yu’s face.

Qin Yu was still a little surprised about this.

Because usually, people would manage these streets and alleys. They
were afraid that someone would break the rules and kill people for their
goods.

But this flood dragon village actually did the opposite. It was simply
unheard of.

“If that’s the case, who would dare to go to the low-level people?”Qin
Yu frowned and said.

Yao Qing nodded and said, “Yes, so in flood dragon village, there is a
kind of special industry like bodyguards. As long as you have money,
you can hire experts to go to the Divine Dragon Street.”

Qin Yu touched his chin and said, “Then why don’t these hired experts
go to the Divine Dragon Street to rob themselves? Wouldn’t that make

the money come faster?”

“That’s right.”Yao Qing nodded slightly.

“This kind of thing has happened before. Once a treasure that is
attractive enough appears, the so-called bodyguards will immediately
become executioners with blades in their hands.”

“So, in the end, it’s still more reliable if you have the ability.”

Qin Yu agreed with this.



“This divine Dragon Street is really different… Let’s go to Divine
Dragon Street.”Qin Yu waved his hand and said.

Yao Qing was instantly speechless.

The reason he said all this was to persuade Qin Yu to leave.

He couldn’t do without it, but it aroused Qin Yu’s desire instead.

“Damn it, let’s go. If I’m cornered, I’ll start a massacre!”Yao Qing
muttered.

He knew that Qin Yu wouldn’t listen to his advice, so he could only let
it go.

The three of them drove towards the Divine Dragon Street.

Soon, the three of them appeared near the Divine Dragon Street.

As soon as they got out of the car, Qin Yu felt a few powerful internal

Qi.

Among them, there were the most grandmasters and few masters. As for
the Great Grandmasters, Qin Yu only found three of them.

“Mr. Qin, do we really have to go in?Why Don’t you put on the Green

Hat?”Yao Qing flipped his palm and took out the magic tool hat that he

had prepared.

Qin Yu rolled his eyes and said, “You should put it on yourself.”

After saying this, Qin Yu strode toward the Divine Dragon Street.



Although the Divine Dragon Street was known as a Treasure Street, this
was Chuzhou after all. The resources there were limited, so there were
not many babe in the Divine Dragon Street.

Herbs that were decades old and hundreds of years old could be seen
everywhere.

To the current Qin Yu, there was no longer any attraction.

Walking on this street, Yao Qing looked frightened and trembling.

His eyes were looking around, afraid that someone would attack him.

“Hello.”

At this moment, someone patted Yao Qing’s shoulder.

Yao Qing suddenly turned his head and shouted, “What do you want!
Let me tell you, I’m not afraid of You!”

The other party was stunned and said suspiciously, “I just want to ask if
you need any medicinal herbs. I just picked them on the mountain, Why

Are You So Nervous?”

Yao Qing wiped the sweat on his forehead and said awkwardly,
“Sorry…”

“Look at how much sweat is flowing from your forehead. It must be
kidney deficiency. This herb of mine can nourish yin and yang. Do you
want to buy some?”The other party said with a smile.

“You’re the one with kidney deficiency! Hurry up and SCRAM!”Yao
Qing scolded impatiently.



Seeing this, Qin Yu didn’t know whether to laugh or cry.

The current Yao Qing was obviously scared out of his wits. He was
afraid of everything.

As he continued to walk forward, the gazes around him became more

and more hostile.

Qin Yu could clearly feel that there were dozens of gazes on him from
both sides of the street.

“Mr. Qin, I suddenly feel so cold…”Yao Qing grabbed Qin Yu’s arm

and whispered.

Qin Yu looked calm and composed, as if he was strolling leisurely.

“Look, is that Person Qin Yu?”Someone whispered in the dark.

“It seems to be him! And that wretched kid next to him is said to be Qin

Yu’s follower.”

“Yes, I didn’t dare to confirm until I saw that white-haired wretched
man, but now I have confirmed that he is Qin Yu!”

Yao Qing’s face flushed red and he was extremely angry.

“Mr. Qin, am I wretched?”Yao Qing muttered.

Before Qin Yu could answer, peach, who was next to him, nodded
seriously and said, “Quite wretched.”

The discussions around them grew louder and louder, like a tidal wave
that almost drowned Qin Yu.



However, Qin Yu completely ignored them and continued walking on

the Divine Dragon Street.

“PFFT!”

At this moment, Qin Yu spat out a mouthful of blood, and his face
instantly turned a few shades paler.

“That Qin Yu spat out blood. Looks like the rumors are true.”

“It looks like this kid is really seriously injured!”

“Now is a good time to kill him!”
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Even though that was the case, no one dared to take the first step.

They were afraid that Qin Yu was faking it, afraid that he would be
slapped to death by Qin Yu.

The cold gazes around them grew more and more, and countless people
were getting restless.

However, Qin Yu did not pay any attention to them and continued

walking on the Divine Dragon Street.

“Sir, you must be Qin Yu.”

Finally, someone stepped forward.

The one who spoke was a young man with a platinum necklace on his
neck and seven or eight rings on his hand.



Qin Yu glanced at him and asked, “Who are you?”

“Don’t worry about who I am. I heard that not only did you destroy
their relationship, but you also killed the old master of the Yan family in
Jingdu. Is that true?”The young man asked with a smile.

Qin Yu sneered, “Just say what you want to say.”

“It’s nothing. I just feel ashamed of your behavior.”The young man
snorted.

“Yes! You are an ingrate!”

“You eat the Yan family and harm the Yan family. You are a SCUM!”

“You do whatever you want because you have some ability! No matter
how strong you are, it’s useless if your character is bad!”

A stone stirred up a thousand waves. Everyone began to curse at Qin Yu
angrily.

At this moment, Qin Yu spat out another mouthful of blood from his

mouth, and his face turned a little pale.

“Why? Are You So angry that you spat out blood?”

“Haha, this is retribution!”

As he spoke, an old man walked out.

He stood beside Qin Yu and said with a benevolent expression, “Young
man, let me give you a piece of advice. It doesn’t matter if you’ve done



something wrong, but you must learn to admit your mistake. The Sea of
bitterness is boundless, and you can turn back to the shore.”

Qin Yu sized up the old man and said, “Then how do you think I should

admit my mistakes?”

The old man smiled faintly and said, “Your cultivation was bestowed
by the Yan family. As long as you pay for your cultivation, you’ll be
able to atone for your sins.”

Hearing this, Qin Yu immediately sneered.

He looked at the old man coldly and said, “Old man, don’t come out
and put on airs.”

The old man’s expression changed and he said unhappily, “I’m advising

you out of kindness. Why Don’t you know what’s good for you?”

Qin Yu sneered and said, “There’s no shortage of people like you in
society. You look friendly, but in fact, you’re exacerbating the conflict.
Why are you pretending to be a good person?”

“You’re just a person who tramples on the ground to prop up others.
You just want to show off. Do you think that because you’re old, I have
to listen to you?”

“Old Man, where did you come from? Get lost!”

A few words instantly made the old man’s face turn blue.

“Qin Yu, aren’t you being too arrogant!”Someone berated.



Qin Yu looked at him coldly and said, “Don’t pretend to be good people.
You’re clearly doing this for your own selfish interests, yet you’re
trying to give yourself the name of justice. Do you really think you’re a
righteous person?”

“When I openly challenged the Yan family, all of you were like
maggots in the corner, not daring to say a word.”

“Now you see that my body is damaged, so you stand out arrogantly.
What kind of people are you?”

After finishing his words, the scene was completely silent.

“Well said!”Only peaches clapped desperately.

Qin Yu glanced at the crowd and said coldly, “If you want to fight, then
go ahead. I’m standing here. Don’t you want to be a warrior? Then

don’t be like a keyboard warrior who only knows how to hide in the
crowd.”

After saying that, Qin Yu closed his eyes and quietly waited.

“Just now, he admitted that his body was damaged, what’s there to be
afraid of!”

“Right, for the sake of fairness and justice, we must teach him a

lesson!”

Everyone was eager to make a move, but no one dared to take even half
a step forward.



“You two, Go beat him up!”At this time, the young man with the
platinum necklace pointed at the two bodyguards beside him and
shouted.

The bodyguards nodded and immediately walked towards Qin Yu!

These two bodyguards were both at the Grandmaster realm, and their
strength wasn’t ordinary. Their attacks were extremely swift, and they
grabbed Qin Yu’s face!

“Bang!”

However, Qin Yu waved his hand, and his palm instantly slapped onto

the two bodyguards’chests!

“Sou!”

The bodies of the two bodyguards were instantly sent flying, and they
fiercely slammed into the wall, their mouths bleeding non-stop!

The scene instantly fell into silence, and some people even
subconsciously took two steps back.

What was going on?Wasn’t this Qin Yu’s strength greatly reduced after

his body was damaged? Why did he still have such terrifying strength?

Could it be fake?

Qin Yu put his hands behind his back and said coldly, “Even if my
strength is damaged, I’m not someone an ant like a grandmaster can

bully.”

A mere grandmaster was not worthy of Qin Yu’s attention.



“Don’t forget, Qin Yu’s physical body is unparalleled in the world.”At
this moment, someone said in the dark.

“Even if his strength is damaged, his physical body is still the same. A
mere grandmaster, let alone killing him, even breaking through his
defense is difficult.”

Hearing this, everyone suddenly understood.

Yes, even if Qin Yu did not have any inner strength, his physical body
was still there.

If an ordinary grandmaster wanted to hurt him, it would be like climbing
up to the sky.

“You know a lot.”Qin Yu looked in a certain direction coldly.

“Hehe, Mr. Qin is revered as the king of Chuzhou, but now he is

running rampant in this small divine Dragon Street. Aren’t you afraid of
people gossiping?”A middle-aged man walked out from the dark.

“That’s right, bullying the weak is not a hero.”Then, another person
walked out!

“How can Mr. Qin bully the weak like this? Even Ma Xiaoru can’t

stand it anymore.”A seductive woman followed closely behind.

Three Martial Grandmasters!

The three martial grandmasters of Dragon God Street finally came out!

Waves of powerful internal Qi spread throughout Dragon God Street.



The people around subconsciously stepped back, afraid of being
affected.

“I have always been yearning for Mr. Qin’s name and even regarded
you as my idol. But I didn’t expect you to bully the weak in the Divine
Dragon Street,”a grandmaster said with a faint smile.

“So what if you see me as your father? Does it have anything to do with
me?”Qin Yu sneered.

“How can Mr. Qin say such Dirty Words? Xiaoru has always wanted to

find a husband like Mr. Qin, but Mr. Qin’s performance today has
disappointed me,”the seductive woman pretended to wipe away her
tears.

Qin Yu looked at her and sneered, “Do you think you are worthy? Look

at your flirtatious look, what kind of ancient people are you pretending
to be? Ugly Thing.”

Anger flashed across Xiaoru’s face, and a murderous look appeared in
her eyes.

“Qin Yu, no need to say more nonsense. You have aroused the anger of
the public, so die!”The three of them stepped forward, and the aura of a
martial grandmaster burst out at this moment.

Under this pressure, many people began to be unable to withstand it.
Some even vomited blood on the spot.

The killing intent spread throughout the entire Divine Dragon Street, and
a great battle was about to break out.



Qin Yu’s face still showed no fear. He said coldly, “Make your move.
There’s no need to say any more nonsense.”

“Alright, then I’ll satisfy you!”Finally, someone took the lead and took
a step forward! He raised his hand and used a killing move!

The wind-like internal Qi turned into thousands of sharp blades and shot
towards Qin Yu!

“The three of you can attack me together. I, Qin Yu, have nothing to
fear!”Qin Yu shouted as his hair danced wildly in the wind. He used his
bare fists to face the attack head-on!

“How could I, Xiao Ru, miss such a righteous action?”

The coquettish woman also cast a spell. She gently tapped the folding
fan in her hand forward, and a sharp gust of wind suddenly whistled

through the air!

Chapter 429: Chapter 429, come and save him

The three of them cast their spells at the same time!

They only had one goal, which was to take Qin Yu’s life and step on
Qin Yu to get to the top!

Unlike before, Qin Yu’s body was dull this time. He could fight against
the three of them alone with only his physical body!

His blood and Qi were burning, and his incomparably fierce fist was

able to withstand the spells of the three of them!



“Clang!”

With one punch, the terrifying wind forced Ma Xiaoru back three steps,
and she almost couldn’t hold the fan in her hand!

“Humph, as expected of the king of Chuzhou, you can do so much with
just your physical body.”Ma Xiaoru snorted.

Her hand glowed, and she gently waved forward, and an arrogant inner
strength turned into substance and rushed toward Qin Yu!

“Swoosh!”

At this moment, a terrifying airwave erupted in the sky above Qin Yu!

Raising his head, he saw a fiery blade heading toward Qin Yu!

Qin Yu’s expression was ice-cold. With an angry roar, he immediately
crossed his arms in front of his chest and prepared to take these two
spells head-on!

“Clang!”

Under this wild power, Qin Yu’s body instantly took a few steps back

and crashed into the house behind him!

“Hehe, looks like this Qin Yu can only rely on his physical
body.”Everyone laughed coldly.

“No matter how strong his physical body is, how long can he last?”

“Everyone, don’t hide your strength anymore. Just kill him.”



The three of them looked at each other and immediately began to display
their trump cards!

Qin Yu’s expression was solemn. He clenched his fists tightly and
prepared to face the three of them.

“Boom!”

The three of them unleashed their spells at almost the same time!

The scene buzzed, and the ground beneath Qin Yu’s feet sank a few
degrees.

Qin Yu clenched his fists and snorted coldly, “Come, I, Qin Yu, have
nothing to fear!”

As he spoke, Qin Yu’s fist, which was like steel, fiercely charged

forward!

However, at this moment, Qin Yu suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood.
His body staggered and he took a few steps back!

Three spells ruthlessly smashed onto Qin Yu’s body.

Cracks instantly appeared on Qin Yu’s body.

Traces of blood flowed out from his body.

“Haha, is this the King of Chuzhou? Looks like he’s just so-so!”The
three of them couldn’t stop laughing.

“Looks like the rumors are true. The current Qin Yu can’t even defeat
three sixth grade martial grandmasters.”



“Geniuses are indeed short-lived.”

As they spoke, the three of them walked toward Qin Yu.

Ma Xiaoru Looked Qin Yu up and down and said lightly, “I really didn’t
expect that the famous Qin Yu would die at my hands.”

“Qin Yu, are you still going to resist stubbornly?”

Qin Yu struggled to stand up from the ground.

He looked at his reddened body and said coldly, “If I was at my peak
condition, the three of you are not worth mentioning.”

“It’s a pity that you are not,”Ma Xiaoru said with a smile.

“I’ll give you a chance. Hand over the mantra, and we might spare
you.”

Qin Yu sneered, “It’s a pity that I don’t have the Mantra.”

“Oh?”Ma Xiaoru narrowed her eyes.

“You really don’t give up until you reach the Yellow River.”

As she spoke, Ma Xiaoru gently raised her finger, and a force hit Qin
Yu’s chest.

Qin Yu staggered and took three steps back.

“Since he doesn’t want to hand over the mantra, let’s kill him
together,”Ma Xiaoru said coldly.



The three of them looked at each other and nodded. “Okay.”

Just as they were about to attack, Yao Qing suddenly jumped out.

He glared at the crowd and said, “Stop! I Am Jiang he’s disciple!”

When he said this, everyone was shocked!

Jiang he’s disciple?

Qin Yu actually had such an expert by his side?

It was not the first time Yao Qing had acted pretentious, so he simply
made a banner out of tiger skin and said coldly, “My master told me to

look after Mr. Qin. Anyone who is not afraid of Death can come at
me!”

These words really scared everyone.

Although they did not believe that Yao Qing was Jiang he’s disciple,
they still felt a little uneasy in their hearts.

It was not for other reasons, but because Jiang he’s reputation was too
big.

Even if they knew that Yao Qing was fake, they were not willing to take
this risk.

This was the deterrence that Jiang he had in the hearts of everyone.

“Good. Since you are senior Jiang’s disciple, we can give you face and
spare his life,”someone said first.



“But he must hand over the mental cultivation method, or else he will
be killed without mercy!”

Yao Qing was about to speak, but Qin Yu interrupted him with a wave

of his hand.

He wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and said, “Do you
really want the mental cultivation method?”

“What do you think?”Ma Xiaoru snorted.

Qin Yu took a deep breath and said, “Okay, I can give you the mental
cultivation method, but I can’t carry it with me.”

“What do you mean?”Ma Xiaoru said with a cold face.

Qin Yu said in a deep voice, “You go to the provincial capital tomorrow,
and I will naturally give you the mantra.”

Hearing this, the three of them could not help but look at each other.

Ma Xiaoru said fiercely, “What if you lie to us?”

“At this moment, what right do I have to lie to You?”Qin Yu shook his
head.

Ma Xiaoru narrowed her eyes and looked at Qin Yu.

Then, she said with a cold face, “I’m telling you, if you dare to lie to
me, I’ll kill your whole family and feed them to the dogs!”

Qin Yu’s face turned slightly cold.



This Ma Xiaoru was really ruthless.

“Okay.”Qin Yu took a deep breath.

“I’ll wait for You At Home Tomorrow.”

After saying that, Qin Yu turned around and prepared to leave with
difficulty.

Ma Xiaoru shouted from behind, “Qin Yu, you’d better think about it
carefully, or you won’t be able to bear the consequences.”

Qin Yu didn’t say anything.

He wiped the corner of his mouth and suddenly stopped in his tracks.

Then, Qin Yu turned around and said, “I heard that there’s a Tianyuan
Jade appearing in the Divine Dragon Street recently. If it really appears,
please let me know.”

“Tianyuan Jade? What is that?”

“I know. It is said that Tianyuan Jade is a high-grade jade stone that can
be used to refine spiritual artifacts!”

“No wonder this kid risked his life to come to the Divine Dragon Street.
It turns out that he is after the Tianyuan Jade!”

“Even if there is a Tianyuan jade, it has nothing to do with you. Now
you are just a walking corpse. Stop Dreaming, or you will attract a
disaster!”Ma Xiaoru warned in a cold voice.

Qin Yu didn’t say anything else and turned around to leave.



Tao Zi and Yao Qing supported Qin Yu. After they had walked far away,
Yao Qing asked, “Mr. Qin, are you okay?”

Qin Yu shook his head and said, “I’m fine.”

Yao Qing said in confusion, “Why didn’t I know there was Tianyuan

Jade in the Divine Dragon Street?”

Qin Yu glanced at Yao Qing and said, “I heard it from others.”

What BULLSH * t Tianyuan Jade? It was completely made up by Qin

Yu.

The reason why he said that was to avoid arousing suspicion.

“Mr. Qin, isn’t there no mantra on the stairway to heaven? How are

you going to give it to them?”Yao Qing asked in confusion.

Qin Yu smiled and said, “I naturally have a countermeasure.”

During this time, Peach didn’t say anything. Instead, she held her phone
and sent a message:

“Master, Elder Qin is under siege. Someone will come to kill him
tomorrow. Hurry and save him….”

Chapter 430: Chapter 430, the current Yan Ruoxue

After Peach sent the message, he did not receive any response.

It was not an exaggeration to say that this was the first time peach sent a
message to the pavilion master.



Because the pavilion master’s image in everyone’s heart was too cold
and distant, even if they knew his phone number, they did not dare to
have any contact with him.

Now, for the sake of Qin Yu, peach braced himself and sent a message.

Qin Yu didn’t know anything about this.

After he returned to his room, he couldn’t wait to open the martial arts
forum.

Sure enough, the martial arts forum had already shown a video of Qin

Yu fighting.

In this video, Qin Yu no longer had that invincible posture from before.
Instead, he was retreating in defeat.

“He can’t even deal with three sixth grade martial grandmasters. Looks
like Qin Yu is really injured.”

“This kind of hidden illness is very difficult to get rid of. Even if he is
lucky enough to recover, it will still affect his foundation.”

“It looks like the curtain is about to fall on the genius of the
generation.”

Countless comments flooded in like a tidal wave.

Qin Yu silently turned off his phone.

He lay on the bed, the corners of his mouth curled up into a cold smile.

… . .



In a deep mountain valley in the fire country.

In an ordinary civilian house, there was a white haired old man who was
currently recuperating.

“Master, that Qin Yu’s Dantian seems to have been damaged, and his
powers have been greatly reduced.”A disciple walked up to the old

man.

The old man was none other than the famous Jiang He.

A trace of surprise flashed across Jiang he’s face, even tinged with a
tinge of grief.

“Such a genius has fallen just like that. It’s truly a pity.”Jiang he
sighed.

His disciple said from the side, “From ancient times until now, there
have been many geniuses. However, after they understood the current
situation, they all chose to act wisely to protect themselves.”

“However, this Qin Yu doesn’t know how to restrain himself. He has
repeatedly provoked the aristocratic families. With such actions, it
would be strange if he didn’t fall.”

Jiang he glanced at his disciple. He stroked his beard and sighed, “It is
precisely because everyone has chosen to protect themselves that the
aristocratic families have become more and more powerful. Qin Yu’s
arrogance is exactly what is lacking at the moment.”

When his disciple heard this, he was shocked.

He didn’t expect his master to Value Qin Yu so much.



“Master, Qin Yu has a person by his side called Yao Qing. He has
pretended to be your disciple many times,”his disciple continued.

“Do you want me to warn him?”

Jiang he waved his hand and said, “I’m sorry that I can’t do it myself. It
might be a good thing to help him unintentionally.”

The disciple was confused.

He frowned and said, “Master, you don’t know this Qin Yu. Why do

you think so highly of him?”

Jiang he was silent for a moment.

Then he waved his hand and said, “I said that Qin Yu has something that
society needs. Every time I see news about him, I will feel ashamed of
my seclusion.”

His disciple opened his mouth and wanted to say something, but was
interrupted by Jiang he with a wave of his hand.

…

The news that Qin Yu was pushed back by the three six great
grandmasters caused a great uproar.

Han Wei couldn’t stop laughing at this.

He immediately called Qin Yu and sneered, “Qin Yu, I heard that your
Dantian has been seriously injured and you can’t cultivate anymore?”



Qin Yu was silent for a moment and said, “What does it have to do with

you?”

HanWei sneered, “It doesn’t have anything to do with me. It seems that
I won’t be able to see you in three months.”

“That might not be the case,”Qin Yu said coldly.

“In three months, I will appear at the Han family on time.”

“Hahahaha!”Han Wei burst into laughter.

“Are you here to die? To be trampled under my feet in front of the

Woman You Love? I really want to see this comical scene,”Han Wei

said with a sneer.

Qin Yu did not waste any more time with him and immediately hung up
the phone.

Jingdu, Yan family.

During this period of time, Yan Ruoxue had been placed under house
arrest. The power around her had also been drained. She could only read
books and raise flowers every day.

Accompanying her was a pet dog named “Xiao Hua”and a group of
servants who were responsible for serving her.

Other than that, there was nothing else.

“Xiao Hua, do you want to eat too?”

On the dining table, Yan Ruoxue personally cooked a table of dishes.



What was surprising was that all the servants were eating at the same
table, eating the dishes personally cooked by the eldest miss of the Yan

family.

Only littleflower, who was standing beside them, had her mouth open in
anticipation.

Yan Ruoxue smiled. She gently picked up littleflower and said, “Since
we can’t finish eating anyway, we’ll give you some.”

At this moment, the door of the Yan family was opened.

Not long after, Yan Sihai, who was wrapped in a coat, pushed open the
door and entered.

“The food is pretty good,”Yan Sihai said coldly.

Hearing Yan Sihai’s voice, all the servants hurriedly stood up from the

table. Their faces were filled with nervousness.

“Who told you to eat at the table?”Yan Sihai coldly glanced at the

servants and said coldly.

“Mr. … Mr. Yan, we… We know we’re wrong,”everyone said
nervously.

Yan Sihai said coldly, “Why? Can’t you tell who you are?”

“I asked them to eat together,”Yan Ruoxue said from the side.

Yan Sihai glanced at Yan ruoxue and lightly snorted, “Miss asked you to
eat, and you ate? Do you really think you are human?”



“They are human to begin with,”Yan Ruoxue said with a displeased
expression.

“Uncle, if you belittle others like this, sooner or later, you will also be
belittled by others.”

Yan sihai laughed and said, “Ruoxue, you are really naive.”

Yan Ruoxue was not willing to negotiate with Yan Sihai, so she asked
directly, “What’s the matter?”

“If not, I can’t come to see you?”Yan Sihai said with a faint smile.

“As long as you appear, you will definitely bring bad news,”Yan
Ruoxue said mercilessly.

Yan Sihai could not help but laugh. He sat next to Yan Ruoxue, picked
up his chopsticks and started eating.

“That bowl belongs to Xiao Hua,”Yan Ruoxue reminded him.

“Who is Xiao Hua?”Yan Sihai frowned slightly.

Yan Ruoxue immediately pointed at the dog barking beside her.

Yan Sihai’s expression instantly turned cold.

He threw his chopsticks to the side and said coldly, “You guessed it
right. I came here to tell you bad news.”

“Qin Yu’s Dantian has been damaged and he has become a cripple.
Don’t expect him to come and take you away,”Yan Sihai said coldly.



“Impossible,”Yan Ruoxue said without hesitation.

She didn’t believe Yan Sihai’s words at all.

Yan Sihai said indifferently, “I know you don’t believe me, so I have
prepared evidence for you.”

After saying that, Yan Sihai took out his phone.

On the screen was the scene of Qin Yu battling the three martial
grandmasters while the sky was covered in blood.

Apart from that, Yan Sihai also opened the martial arts forum and handed

it to Yan Ruoxue.

“Did you see that? Do you think I controlled the entire martial arts

forum?”Yan Sihai lit a cigar and said indifferently.
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